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Glossary
Basin Plan

A high level framework on which the Australian Government and
Basin States agreed, and that sets standards for the management
of the Murray‑Darling Basin’s water resources in a coordinated and
sustainable way in collaboration with the community. Officially known
as the Basin Plan 2012

Basin Plan Water Trading
Rules (BPWTR)

Rules set out in Part 12 of the Basin Plan that relate to the trade or
transfer of tradeable water rights. The rules commenced on 1 July
2014 and are enforced by the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority

Basin States

New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, the ACT

Basin State agencies

Basin State departments and water authorities

bulk water charge

A charge payable for either (or both) the storage of water for, or the
delivery of water to:
(i)

infrastructure operators

(ii)

other operators of reticulated water systems

(iii) other persons (including private diverters and environmental
water holders)
carryover

Arrangements that allow water entitlement holders to hold allocated
water in storages so it is available in subsequent years

infrastructure charge

Charges that infrastructure operators impose for access to their water
service infrastructure, and for services provided in relation to that
access

infrastructure operator

Any person or entity that owns or operates infrastructure for one or
more of the following purposes:
(i)

the storage of water

(ii)

the delivery of water

(iii) the drainage of water
for providing a service to someone who does not own or operate the
infrastructure

viii

irrigation infrastructure
operator (IIO)

An infrastructure operator that owns or operates water service
infrastructure for delivering water for the primary purpose of irrigation

irrigation network

As defined in s. 7(4) of the Water Act 2007, the water service
infrastructure of an irrigation infrastructure operator. In practice, an
irrigation network typically constitutes a network of carriers (open
channels, pipes and/or natural waterways) that convey water from a
water source through customer service points to customer properties.
It may be either a gravity fed network (typically using channels and/or
natural waterways) or a pressurised network (using pipes)

irrigation right

A person’s right against an IIO to receive water, which is not a water
access right or a water delivery right. It usually can be transformed
into a water access entitlement

infrastructure service

Access, or a service provided in relation to access, to water service
infrastructure. It includes the storage, delivery, drainage and taking of
water

non-volumetric charge

A charge that does not reference a volume of a water right—for
example, a charge that is levied per account, per outlet or per meter
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off‑river infrastructure
The storage, delivery and/or drainage of water diverted from a natural
service/off‑river infrastructure watercourse through a network consisting of channels and/or pipes
operator
(which can be gravity fed or pressurised) to another person. An
operator providing such services is an off‑river infrastructure operator
on‑river infrastructure
service/on‑river infrastructure
operator

Harvesting and storing water through infrastructure such as dams,
lakes, weirs and reservoirs located primarily on a natural watercourse,
and delivering water, primarily through natural watercourses. An
operator providing such services is an on‑river infrastructure operator

private diverter

An irrigator that extracts water directly from a natural watercourse
(either a regulated or unregulated river)

regulated water charge

A water charge to which any of these three sets of water charge
rules applies:

Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules
Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules
Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules
See s. 91 of the Water Act 2007 for a full definition
termination

When a person terminates or surrenders the whole or part of a right
of access to an IIO’s network, typically by terminating a water delivery
right

termination fee

A fee that an IIO may impose when an irrigator terminates

the Act

Water Act 2007 (Cth)

total network access charge

Amount on which the termination fee multiple is applied to calculate
a maximum termination fee. It is the sum of all amounts that would
have been payable for access to an operator’s irrigation network by
an irrigator for a full financial year if termination or surrender had not
occurred, excluding:

any amount for the amount of water actually delivered to the

terminating irrigator (that is, variable irrigation network charges)

any amount for the storage of water
connection/disconnection fees
any amount that exceeds the cost of providing irrigators with
access to an operator’s irrigation network

fees under ACCC approved contracts
tradeable water right

One of:
(i)

water access rights

(ii)

water delivery rights

(iii) irrigation rights
transformation

Process by which an irrigator permanently transforms their entitlement
to water under an irrigation right against an IIO into a water access
entitlement held by the irrigator (or anybody other than the IIO),
thereby reducing the volume (for example, the share component) of
the operator’s water access entitlement

volumetric charge

Charge based on the volume of a water right or physical amount of
water. A fixed volumetric charge is a charge based on the volume of a
water right held, while a variable volumetric charge is a charge based
on the volume of the right that is used in a particular manner

water access entitlement

Perpetual or ongoing entitlement, by or under a law of a state, to
exclusive access to a share of the water resources of a water resource
plan area
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water access entitlement
trade

Change of ownership and/or location of a water access entitlement
(including through the establishment of a tagging arrangement)

water access right

Any right conferred by or under a law of a state to hold and/or take
water from a water resource, including:

stock and domestic rights
riparian rights
a water access entitlement
a water allocation
water allocation

Specific volume of water allocated to water access entitlements in a
given water accounting period

water allocation trade

Change of ownership and/or location of a particular volume of water
allocation

watercourse

A river, creek or other natural watercourse (whether modified or
not) in which water is contained or flows (whether permanently or
intermittently). It may be:
(i)

a dam or reservoir that collects water flowing in a watercourse

(ii)

a lake or wetland through which water flows

(iii) a channel into which the water of a watercourse has been
diverted
(iv) part of a watercourse
(v)
Water Charge (Infrastructure)
Rules 2010 (WCIR)

an estuary through which water flows

Rules for fees and charges payable to an infrastructure operator for:

bulk water charges
access to the IIO’s network, or services provided in relation to that
access

matters specified in regulations made under s. 91(1)(d) of the
Water Act 2007

Water Charge (Planning and
Management Information)
Rules 2010 (WCPMIR)

Rules relating to charges for water planning and water management
activities in the Murray‑Darling Basin, and requiring the publication of
the charge details and the process for determining the charge

Water Charge (Termination
Fees) Rules 2009 (WCTFR)

Rules for fees or charges payable to an IIO in relation to terminating
access to an operator’s irrigation network (or services relating to such
termination), or surrendering a right to delivery of water through the
operator’s irrigation network

water delivery right (WDR)

Right to have water delivered by an infrastructure operator. It typically
represents the holder’s right of access to an irrigation network (there
may also be a right to drainage), and can be terminated

Water Market Rules/
2009 (WMR)

Rules dealing with actions or omissions of an IIO that prevent or
unreasonably delay transformation arrangements or trade of the
resulting water access entitlement

water service infrastructure

Infrastructure for one or more of the following purposes:
(i)

the storage of water

(ii)

the delivery of water

(iii) the drainage of water
for providing a service to another person

x
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Key findings
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) monitors regulated water charges
imposed in the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB) by on‑river and off‑river infrastructure operators (IOs) and
Basin States. We also assess trends in terminations, transformations and some trade in water rights
(specifically, irrigation rights and water delivery rights) within off‑river IOs in the MDB.

Here’s the year in review: key influences and challenges
Seasonal conditions were favourable across much of the MDB, and water was generally plentiful.

As a result, IO water delivery volumes were generally greater than in 2015–16, and water allocation
prices were generally lower.

Some regions are experiencing significant changes in land use and crop types, which influence water
use, trade and delivery patterns. These changes have affected system operation needs and are
increasing the variability of seasonal and annual water supply for on‑river and off‑river IOs.

The regulatory arrangements applying to IOs continue to evolve, with many major reviews of

water governance and compliance frameworks conducted in 2016–17. A number of these reviews
reflected concerns about water governance and compliance, and the effective delivery of water for
the environment.

Some Basin States changed their recovery of water planning
and management costs
Some Basin States’ administrative and charging arrangements for water planning and management

(WPM) changed in 2016–17. The most notable change was in New South Wales, where responsibility
for some functions was transferred from Department of Primary Industries (Water) (DPI Water)
to WaterNSW.

Funding to the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) by all Basin States and the Australian
Government rose in 2016–17, with total contributions increasing by almost 14 per cent.

WPM costs and charges changed in Basin States for different reasons. Victoria’s WPM costs rose

slightly by 2.6 per cent in real terms, and a range of new WPM activities were commenced. South
Australia’s main WPM charge in the MDB—the Division 2 Natural Resources Management Water
Levy—rose by around 10 per cent, which followed abolition of the Save the River Murray Levy
in 2015.

On‑river infrastructure operator hypothetical bills generally
increased but were variable across operators and systems
Hypothetical bills for most of the six on‑river IOs and for South Australian private diverters increased
in 2016–17.

The percentage changes from the previous year were small in many MDB regions. Four of the 17
hypothetical bills from IOs in the Southern MDB fell by 10 per cent or more (for high and general
security entitlements in the Murray system for both Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray
Water customers).

We found hypothetical bill increases of greater than 10 per cent in the northern MDB Peel Valley, and
in the southern MDB’s Broken, Bullarook and Ovens systems.

The bill changes generally reflected moves by IOs and regulators to adopt more
cost-reflective charges.
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The majority of off‑river infrastructure operator
hypothetical bills also increased
Hypothetical bills for the 19 off‑river IOs analysed increased in most (71 per cent) networks in
2016–17. Around 38 per cent of the hypothetical bills increased in real terms.

Increases in hypothetical bills for customers in most pressurised and gravity fed networks in 2016–17
largely reflected increases in off‑river charges (that is, charges to recover the IO’s costs, rather than
passing through WPM charges and on‑river charges).

For customers in a number of IOs’ gravity fed networks, hypothetical bills decreased. Some

decreases related to the new pricing outcomes for on‑river infrastructure charges approved by
state regulators.

From 2009–10 to 2016–17, hypothetical bills increased in real terms in over 80 per cent of off‑river
networks, for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery. The proportion of fixed charges in
hypothetical bills changed little over the same period, remaining at 61 per cent.

Transformations and terminations continued to decline but
trades of water delivery rights and allocation grew
Irrigation right transformations continued the downward trend of recent years. Irrigation

infrastructure operators (IIOs) reported 133 transformations in 2016–17 with a volume of 28 GL. This
represented the lowest volume of transformations since monitoring began in 2009.

The cumulative volume of irrigation rights transformed since 2009–10 reached 582 GL in 2016–17,
representing 18 per cent of the volume of irrigation right at 1 July 2009.

Transformations in 2016–17 due to network rationalisation and Australian Government acquisitions
were both lower than in earlier years.

Around 5.1 GL of water delivery rights were terminated or surrendered across the MDB in 2016–17.

This volume was the lowest on record. IIOs imposed termination fees on 82 per cent of terminations,
continuing the upward trend since 2013–14. This fee trend reflects a fall in terminations associated
with infrastructure rationalisation projects (for which IIOs often charge no fee).

Most IIOs in the southern MDB were net exporters of water allocation in 2016–17, with Lower Murray
Water being a notable exception, generally consistent with observed trends in land use and crop
choice. Sunwater in Queensland and IIOs in northern New South Wales tended to be net importers.
Several small IIOs reported imports but no exports.

Trade in water delivery right continued to be active in most networks in 2016–17, although generally
involving no more than 2 per cent of total water delivery rights. Western Murray had the highest
proportion, at 14 per cent.

We found no major issues with water charge and water
market rules compliance in 2016–17
Concerns about compliance with the water charge and water market rules continued to trend down,
with only 10 new complaints and enquiries in 2016–17.

We conducted six investigations and identified only one breach of the Rules, which was
resolved administratively.

xii
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Summary
The 2016–17 year was a generally stable period for most on‑river and off‑river infrastructure operators
(IOs). Good water availability and favourable seasonal conditions across much of the Murray‑Darling
Basin (MDB) resulted in most IOs reporting increased water deliveries (up 27 per cent for on‑river IOs
and 12 per cent for off‑river IOs).
Our hypothetical bills show charges rose for the majority of off‑river IO customers and for some on‑river
IO customers, but the hypothetical bill changes were generally small (broadly consistent with or near
CPI) or reflective of moves to achieve cost recovery.
Transformations and terminations continued their downward trend, with transformation and termination
volumes in 2016–17 being the lowest on record. Most irrigation infrastructure operators (IIOs) in the
southern MDB were net exporters of water allocation, with Lower Murray Water being a notable
exception. Sunwater in Queensland and IIOs in northern New South Wales tended to be net importers.
Several small IIOs reported imports but no exports.
This period of relative stability occurred, however, against a backdrop of significant changes. The
irrigated agricultural sector and the wider rural water framework are in transition. The sector is subject
to a number of pressures that may challenge traditional IO business models. These influences include
changes in crop choice and land use, government and private investment in infrastructure, water
recovery activities, growing markets in tradeable water rights, and rising energy prices. Changes will
continue as the Basin Plan takes effect (through sustainable diversion limits and accredited water
resource plans from 1 July 2019) and as competition for water resources and system capacity grows.
Further, the impacts of the Water Act 2007, the Basin Plan and associated legislative instruments and
policies, and how effectively these laws and policies are being implemented, are under continuous
scrutiny and assessment by lawmakers and others. In September 2016, for example, the ACCC
provided advice on possible amendments to the water charge rules (largely still under consideration
by the Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources). Further, in July 2017, concerns about water theft
and the effective delivery of water for the environment led to multiple inquiries across the MDB. A
common theme of these inquiries was the importance of monitoring, evaluation and enforcement. Their
conclusions are already shaping further changes in the policy and regulatory framework, all of which will
influence the environment in which IOs do business.

Here’s the year in review: key influences and challenges
Seasonal conditions in 2016–17 were favourable across much of the MDB. While temperatures were
generally higher than usual, above average rainfall led to increases in water storages.
The majority of Australian water entitlement trades take place in the southern MDB. In 2016–17, the
estimated total value of major entitlement types on issue in that region was around $14.6 billion, with
entitlements held for consumptive use valued around $12.5 billion and those held by the Australian
Government valued around $2.1 billion. Both consumptive and Australian Government entitlements
more than doubled in value from 2013–14 to 2016–17.
Prices for water allocation in 2016–17 were generally lower than in 2015–16. They remained stable for
high security water access entitlements (WAEs), but rose for low and general security entitlements.
Reflecting the greater water availability and irrigation needs that resulted from climatic conditions, IOs
delivered larger volumes in 2016–17. During 2016–17, deliveries of water by on‑river IOs increased by
27 per cent, while deliveries by off‑river IOs increased by 12 per cent across the MDB.
IOs face challenges to their business models and customer base as changes arise in the physical,
regulatory and broader operating environment. Changing land use patterns and crop watering
demands, together with increased water market activity, are increasing the variability of seasonal and
annual demand. Some regions are experiencing significant changes in land use and crop types. The
rapid expansion of the almond industry in Sunraysia, for example, and the emergence of cotton as a
dominant crop in recent years have led to water moving between IO networks and outside IO network
areas in southern New South Wales.
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The changes in land use and plantings have led some stakeholders to raise concerns about the capacity
of the River Murray to deliver sufficient water to meet demand, particularly during hot and dry weather.
Irrigators and IOs have also raised concerns about the effects of rising energy prices. Decisions by
irrigators to change their farming operations to reduce energy use will directly affect IIOs, possibly
altering the demands on their infrastructure and their sources of revenue. Likewise, decisions by IIOs to
manage their energy costs or use in different ways will affect irrigators through the charges that they
pay. Further, rising energy prices may impede the adoption of water efficient (but energy intensive)
technology.
The regulatory arrangements applying to IOs and irrigators under the framework of the Water Act
continue to evolve. Major reviews of water governance and regulatory frameworks occurred in 2016
and 2017, including the ACCC’s review of the water charge rules. They recommended or resulted in
various changes to compliance responsibilities, administrative arrangements and/or policy settings. The
ABC Four Corners program ‘Pumped: who is benefiting from the billions spent on the Murray‑Darling’
(24 July 2017) was a catalyst for the New South Wales Matthews Review, the South Australian Royal
Commission into MDB Water Theft, the Australian Senate inquiry into the integrity of the water market
in the MDB, and the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) review of Basin-wide compliance.

Some Basin States changed their recovery of water planning
and management costs
Basin State departments and water authorities apply charges that recover some of the costs associated
with their own water planning and management (WPM) activities. These activities help support the
sustainable management of scarce water resources. Further, this work ensures the integrity of the WAE
framework and tradeable water rights.
Some Basin State agencies’ administrative and WPM charging arrangements changed in 2016–17. In
New South Wales, for example, the Department of Primary Industries (DPI) transferred responsibility
for customer transactions, compliance investigations and metering operations (among others) to
WaterNSW. The combined total expenditure on WPM for DPI and WaterNSW was about the same as
last year, at around $68 million.
In Victoria, the WPM costs of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
were again larger than those of all the other Basin States and water authorities combined. They rose
slightly (2.6 per cent in real terms) compared with the previous year. DELWP reported undertaking
15 new WPM activities, which comprised 83 per cent of its total WPM costs.
South Australia’s natural resource management (NRM) Division 2 (Water) Levy rose by 10 per cent in
the South Australian MDB. The increase reflected the decision of the South Australian Government to
increase cost recovery for WPM through its NRM levies, consistent with National Water Initiative (NWI)
commitments to achieve cost recovery for WPM. The levy increases followed abolition of the Save the
Murray Levy in 2015. Estimated revenue from WPM charges represented close to 24 per cent of the
WPM costs of the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) in 2016–17.
Water management was the largest WPM expenditure category across all Basin States and water
management authorities, accounting for 52 per cent ($144.1 million) of total WPM expenditure.
Basin State contributions to funding for the MDBA’s WPM and infrastructure programs under the MDB
Agreement (joint programs) increased by nearly 14 per cent in 2016–17. The largest increase (nearly
30 per cent) came from the Australian Government, while New South Wales and Victorian funding rose
by approximately 15 per cent. Funding from South Australia, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and
Queensland rose by around 2 per cent.

xiv
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More deliveries occurred, and on‑river infrastructure
operator hypothetical bills were generally higher in 2016–17
The six on‑river IOs delivered 27 per cent more water to customers in 2016–17 than in the previous year.
The rise reflected increased deliveries in New South Wales and Queensland. WaterNSW had the largest
increase, up 65 per cent from 2015–16, with warmer weather pushing up water sales.
Our hypothetical bills for most on‑river IOs increased in 2016–17 (charts S.1 and S.2). While the change
in on-river hypothetical bills was small in many regions, some notable movements occurred in both the
northern and southern MDB:

In the southern MDB, four of 17 on-river hypothetical bills fell. Notable bill movements included:
–– a 13 per cent fall for Goulburn-Murray Water’s (GMW) high security and general security
entitlement classes in the Murray system
–– around a 10 per cent fall for Lower Murray Water’s high security and general security entitlement
classes in the Murray system
–– an 11 per cent increase for GMW‘s high security and general security entitlement classes in the
Broken, Bullarook and Ovens systems.

Notable increases in on-river hypothetical bills for the northern MDB included:
–– an 11 per cent increase for WaterNSW’s high security and general security entitlement classes in
the Peel Valley (at 100 per cent water delivered)
–– a 7 per cent increase for SunWater’s Macintyre Brook water supply scheme (at 100 per cent water
delivered).
The 2016–17 changes in on-river hypothetical bills generally reflected moves by IOs and regulators to
adopt more cost-reflective charges.
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Off‑river hypothetical bills also generally increased in
2016–17
In 2016–17, hypothetical bills increased for customers in most (71 per cent) of the 19 reported off‑river
IO networks. Around 38 per cent of the increases were greater than the CPI increase of 1.7 per cent
(charts S.3 and S.4).
Chart S.3:

Year-on-year change in total hypothetical bills in pressurised networks, by irrigation district,
2016–17 (250 ML entitlement)
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IHS = integrated horticulture supply.

We observed:

For customers of pressurised networks, hypothetical bills increased, mostly close to the CPI increase.
All increases were less than 3 per cent in nominal terms, except for a 12 per cent increase in
Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s Integrated Horticultural Supply network for high security customers and a
5 per cent increase in GMW Nyah district (reflecting increased capital costs).

Yet, for customers in a number of gravity fed networks, hypothetical bills decreased. Some

decreases related to the new pricing outcomes for on‑river infrastructure charges approved by state
regulators. In cases where bills rose, most increases were less than the CPI increase.

Tenandra had the largest hypothetical bill increase—up 49 per cent in nominal terms for 250 ML

of WAE. This rise resulted mostly from a 106 per cent increase in the off‑river component of its
variable delivery charge, which was largely required to cover increased pumping costs when the IO
modernised its irrigation infrastructure.

The largest decrease in hypothetical bills was 10 per cent in GMW’s Loddon Valley district. This fall
was due to GMW’s move to more uniform access and use fees for its gravity irrigation districts.
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Off‑river charges drove 2016–17 bill increases
Increases in hypothetical bills in most pressurised and gravity fed networks in 2016–17 largely reflected
increases in off‑river IO charges (rather than water planning and management charges and on‑river
charges). Across off‑river IOs, fixed charges averaged 61 per cent of their total hypothetical bills.
The proportion of fixed charges in total bills was relatively stable in nearly all networks from 2015–16.
However, Tenandra’s restructuring of charges led its fixed charge proportion to fall by 12 per cent.

Longer term bill increases partly reflected rises in both on‑river and fixed
off‑river charges
From 2009–10 to 2016–17, off‑river IO hypothetical bills increased in real terms in over 80 per cent
networks, for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery. Over the period:

the proportion of fixed charges in hypothetical bills changed little, remaining around 61 per cent
the average hypothetical bill change (accounting for both increases and decreases) was an increase
of around 10 per cent across all networks in real terms

the increases were mainly driven by on‑river and fixed off‑river charges, while off‑river variable
charges decreased in most networks.

Recent transformation, termination and trade trends
continued
Transformations continued to decline
Irrigation right transformations in 2016–17 continued their downward trend of recent years (chart S.5).
IIOs reported 133 transformations for 2016–17, with a volume of 28 GL, which is about 9 per cent of
the peak in 2009–10. It was the lowest annual amount transformed since monitoring began in 2009.
Transformations due to network rationalisations and Commonwealth water acquisitions were also both
lower than in earlier years.
Chart S.5:

Proportion of irrigation rights transformed between July 2009 and July 2017
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Note:

Data relate to transformations in New South Wales and South Australia, for all IIOs that can give effect
to transformations.

The cumulative volume of irrigation rights transformed since 2009–10 reached 582 GL, representing
18 per cent of the initial volume of irrigation rights at 1 July 2009. While irrigators have tended to
transform either a very small (less than 10 per cent) or very large proportion (over 90 per cent) of their
irrigation rights, this tendency was less marked in 2016–17 than in earlier years.
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The median time taken by New South Wales IIOs to process transformation applications fell from five
to two days, which is the same time taken by South Australian operators in recent years. The overall
median processing time for transformations in NSW remained high (65 days), mainly as a result of
government processing requirements. In South Australia, the median increased from 18 to 26 days.

Termination volumes were lowest on record
The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 regulate the maximum charge that an IIO can impose
on an irrigator that terminates their right of access to the network. In 2016–17, around 5.1 GL of water
delivery rights (WDR) were terminated or surrendered across the MDB (chart S.6). This volume was the
lowest on record.
Only 9 per cent of transformations were accompanied by termination in 2016–17, continuing the upward
trend since 2013–14. Many irrigators transform to raise funds by selling irrigation rights, but retain their
WDR so they can continue irrigating by buying water on the market.
IIOs imposed a termination fee on 82 per cent of terminations in 2016–17, continuing the upward trend
since 2013–14. This trend reflects a fall in the coordinated terminations (for which IIOs often charge no
fee) associated with infrastructure rationalisation projects.
As expected, since the cap limiting termination fees to 10 times annual fixed charges was introduced,
average termination fees moved in line with each IIO’s regular annual fixed charges.
Chart S.6:

Terminations, by imposition of termination fee, 2012–13 to 2016–17
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Notes:
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Data for Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray Water are converted from ML/day and ML/14 days,
respectively, to ML.

Trade in water allocation continued to be active
Trade in water allocation was active in 2016–17, with trade out of, trade into, and trade within most IO
networks (chart S.7). Most IIOs in the southern MDB were net exporters of water allocation, with Lower
Murray Water being a notable exception. Sunwater in Queensland and IIOs in northern NSW tended to
be net importers. Several small IIOs reported imports but no exports.
Trade in WDR also continued to be active in most networks, although generally involving no more than
2 per cent of total WDR. Western Murray had the highest proportion, at 14 per cent.
The number of commercial water allocation trades in the southern MDB fell to 8445, from just under
11 000 trades in the previous two seasons. However, increased water availability resulted in higher
volume per commercial transaction on average. The total volume of allocations traded each year in
the southern connected allocation market remained relatively stable over the past five years (varying
between around 1100 GL and 1400 GL). In the northern MDB, storage spill events caused allocation
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account resets in the Lachlan and Macquarie systems, which contributed to a marked price decrease in
allocation water prices in 2016–17.
Chart S.7:

Volume of water allocation traded into, out of and within networks, as proportion of total
volume of water delivered, 2016–17
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Note:

GMW trade volumes are for non-environmental trade relating to GMW trading zones, and do not distinguish
between private diverters and irrigation network customers. For this reason, comparisons of these trade
volumes with volumes delivered to irrigation network customers may overestimate the true trade within
irrigation districts.

We found no major issues with water charge and water
market rules compliance in 2016–17
We received 10 new complaints and enquiries under the water charge rules and water market rules
(collectively, the Rules) in 2016–17. This number was a fall from the previous year, for the fifth year in a
row, and substantially down from 71 complaints received in 2011–12.
We identified one breach of the Rules in 2016–17, which was resolved administratively, and worked with
IOs to achieve compliance and avoid detriment arising from potential breaches.
The low number of complaints and enquiries suggests IOs are generally familiar with Rule requirements,
and the processing of transformation and termination is now business-as-usual. In 2018, we will review
our compliance priorities and approach, to ensure we facilitate the best compliance outcomes at
least cost.
xxii
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About this report
This eighth annual report presents the results of our monitoring of the MDB rural water sector for
2016–17. It covers water planning and management charges; on‑river and off‑river operator charges;
transformation, termination and some trade activity in irrigation networks; and compliance with
the water charge rules and Water Market Rules 2009. It also covers seasonal conditions and key
developments for the year, and provides background information on the rural water framework and
water charging arrangements.
We monitor and report on these matters to inform stakeholders about regulated water charges
and other factors influencing the operating environment of the rural water sector in the MDB. This
information assists water users and policy makers to assess the impact of reforms to the policy and
regulatory frameworks. Ultimately, monitoring and reporting on changes to charges and other matters
help water and related markets work efficiently, meaning they can allocate scarce resources among
competing water users and uses.
We collect data and information from a range of sources to prepare this report.1 The inputs,
assumptions and approach used are set out in the accompanying ACCC publication, Water monitoring
report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions. This year, we drew on contributions from other
Commonwealth agencies to help provide context to our observations: in particular, we are pleased
to feature insights from the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority, the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and
Resource Economics and Sciences, and the Bureau of Meteorology.
Plus, for the first time, our website has a spreadsheet of data points for each of the charts featured in
this report. The spreadsheet also contains supplementary charts and tables that we prepared to help
our analysis of the monitoring data.

1

We continue to work to reduce the burden of our information requests, and to identify and eliminate duplication with requests
by other Commonwealth agencies. In 2017, we finalised our work with the Interagency Working Group on Commonwealth Water
Information Provision, with rural water authorities identifying no further instances of duplication in water information provided to
Commonwealth agencies.
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Monitoring rural water in the
Murray‑Darling Basin

Number 4 Regulator, Berrigan NSW, 2004.
Source: Australian Government Department of Agriculture and Water Resources

1.

Monitoring rural water in the
Murray‑Darling Basin

Key points
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission’s (ACCC) annual water monitoring

report helps inform stakeholders of changes in regulated water charges and other factors
influencing the rural water sector in the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB). This is our eighth report.

Ultimately, this information helps water and related markets to work efficiently to allocate scarce
resources among competing water users and uses. It also assists policy makers to assess the
impact of reforms to the regulatory framework.

We collect data and information from a range of sources, including infrastructure operators

(IOs), Basin State agencies and other Commonwealth Government agencies such as the Bureau
of Meteorology and the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences
(ABARES).

The inputs, assumptions and approach used to prepare this report are set out in the

accompanying ACCC publication, Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and
assumptions.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) monitors a range of regulated water
charges, transformation arrangements and related matters in the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB). This
chapter outlines why and how we monitor these matters:

Section 1.1 describes the basis for our monitoring role.
Section 1.2 outlines how we prepare the report, its structure, and where to find additional information
on matters contained here.

1.1

We monitor the Murray‑Darling Basin under the
Water Act

We monitor regulated water charges and related matters in the MDB under powers set out in the Water
Act 20072, and we report to the Minister responsible for the Water Act each year. This 2016–17 report is
the eighth such report.
Our monitoring role (box 1.1) helps to document and assess the outcomes of policy changes given effect
through the Water Act. By collecting and analysing data, and publicly reporting the results, we support
the Act’s multiple policy objectives (including giving effect to user pays principles, achieving pricing
transparency and cost recovery, facilitating effective and efficient markets, and removing barriers to
trade).3 Reporting publicly also improves information availability within the MDB.

1.1.1

Monitoring regulated water charges restrains market power
and informs customers and policy makers about how policy
commitments are being implemented

In part, we monitor regulated water charges and related matters because competition is unlikely to
develop between infrastructure operators (IOs) in geographically exclusive markets for water harvesting,
storage and delivery services. Without competition, prices, quality, service levels and innovation can
diverge from efficient levels, resulting in inferior market outcomes. Regulatory oversight helps policy
makers determine whether there is a need to regulate, and it can help limit how IOs can exercise their
market power over irrigators and other customers. The water charging objectives and principles, and the
2
3

2

The Water Act (ss. 94(1) and 99(1)) requires us to monitor regulated water charges, transformation arrangements and compliance with
the Rules.
Schedules 2 and 3 of the Act set out the full suite of Basin water charging objectives and principles, and Basin water market and trade
objectives and principles.
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water market and trading objectives and principles underpin the Water Act’s regulatory framework. They
take effect through the Water Market Rules 2009 and the water charge rules (the Rules) (appendix 1).

1.1.2

Monitoring transformation arrangements helps facilitate the
operation of efficient water markets

We monitor irrigations infrastructure operators (IIOs) to ensure they are not preventing or unreasonably
delaying transformation or an associated trade. Transformation allows water formerly available to a
customer under an irrigation right to be held directly by the customer or traded to another person.
Monitoring transformation arrangements reduces barriers to trade, which facilitates the operation of
efficient water markets and reduces trade transaction costs.

1.1.3

Monitoring compliance helps us enforce the Rules and implement
and assess policy impacts

We use information provided by IOs, complainants and others to monitor compliance. This monitoring
helps to ensure effective implementation of the Rules, which helps achieve the intended policy outcomes,
and to identify when the Rules may not be working as intended.
Compliance monitoring also underpins good governance and effective regulation of the sector. Acting
to remedy non-compliance is important to ensure stakeholders benefit from the protections that the
Rules offer.

Box 1.1 ACCC roles under the Water Act and the Competition and Consumer
Act 2010
As well as monitoring, the Water Act gives the ACCC an enforcement role and an advisory role.4
Specifically, we advise the responsible Minister on making, amending or repealing water charge
rules (s. 93) and Water Market Rules 2009 (s. 98). We also advise the Murray‑Darling Basin
Authority (MDBA) on making or amending the water trading rules, which form part of the Basin
Plan (ss. 42 and 46). And we are responsible for monitoring compliance with the water charge rules
and Water Market Rules, and can take a range of enforcement actions under part 8 to address
non‑compliance.5
We also enforce the Competition and Consumer Act 2010, to encourage fair trading and to promote
competition in the rural water sector.6 We educate stakeholders to improve understanding of their
rights and responsibilities under the Rules and the Competition and Consumer Act. In particular,
we publish guides on the Rules, water brokers’ fair trading obligations, and users’ rights when
participating in water markets.

1.2

We analyse information from many sources to
produce this report

To prepare this report, we:

examine information that IOs and Basin State agencies publish on their websites and provide in
response to our annual request for information

collect data from complaints, inquiries and other contacts with irrigators, IOs and industry specialists,
such as water brokers and lawyers

source information, data and photos from other government agencies, such as the MDBA, the Bureau
of Meteorology and ABARES.

We also draw on independent reports, academic literature, media articles and work done by consultants
to prepare material on the report’s featured issues.
4
5
6

In limited circumstances, the ACCC can have a price setting role under the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010. But, currently,
Basin State regulators are accredited to carry out these functions in both Victoria and New South Wales.
Water Act 2007, s. 100A.
The ACCC’s Agricultural Commissioner and Agriculture Enforcement and Engagement Unit focuses on competition and fair trading
issues in agricultural markets.
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1.2.1

This year we asked more infrastructure operators to provide
information

In October 2017, we sent 48 requests for information to the 40 IOs and Basin State agencies listed in
table 1.1. We sent requests to five off‑river IOs for the first time.7 We included these operators after
reviewing our approach in 2015–16, to ensure we covered all relevant IOs within the MDB.

1.2.2

Operators can still improve information about their charges

We used IOs’ schedules of charges to obtain information about changes to their charges. We use this
information to prepare hypothetical bills. Across the MDB, IOs use these schedules to make charge
information available to their customers. However, the schedule information varies significantly. In our
advice to the Minister on amendments to the water charge rules, we made recommendations that
would improve the quality of this information.8
We reproduced (and described issues with) IOs’ schedules of charges in the accompanying publication
Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions.

1.2.3

We continued efforts to reduce the burden of our information
requests

To support small IOs and those responding to our information request for the first time, we provided
assistance by telephone and email. We made minimal changes to this year’s information requests,
recognising the cost that responding to requests imposes on reporting entities. We will continue to
refine and improve our requests for information where warranted (bearing in mind the transitional costs
of making changes, as well as the information collected by other Commonwealth or state agencies).
In 2017, we finalised our work with the Interagency Working Group on Commonwealth Water
Information Provision.9 The working group had committed to identifying and eliminating duplication
in information requests to rural water entities. Following a request from the Bureau of Meteorology
in August 2017, rural water entities identified no further instances of duplication in water information
provided to Commonwealth agencies.

1.2.4

We use the information to analyse trends, assess compliance and
report observations

We ask large and small IOs for information but report in more detail on large operators in this report.
We use the information collected from all IOs to assess their compliance with the Rules.
We use the information provided by Basin State agencies, on‑river and most off‑river IOs10 to prepare
hypothetical bills to assess changes in regulated water charges. Given considerable differences in
IO characteristics and approaches to charging, the comparison of individual charges across IOs is
difficult. Hypothetical bills allow for more meaningful comparison among IOs and across years. We use
information from off‑river IOs to analyse trends in transformation, termination and trade.
The accompanying publication, Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and
assumptions (available on our website), provides more detail on our data analysis in preparing
this report.

7
8

9

10

4

The first-time recipients were Barossa Infrastructure Limited (SA), The Creeks Pipeline Company (SA), Woodlane Private Irrigation
Trust (SA), Bakes Irrigation Trust (NSW) and Cadell Constructions (NSW).
On 20 December 2017, the Hon. David Littleproud MP replaced the Hon. Barnaby Joyce MP as the Minister for Agriculture and
Water Resources. The new Minister is considering the balance of the final advice, following the repeal of part 5 of the Water Charge
(Infrastructure) Rules 2010 by the former Minister in January 2017. The ACCC’s recommended amendments to improve information
contained in schedules of charges are contained in s. 5.4 of the advice (pp. 95–135). ACCC, Review of the water charge rules—final
advice (2016), available at https://www.accc.gov.au/update/accc-publishes-final-advice-on-the-water-charge-rules.
The Bureau of Meteorology chaired the Interagency Working Group on Commonwealth Water Information Provision, in response to a
recommendation of the Independent Review of the Water Act 2007. The working group reported on its actions to identify and reduce
duplication, in Providing water information to the Commonwealth (2016) and Outcomes report (2017), www.bom.gov.au/water/
regulations/interagencyWorkingGroup.shtml, accessed March 2018.
We do not prepare hypothetical bills for IOs servicing less than 10 GL of WAE.
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1.2.5

We revised the structure of our report

This year’s report covers:

chapter 2—the year in review: key influences and changes
chapter 3—water planning and management charges
chapter 4—on‑river IO charges
chapter 5—off‑river IO charges
chapter 6—transformation, termination and trade
chapter 7—compliance with the Rules.
We moved background and explanatory material to appendixes 1 (Understanding rural water supply)
and 2 (How water charging works). We also streamlined the charts that we reproduce in each chapter.
Appendix 3 (available on our website) contains additional charts and data that support our observations
in the main text.

1.2.6

We are making more information available on our inputs,
methods and approach

For the first time, we have published an accompanying spreadsheet this year. It contains the data points
that we used to create the charts reproduced in this report.
Table 1.1:

Entities reporting to the ACCC
Type of information request

Small
Off‑river On‑river
Water planning
off‑river
IO
IO
and management
IO

Reporting entity

Bakes Irrigators Association Inc (NSW): Bakes

ü

Barossa Infrastructure Limited (SA): Barossa

ü

Buddah Lake Irrigators’ Association (NSW): Buddah Lake

ü

Central Irrigation Trust (SA): CIT

ü

Coleambally Irrigation Co-operative Limited (NSW): Coleambally

ü

Coliban Water (Vic): Coliban

ü

Creeks Pipeline Company Ltd (SA): Creeks

ü

ü

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Vic): DELWP

ü

Department of Environment, Water & Natural Resources (SA): DEWNR11

ü

Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (Qld): DNRM12

ü
ü

Department of Primary Industries—Water (NSW): DPI Water

13

Eagle Creek Pumping Syndicate (NSW): Eagle Creek

ü
ü

Environment & Planning Directorate (ACT): ACT EPD14
Goulburn–Murray Water (Vic): GMW

ü

Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water (Vic): GWMW
Hay Private Irrigation District (NSW): Hay

ü

Jemalong Irrigation Limited (NSW): Jemalong

ü

Lower Murray Water (Vic): LMW

ü

Marthaguy Irrigation Scheme (NSW): Marthaguy

ü

Moira Private Irrigation District (NSW): Moira

ü

Murray Irrigation Limited (NSW): Murray

ü

Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited (NSW): Murrumbidgee

ü

Narromine Irrigation Board of Management (NSW): Narromine

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
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Type of information request

Small
Off‑river On‑river
Water planning
off‑river
IO
IO
and management
IO

Reporting entity

ü

Renmark Irrigation Trust (SA): RIT

ü

WaterNSW (NSW): WaterNSW

11
12
13
14

6

SunWater (Qld): SunWater

ü

Tenandra Irrigation Scheme (NSW): Tenandra

ü

Trangie–Nevertire Irrigation Scheme (NSW): Trangie

ü

West Corurgan Private Irrigation District (NSW): West Corurgan

ü

Western Murray Irrigation (NSW): WMI

ü

Bringan Private Irrigation Trust (NSW)

ü

Bullatale Private Irrigation Trust (NSW)

ü

Bungunyah–Koraleigh Irrigation Trust (NSW)

ü

Cadell Constructions (NSW)

ü

Glenview Private Irrigation Trust (NSW)

ü

Goodnight Private Irrigation Trust (NSW)

ü

Pomona Water (NSW)

ü

West Cadell Private Irrigation Trust (NSW)

ü

ü

DEWNR is now known as the Department for Environment and Water.
Department changed name to the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME) in
December 2017.
DPI’s water management functions transferred to the Department of Industry—Water in November 2017.
ACT EPD is now known as the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate.
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The year in review: key
influences and challenges

Auscott cotton farm near Warren, New South Wales, 2010
Source: Arthur Mostead

2.

The year in review: key influences and
challenges

Key points
Seasonal conditions in 2016–17 were favourable across much of the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB),
and water was generally plentiful.

The largest volume of Australian water entitlement trades in 2016–17 took place within the

southern MDB, with an estimated value of over $14.5 billion. This market more than doubled in
value from 2013–14 to 2016–17.

Prices for water allocations were generally lower than in 2015–16. They remained steady for high
security water access entitlements, but rose for general security entitlements.

Reflecting the greater water availability and irrigation needs that resulted from climatic
conditions, infrastructure operators (IOs) delivered larger volumes in 2016–17.

Irrigation infrastructure operators (IIOs) and IOs face challenges to their business models and

customer base as changes arise in the physical, regulatory and broader operating environment.

Some regions are experiencing significant changes in land use and crop choice—for example,

the growth of nut plantations in Sunraysia. These changes influence total water use, trade and
delivery patterns, and system operation needs.

Decisions by irrigators to change their farming operations to reduce energy use will directly
affect IIOs, possibly altering the demands on their infrastructure and sources of revenue.
Likewise, decisions by IIOs to manage their energy costs or use in different ways will affect
irrigators through the charges that they pay. Further, rising energy prices may impede the
adoption of water efficient technology.

The regulatory arrangements applying to IOs and irrigators under the Water Act 2007 continue
to evolve. Major reviews of water governance and regulatory frameworks occurred in 2016 and
2017. Those completed recommended or resulted in changes to compliance responsibilities,
administrative arrangements and/or policy settings.

This chapter provides a snapshot of key influences on irrigation water use in 2016–17, including seasonal
conditions, water storage levels and broader water market outcomes. It also describes other significant
factors affecting the environment in which reporting entities and irrigators operate:

Section 2.1 describes seasonal conditions and water availability across the Murray‑Darling Basin
(MDB).

Section 2.2 reviews trade and prices received for water allocations.
Section 2.3 reviews trade and prices received for water access entitlements (WAEs).
Section 2.4 presents the volume of water delivered by infrastructure operators (IOs).
Section 2.5 looks at recent trends in land use and crop types, noting how these changes influenced
water use and, therefore, water delivery requirements.

Section 2.6 considers the role of energy as a key input to irrigation, with energy prices affecting
individual and operator-level choices.

Section 2.7 sets out the multiple reviews in 2016 and 2017 of the water governance and
regulatory framework.

A range of factors influence irrigation water use, including factors such as soil type, crop type, land area
planted, irrigation method and climatic conditions. Irrigation activity is also influenced by management
practices or choices at the individual, IO and water market level.
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2.1

Seasonal conditions and water availability were
favourable in many parts of the Murray‑Darling
Basin

Water availability in most catchments was generally plentiful in 2016–17, even though temperatures
were generally higher than usual across much of the MDB (chart 2.1). The above average rainfall across
much of the Basin (chart 2.2) led to increases in water storages: at the end of June 2017, MDB storages
were around 70 per cent of total capacity (12 percentage points higher than at the same time in 2016)
and totalled around 15 800 GL (chart 2.3).15
In the southern MDB, the combined storage level of the Dartmouth, Hume and Lake Victoria dams
in December 2016 (80 per cent of capacity) was more than 30 per cent higher than in December
2015.16 Total water availability (reflected in allocations) in the southern connected system was around
67 per cent higher in 2016–17 compared with 2015–16 (table 2.1).17 Water availability rose even more
significantly in the northern MDB in 2016–17, ending three consecutive years of low allocations.
Chart 2.1:

Source:

15
16

17

Mean temperature deciles in the Murray‑Darling Basin, 2016–17

Bureau of Meteorology, www.bom.gov.au/jsp/awap/rain/archive.
jsp?colour=colour&map=decile&year=2016&month=6&period=6month&area=md, accessed 2 April 2018.

ABARES, Weekly Australian climate, water and agricultural update, 29 June 2017, www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/publications/
weekly_update/weekly-update-290617#water-availability, accessed 16 January 2017.
Marsden Jacob Associates (MJA), MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, www.marsdenjacob.com.au/
marsden-jacob-water-market-2017–18-outlook-2016–17-review-released/, accessed 15 January 2017. MJA noted this is measured
by announced allocations for all entitlement classes across the southern connected system (in other words, excluding carryover and
water spilled).
ibid., MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017.
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Chart 2.2:

Source:

Rainfall deciles in the Murray‑Darling Basin, 2016–17

Bureau of Meteorology, http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/awap/rain/archive.
jsp?colour=colour&map=decile&year=2016&month=6&period=6month&area=md, accessed 2 April 2018.

Chart 2.3:

Water storage levels in the Murray‑Darling Basin (New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland),
weekly, 2001 to 2017
Storage level at
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Source:

ABARES, Weekly Australian climate, water and agricultural update, 10 August 2017.

Note:

Irrigation water available in the Murray‑Darling Basin from 1 January 2001 to 29 June 2017. The top horizontal
(short dash) line indicates the storage level at a similar time last year; the bottom horizontal (long dash) line
indicates the amount of ‘dead’ or unusable storage.
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Total storate—’000 GL

Percent of total

100

Table 2.1:

Season

Annual change in water allocations in the southern and northern Murray‑Darling Basin, 2009–10
to 2016–17
Southern MDB
allocated water (ML)

Year-on-year
change (%)

Northern MDB
allocated water (ML)

Year-on-year
change (%)

2009–10

3 917 159

121 377

2010–11

5 824 350

48.69

2 396 219

1874.19

2011–12

5 592 378

–3.98

2 346 557

–2.07

2012–13

6 011 034

7.49

831 498

–64.57

2013–14

6 341 602

5.50

172 305

–79.28

2014–15

5 425 298

–14.45

111 209

–35.46

2015–16

4 407 601

–18.76

379 857

241.57

2016–17

7 157 394

62.39

2 516 064

562.37

Source:

Primary numbers from New South Wales and Victorian Water Registers, and South Australian Department
of Water and Natural Resources; analysis by Marsden Jacob Associates, provided to ACCC by email on
23 January 2018.

Note:

This analysis does not account for carryover.

2.2

Water prices for allocations were generally lower

As a result of higher water availability and generally favourable conditions, many allocation markets had
much lower prices in 2016–17 than in previous seasons (chart 2.4). Aither18 reported that high and early
allocations to all entitlement types—but especially to New South Wales general security entitlements
were likely to have been a major driver of the allocation price fall in 2016–17—given that they account for
a high proportion of the total volume of water entitlement in the southern MDB. The earlier that water
is allocated, the less pressure on water users to secure water from the market at the beginning of the
irrigation season.
Over 2016–17, the number of commercial water allocation trades in the southern MDB decreased to
8445 from just under 11 000 trades in the previous two seasons.19 However, increased water availability
resulted in higher volume per commercial transaction on average. The total volume of allocations
traded each year in the southern connected allocation market remained relatively stable over the past
five years (varying between around 1100 GL and 1400 GL.20 The total value of water traded has ranged
between $59.36 million (2012–13) and $242.28 million (2015-16), declining to $75 million in 2016–17.21

18
19
20
21

Aither, Water markets report 2016–17 review and 2017–18 outlook, 2017, www.aither.com.au/wp-content/
uploads/2017/09/17_08_28_AWMR-2016–17_FINAL_STC_comp.pdf, accessed 19 February 2018.
Marsden Jacob Associates, MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, p. 3.
ibid., MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, p. 3.
ibid., MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, table 1,
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Chart 2.4:

Southern connected Murray‑Darling Basin allocation market, by price and volume
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Marsden Jacob Associates, Water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, figure 2, 2017.

In the northern MDB, storage spill events caused allocation account resets in the Lachlan and Macquarie
systems, which contributed to a marked price decrease in allocation water prices in 2016–17.22 In the
Namoi and Border Rivers systems, increased water availability resulted in lower prices, while prices
remained at a higher level in the Gwydir system, which did not reach 100 per cent announced allocation.

2.3

Prices remained steady for high security
entitlements but rose for low and general security
entitlements

Demand for water entitlements remained generally consistent across the MDB in 2016–17. For high
security entitlements in the southern connected MDB, water prices remained steady, although the
number, volume and value of trades reached five year lows in 2016–17. For low security and general
security entitlements, however, demand increased, and their respective market values reached a five
year high.23
In many northern New South Wales markets (including the Lachlan, Macquarie and Namoi systems),
entitlement prices strengthened over 2016–17. However, these entitlements are tightly held, with few
sellers, so trading volumes are typically low.24

22

23
24

12

When considering markets in the northern MDB, Marsden Jacob Associates caution:
… these markets are different to the southern connected system in a number of ways. For example, market size is limited in the north
due to the lack of connectivity between systems, and many catchments have different accounting rules in place, which impacts the
ability to hold and/or carry water over. Many northern NSW market participants have in-depth knowledge about how their markets
operate, and they are often self-sufficient with their trading requirements, choosing not to engage with market intermediaries.
They typically also have good long term approaches to managing water requirements, which has resulted in lower price volatility in
these markets.
ibid., MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, p. 4.
ibid., MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, p. 5.
ibid., MDB water market outlook 2017–18 and 2016–17 review, 2017, p. 6.
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2.3.1

The value of entitlements in the southern Murray‑Darling Basin
more than doubled in the four years to 2016–17

The majority of the Australian water entitlement market trades take place within the southern MDB.
The estimated total value of major entitlement types on issue in that region was over $14.5 billion in
2016–17.25 This value comprised entitlements held for consumptive use in the southern MDB (valued
around $12.5 billion) and those held by the Commonwealth Government in the southern MDB (valued
around $2.1 billion) (table 2.2). ). Both consumptive and Commonwealth entitlements are estimated to
have more than doubled in value from 2013–14 to 2016–17. Further, the total value of allocation trade in
the MDB is substantial, with trade in allocations ranging from around $59 million and $243 million in the
past five years. The significance of trade illustrates the benefits of water market reforms to date and the
importance of pursuing further reforms to ensure infrastructure and trade charges are cost reflective,
market information for buyers and sellers supports competitive markets and water is able to move to its
highest value use.
Table 2.2:

Entitlements in the southern Murray-Darling Basin, 2016–17

Total entitlement
on issue
(ML)

Estimated
environmental
entitlements
(Cwth)
(ML)

Volume weighted
average price
($/ML)

Estimated
value of
consumptive
entitlements
($m)

Estimated
value of Cwth
entitlements
($m)

Victoria 1A Greater
Goulburn HRWS

944 770

187 590

2 587

1 959

485

Victoria 1A Greater
Goulburn LRWS

413 682

10 550

247

100

3

Victoria 6 Murray
(Dartmouth to Barmah)
HRWS

308 275

57 664

2 592

650

149

Victoria 6 Murray
(Dartmouth to Barmah)
LRWS

126 975

5 593

250

30

1

Victoria 7 Murray (Barmah
to South Australia) HRWS

912 889

171 078

2 915

2 162

499

Victoria 7 Murray (Barmah
to SA) LRWS

173 256

5 451

$261

44

1

NSW Murray HS

191 357

15 069

3 398

599

51

NSW Murray GS

1 677 511

253 273

1 227

1 748

311

NSW Murrumbidgee HS

360 297

4 515

3 550

1 263

16

NSW Murrumbidgee GS

1 892 582

188 840

1 501

2 557

283

548 287

95 933

2 986

1 351

286

7 549 881

995 556

12 462

2 087

Entitlement type

South Australia Murray HS
Total
Source:

Aither, Water markets report 2016–17 review and 2017–18 outlook, table 4, 2017, www.aither.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2017/09/17_08_28_AWMR-2016–17_FINAL_STC_comp.pdf, accessed 19 February 2018,
based on Victorian, New South Wales and South Australian water registers in 2017.

Note:

HRWS = high reliability water shares, LRWS = low reliability water shares, HS = high security,
GS = general security.

25

Aither, Water markets report 2016–17 review and 2017–18 outlook, 2017, p. 22, www.aither.com.au/wp-content/
uploads/2017/09/17_08_28_AWMR-2016–17_FINAL_STC_comp.pdf, accessed 19 February 2018.
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2.4

Infrastructure operators delivered greater volumes of
water

Given higher water availability in 2016–17, IOs delivered greater volumes compared with the previous
year. Table 2.3 shows bulk water deliveries by on‑river IOs. Table 2.4 shows deliveries to network
customers by off‑river IOs. Overall, across the year, deliveries by on‑river IOs increased by 27 per cent,
while deliveries by off‑river IOs increased by 12 per cent. The increase in on‑river deliveries to
environmental water holders (51 per cent) was particularly marked.
Table 2.3:

Volume of water delivered by on‑river infrastructure operators (GL), 2014–15 to 2016–17

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

% change from
2015–16

Private diverters

1759

1740

2108

21

Infrastructure operators

3839

2697

3257

21

Environmental water holders

955

1102

1668

51

Urban water network operators

156

169

142

–16

–

–

99

6709

5707

7274

Type of customer

Other
All customers
Source:

27

ACCC from data provided and published by on‑river infrastructure operators.

Table 2.4:

Volume of water delivered by off‑river infrastructure operators (GL), 2014–15 to 2016–17

Basin State

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

% change from
2015–16

Queensland

52

66

51

69

36

New South Wales

2133

1915

1398

2032

45

Victoria

1415

1550

1319

1024

–22

136

138

146

131

–10

3736

3669

2914

3256

12

South Australia
Total MDB
Source:

2.5

ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Changing customer demands are requiring
irrigation infrastructure operators to innovate and
diversify their business operations

There have been significant changes in some irrigation areas to historical land use and cropping
patterns. Such changes can have major impacts on water demand levels and patterns of water use,
potentially creating network capacity and long term challenges for IIOs that service these areas.
Changing land use patterns and crop watering demands, together with increased water market activity,
are increasing the variability of seasonal and annual demand. Rapid expansion of the almond industry
(section 2.5.1), for example, and the emergence in recent years of cotton as a major crop (section 2.5.2)
have led to water moving among IIO networks and outside IIO network areas in southern New South
Wales. Other notable regional changes taking place are described in section 2.5.3. IIOs are adapting
their traditional business models in response to these changes.
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2.5.1

Perennial crops are expanding in the lower Murray region

The area of irrigated perennial crops in the lower Murray region grew substantially over the past decade.
This shift has largely been the result of strong investment in new almond orchards. Almonds are a
water intensive crop, so regional water use has substantially increased (chart 2.5). Moreover, it will likely
increase further over the short to medium term as recently planted orchards reach maturity.
Chart 2.5:

Irrigation water use in the Victorian Murray region (below the Barmah Choke), ML
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Other irrigated crops

MDBA estimates using ABARES and ABS data.

Given the expansion of nut farming, some stakeholders are concerned about the capacity of the River
Murray system to deliver sufficient water to meet regional water demand during extended periods of
hot and dry weather.26 There are also concerns (and a high degree of uncertainty) about the potential
impacts of expanded permanent plantings on market prices for allocation water.
The expansion in perennial cropping is largely occurring outside the major irrigation districts, possibly
because many of the new almond orchards are typically much larger than the land blocks available
within existing irrigation districts. Also, private diverters do not have to pay fixed service charges or
compete for delivery capacity during peak irrigation periods, and they do not have to stop irrigating
during channel maintenance periods. Maximum water diversions within the existing irrigation districts
are largely unchanged, however.
As noted by ABARES27, the increased water demand has resulted in large volumes of water consistently
being traded into the Victorian Murray region from other parts of the southern MDB, including the
Goulburn Murray Irrigation District, and the Murrumbidgee and New South Wales Murray regions.

2.5.2

Cotton continued its expansion south

Under recent favourable conditions, irrigated cotton production continued to expand in the southern
MDB, largely at the expense of rice production. In the Murrumbidgee region, the area planted to cotton
grew by more than 700 per cent between 2010–11 and 2015–16, while rice plantings decreased by over
70 per cent, from a peak of 64 000 hectares in 2012–13 (box 2.1).
According to ABARES, record levels of cotton production in the region are expected in 2016–17 and
2017–18, driven by ongoing improvements in technology and genetics. In 2017–18, the area planted
to cotton is forecast to double to around 70 000 hectares. If the forecast is achieved, irrigated cotton
would account for around one third of all irrigated land in the region. The area planted to irrigated
cotton is also expanding rapidly in the New South Wales Murray region. But it is early days, and cotton
remains a small share of total irrigated land in the region.
26

27

See, for example, Anne Davies ‘Murray-Darling system under strain as orchard plantings increase 40%’ The Guardian, 22 March
2018, www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/22/murray-darling-system-under-strain-as-tree-plantations-increase-41;
Christopher Testa, ‘Let’s be Frank: existing growers need water security amid new plantings, says Frank Dimasi’, Sunraysia Daily,
9 April 2018, www.sunraysiadaily.com.au/story/5301590/lets-be-frank-existing-growers-need-water-security-amid-wave-of-newplantings-says-frank-dimasi/.
ABARES 2018, Agricultural commodities: March quarter 2018. Available at http://data.daff.gov.au/data/warehouse/
agcomd9abcc004/agcomd9abcc20180306_6R2bY/AgCommodities201803_v1.0.0.pdf.
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Box 2.1: Shift from rice to cotton production in New South Wales Murrumbidgee region28
In recent years, cotton growing has expanded significantly in the New South Wales Murrumbidgee
region. The area planted to irrigated cotton in the region increased from less than 5000 prior to
2010–11 to around 35 000 hectares in 2015–16. During this period, rice plantings decreased from a
peak of 64 000 hectares in 2012–13 to around 18 000 hectares in 2015–16.
The New South Wales Murrumbidgee has traditionally been a rice growing region. However,
in 2017–18 and 2018–19 record levels of cotton production are expected as a result of financial
returns to cotton farming exceeding those from alternative crops, including rice (chart 2.6), and
improvements in technology and genetics increasing yields, particularly in cooler climates (GRDC
2018). In 2017–18, area planted to cotton is forecast to double to around 70 000 hectares. After
increasing in 2016–17, area planted to rice is expected to plateau at around 48 000 hectares.
Area planted to irrigated cotton and rice, and water allocation price, New South Wales
Murrumbidgee, 2005–06 to 2017–18
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Expanding cotton production has implications for water demand in the Murrumbidgee region and
for the water market in the southern Murray‑Darling Basin. The volume of irrigation water used
to grow cotton in the Murrumbidgee increased from 26 gigalitres in 2005–06 to 320 gigalitres
in 2015–16. However, assessing the effect of expanding cotton production on water demand is
complex given fluctuations in seasonal conditions, water prices and changes in water demand for
other irrigation activities.

2.5.3

Other regional changes are also taking place

In the Goulburn–Broken region of northern Victoria, the area of irrigated pasture (which largely
supports milk production) has been declining over the past decade or so, while there has been a
modest expansion in the area of irrigated cereal and grain crops. These shifts partly reflect dairy farms’
reduced reliance on pasture (especially in summer) and an increase in cropping and hay for hand
feeding. Total water diversions within the major irrigation districts of the region are down compared
with the pre-millennium drought period (around 9 per cent).

2.6

Rising energy prices have been causing concern
among irrigators

Energy use in irrigated agriculture with pressurised systems can be high, with energy needs generally
met by grid supplied electricity or, to a lesser extent, by diesel and solar power. The cost of electricity
has increased markedly in recent years. Over the past decade, retail electricity prices across Australia
increased by 80–90 per cent29, significantly more than inflation.30
28
29
30
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Extract from ABARES 2018, Agricultural Commodities: March quarter 2018. p. 74.
ACCC, Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry: preliminary report, September 2017, p. 10.
Australian Government Department of Industry, Innovation and Science, ‘Factsheet 4: what causes changes in electricity prices?’,
www.environment.gov.au/energy/publications/factsheet-what-causes-changes-in-electricity-prices, accessed 17 September 2017.
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Irrigation energy costs depend on the volume of water pumped, the method of water harvest
and application and the energy source. Costs vary by region and crop type, but according to the
Agricultural Industries Taskforce submission to the ACCC’s Electricity Supply and Prices Inquiry, they
can be a substantial proportion of total costs and concern has been growing within the sector about the
impact of rising electricity prices on irrigated agriculture.31
An irrigator’s energy costs are influenced by the method of applying water, which varies widely.
According to ABARES, in 2014–15 more than 90 per cent of dairy, rice and cotton farms used flood/
furrow irrigation systems to apply water to crops (table 2.5). Travelling irrigators were used by
28 per cent of dairy farms and 19 per cent of cotton farms. On horticulture farms, the most employed
irrigation systems were drip/trickle (62 per cent of farms) and low throw sprinklers (28 per cent of
farms). A further 11 per cent of horticulture farms used flood/furrow irrigation. In general, water
delivery systems that are more efficient from a water use perspective require more energy. Forcing
water through a drip irrigation network, for example, uses more energy than moving water through
channels and furrows. But drip irrigation applies water more efficiently than a more energy efficient
centre pivot irrigation system.32
Irrigators look to optimise all farm inputs, not just water. Increasing energy costs, therefore, may result
in irrigators moving away from (or not adopting) water efficient systems. High energy requirements
for water efficient infrastructure, for example, may slow or even reverse the uptake of water efficient
infrastructure, thus acting against achievement of the National Water Initiative’s goal of improved water
use efficiency.33
Table 2.5:

Proportion of Murray‑Darling Basin farms, by irrigation system and industry, 2014–15

System

Unit

Horticulture

Dairy

Rice

Cotton

Flood/furrow

%

11

92

100

90

Travelling irrigators

%

1

28

1

19

Overhead sprinklers

%

2

0

1

2

Low throw sprinklers

%

28

0

0

0

Moveable spray lines

%

1

0

0

0

Drip/trickle

%

62

0

4

0

Micro sprays

%

5

0

0

0

Source:

ABARES Murray‑Darling Basin Irrigation Survey reported in Dale Ashton, Irrigated Agriculture in the Murray
Darling Basin, ABARES, www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/researchtopics/surveys/irrigation/overview#irrigation-technology, accessed 12 September 2017.

Other things being equal, increases in electricity prices may increase operating costs and reduce farm
level profitability, resulting in irrigators and IOs looking at ways to decrease their energy use/costs.
Options may include:

seeking alternative lower cost sources of energy (for example, by going off the electricity grid and

switching to diesel pumps or solar powered energy). This shift may come at the expense of reduced
reliability (increased risk)

engaging in the electricity spot market
changing irrigation pumping/watering schedules to take advantage of non-peak use tariffs
replacing irrigation infrastructure with more energy efficient equipment or switching to gravity fed
systems, potentially requiring large capital outlays and resulting in less efficient water use

exiting irrigated agriculture.

31
32
33

Agricultural Industries Energy Task Force, Submission to the ACCC’s Electricity Supply and Prices Inquiry, 12 July 2017.
NSW Farm Energy Innovation Program, NSW Farmers, ‘Saving energy in irrigation’, www.aginnovators.org.au/sites/default/files/
Energy%20%20Irrigation%20%20Saving%20energy%20in%20irrigation.pdf, accessed 30 March 2018.
ACCC, Submission on the Productivity Commission Inquiry into National Water Reform Draft Report, 19 October 2017, www.accc.
gov.au/system/files/ACCC%20Submission%20to%20the%20National%20Water%20Reform%20Inquiry%20Draft%20Report.pdf,
accessed 2 April 2018.
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Decisions by irrigators to change their farming operations to reduce energy use will directly affect IIOs,
possibly altering the demands on their infrastructure and sources of revenue. Likewise, IIO decisions to
manage energy costs or use in different ways will affect irrigators through the charges that they pay.
Central Irrigation Trust is one IO that has sought to raise awareness of the impact of electricity prices on
its operations, describing the impact of recent electricity prices in a submission to the ACCC Inquiry into
Retail Electricity Prices in 2017 (box 2.2).
Box 2.2: Electricity price impacts on Central Irrigation Trust
Central Irrigation Trust (CIT) is a private irrigation trust located in Barmera, in the Riverland region
of South Australia. It manages infrastructure on behalf of 12 private irrigation trusts, servicing
approximately 1483 grower members irrigating 14 000 hectares of horticultural crops, with a
licensed volume of nearly 114 121 ML.33 CIT supplies water from the River Murray through 13
automated pumping stations and pressurised pipeline systems, which use electricity as their major
source of energy.
The Agricultural Industries Energy Taskforce’s submission to the ACCC 2017 Inquiry into Retail
Electricity Prices34 reported that CIT had seen large increases in its electricity charges over the
previous seven years. The taskforce noted that no other input cost in CIT’s business had risen
anywhere near these levels.35
In 2016–17, CIT’s total spend on electricity was $5.13 million (up 19 per cent from 2015–16). The
energy cost comprised 36 per cent of CIT’s total operating expenses and over 72 per cent of
total expenditure on irrigation and drainage operations.36 While attempting to mitigate these cost
impacts in a range of ways, including partnering with 27 large consumers in South Australia in
an energy purchasing group, CIT has had to raise its infrastructure charges to cover costs. The
increases in charges for 2017–18 range from 37 to 42 per cent above 2016–17 charges for water
delivery at peak times, and from 27 to 29 per cent for off-peak delivery.37

2.7

Parliamentary and policy bodies undertook multiple
reviews of water reform in 2016 and 2017

A number of significant reviews of the water governance and regulatory framework occurred in 2016
and 2017.39 Some have concluded, and action is underway in response to their recommendations. Other
reviews are expected to commence and/or to be completed in 2018. These reviews have already, or
will, shape changes to the regulatory and policy framework, influencing the environment in which IOs
do business.
Commonwealth and state governments initiated multiple inquiries following allegations of water theft
in New South Wales being aired on an ABC Four Corners report in July 2017, including the Matthews
Review of NSW Water’s management and compliance. Other major reviews in 2016 and 2017 included
the ACCC’s review of the water charge rules; the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture and
Water Resources inquiry into water use efficiency; the Productivity Commission’s inquiry into national
water reform; the Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s (MDBA) Basin Plan Evaluation and review of the
northern MDB water recovery targets.

34
35
36
37
38
39
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Central Irrigation Trust, Annual report 2016-17, http://cit.org.au, accessed 13 February 2018.
Agricultural Industries Energy Task Force, Submission to the ACCC Inquiry into Electricity Supply and Prices Inquiry, 12 July 2017,
p. 23.
ibid., Submission to the ACCC Inquiry into Electricity Supply and Prices Inquiry, 12 July 2017, p. 23
ACCC calculations derived from CIT annual reports 2012–13 to 2016–17.
Agricultural Industries Energy Task Force, Submission to the ACCC Inquiry into Electricity Supply and Prices Inquiry, 12 July 2017,
p. 23.
Only one amendment was made to the Water Act 2007 (Cth) in 2016–17. It allows the MDBA to prepare a high level corporate plan to
fulfil the requirements of the Public Governance Performance and Accountability Act 2013.
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2.7.1

Multiple public reviews of regulatory and governance
arrangements were initiated in response to a 2017 Four Corners
report on water theft

The ABC Four Corners program ‘Pumped: who is benefiting from the billions spent on the
Murray‑Darling’ aired on 24 July 2017. The program prompted significant public concern about the
effectiveness of compliance and enforcement arrangements in the MDB, especially in New South
Wales. It alleged widespread non-compliance with New South Wales water law, particularly in the
Barwon–Darling River system in northern New South Wales. The allegations included that:

certain irrigators had pumped water from the river system in periods when pumping was not
permitted, or in quantities that greatly exceed their entitlements

water purchased by taxpayers for environmental purposes was instead being accessed by irrigators
meter tampering was common in the region, and compliance and enforcement efforts
were ineffective.

As a result of this program, various Australian Government and Basin States agencies launched
multiple reviews.

The Matthews Review investigated NSW Water’s management and compliance
The NSW Government initiated this inquiry to investigate allegations of corruption, misconduct and
maladministration in water management and compliance in the New South Wales Department of
Primary Industry. The inquiry dealt with officer conduct rather than water management policies, and
the final report was released in November 2017. The inquiry found the state’s water compliance and
enforcement have been ineffectual and require significant and urgent improvement. It also found a lack
of transparency in the system is undermining public confidence.
The New South Wales Government accepted in principle the full range of recommendations for reform.
It announced a Water Reform Package on 15 December 201740, which included establishing the Natural
Resources Access Regulator and creating a new division of the Department of Primary Industry to
manage water and Crown land. Further, the government announced it would introduce a ‘no meter, no
pump’ policy for larger water users, and a policy consultation paper was released in March 2018.41

The MDBA reviewed Basin-wide compliance, and an independent panel reviewed
the MDBA’s compliance processes
On 25 November 2017, the MDBA and an independent panel released reports on the review of
compliance matters across the Basin undertaken at the request of the Prime Minister.42 The review
found Basin States—particularly New South Wales and Queensland—must do more to increase the
robustness, transparency and consistency of compliance and enforcement across the Basin.
The independent panel concluded the MDBA had not given sufficient attention to compliance, had
not provided a clear statement of its compliance role, and had not dealt adequately with allegations of
compliance breaches. The review presented a program of actions for the MDBA to undertake.
The MDBA, the Australian Government and the Basin States responded to the review recommendations
with commitments to several measures, including appointing an Independent Assurance Committee
to advise on the design, implementation and adequacy of the MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance program,
and signing a memorandum of understanding with the new Natural Resources Access Regulator in New
South Wales in February 2018.

40
41
42

NSW Government, Securing our water: NSW Government water reform action plan, December 2017, www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__
data/assets/pdf_file/0016/136204/nsw-government-water-reform-action-plan.pdf, accessed 12 January 2018.
NSW Government, www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/145422/water-take-measurement-and-meteringconsultation-paper.pdf accessed 30 March 2018.
See MDBA media release, www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/mdba-independent-panel-release-basin-wide-compliance-review,
accessed March 2018.
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The Auditor-General expanded the assurance review of the National Partnership
Agreement
The Auditor-General’s office (the Australian National Audit Office) conducted an assurance review of
the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources’ assessment of New South Wales’ performance
under the National Partnership Agreement on Implementing Water Reform in the MDB. The audit report
(released November 2017) highlighted:

the lack of specific, measurable deliverables and outcome measures in the milestones and criteria for
assessing the performance of New South Wales under the MDB National Partnership Agreement

the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources had followed agreed processes for monitoring

performance, but lacked evidence and explanation to substantiate its positive assessment of New
South Wales’ progress under milestone 8 of the MDB National Partnership Agreement for 2015–16 (in
light of serious issues raised about the state’s water regulation arrangements).

However, the Auditor-General concluded the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources’
submission to the Minister for 2015–16 contained little to suggest a risk that the state is not delivering
environmental water consistent with the Basin Plan.

The Independent Commission Against Corruption is investigating actions by NSW
Water officials
The Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) investigated actions by senior NSW Water
officials in connection with issues raised by the Four Corners program. ICAC discloses current
investigations activity only when it is in the public interest, and no investigation details were available at
the time of this publication.

The Australian Senate is inquiring into the integrity of the water market in the
Murray‑Darling Basin
The Australian Senate directed an investigation of the integrity of the water market in the MDB, with
reference to:

allegations of theft and corruption in the management of water resources in the MDB
authorities’ (including the New South Wales Government and the MDBA) investigation and public

disclosure of reported breaches within the MDB, including the Barwon–Darling Water Sharing Plan

the actions of Basin States in responding to corruption allegations and the potential undermining of
the Basin Plan

the use of Commonwealth owned environmental water for irrigation purposes, and the impact on
Basin communities and the environment

the operation, expenditure and oversight of the Water for the Environment Special Account
any other related matters.
The Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport References Committee is conducting the inquiry. It
was granted an extension until 29 November 2018 to deliver its report (originally due in December 2017).

South Australia set up a Royal Commission into Murray‑Darling Basin operations and
effectiveness
On 26 November 2017, then South Australian Premier Jay Weatherill announced the state would
establish a Royal Commission into the MDB, which formally commenced on 23 January 2018. The
Commissioner, Brett Walker SC, is to examine:

the operations and effectiveness of the MDB system
the adequacy of existing legislation, and recommendations regarding any necessary changes
whether the Basin Plan in its current form, together with any proposed changes to the Water Act, are
likely to achieve the purposes and objects of that Act.

The Royal Commission is conducting hearings around the Basin, and was accepting submissions until
April 2018.43 It is scheduled to submit its final report by 1 February 2019.
43
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The terms of reference can be found at www.mdbrc.sa.gov.au/terms-reference. Public submissions were invited by 30 April, and
regional consultations, site visits and public hearings are underway.
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2.7.2

Other government policy inquiries into water were also in play

A number of other government policy inquiries were also underway in 2016 and 2017.

We advised changing the water charge rules
We delivered our final advice (including proposed rules) to the Minister for Agriculture and Water
Resources in September 2016, proposing a revised role for the water charge rules.44 Since the water
charge rules were established over six years ago, water markets, charging practices and regulatory
arrangements in the MDB have evolved.
The Minister publicly released our advice on 14 November 2016, together with an interim response
accepting our rule advice 5-L to remove the requirement for operators to prepare network service
plans. The resulting amendments to the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules came into effect on
1 July 2017.
At the time of writing, the Minister is considering the remainder of our proposed rule advices
and recommendations.

A parliamentary inquiry made recommendations to further improve water use
efficiency
The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture and Water Resources commenced an inquiry
into water use efficiency in February 2017. The committee tabled its report, Making every drop count:
inquiry into water use efficiency programs in agriculture, on 20 December 2017. The inquiry focused on:

the adequacy and efficacy of current programs in achieving irrigation water use efficiencies
how existing expenditure provides value for money for the Commonwealth
potential improvements to programs, their administration and their delivery
other matters, including (but not limited to) maintaining or increasing agricultural production,
considering environmental flows, and adopting world best practice.

The committee made eight recommendations, including for the Australian Government to review its
water use efficiency programs, and to investigate mechanisms to address factors (such as the rising
cost of electricity and the cost of alternative energies) that may impede the adoption of water use
efficiency technologies. It also recommended that any government funding or assistance for water
efficiency infrastructure be required to define the public benefit and to include detailed plans for full
lifecycle costings of the infrastructure, including asset depreciation and replacement.

The Productivity Commission’s draft inquiry report on national water reform found
good progress on the National Water Initiative
The Productivity Commission took over responsibility for reviewing progress against the National Water
Initiative (NWI), following abolition of the National Water Commission in 2015. It released a draft report
on its inquiry in September 2017. The draft report noted good progress in implementing the NWI, with
the initiative’s objectives and outcomes being largely met. However, it highlighted:
… there remains further work to do:
• complete unfinished business from the NWI
• address gaps and limitations in existing policy settings
• respond to the challenges posed by population growth, climate change and changing community
expectations, including the cultural and economic aspirations of Indigenous people.45
The final report was handed to the Australian Government on 19 December 2017. The Australian
Government is expected to release the final report and table its response in May 2018.46

44
45
46

ACCC, Review of the Water Charge Rules Final Advice, September 2016. In this report, we provide more information on our
recommendations in box A1.6, Appendix 1.
Productivity Commission, Draft report on national water reform, ‘Key messages’, 2017, www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/waterreform/draft. accessed 14 January 2018.
Under the Productivity Commission Act 1998, the government must table the report in each House of Parliament within 25 sitting
days of receipt.
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The Productivity Commission will inquire in 2018 (and every subsequent five years) into the
effectiveness of the implementation of the Basin Plan, with its first report due by the end of 2018.47
The Basin Plan Evaluation found the plan is working, but more effort is required
The MDBA’s 2017 Basin Plan Evaluation covered all elements of implementation, from water planning
and management, to recovery and use of water for the environment.48 It concluded the Basin Plan is
working, and confirmed ‘there are positive signs of improved environmental health, many farmers are
adapting and modernising their practices, and water markets are functioning to facilitate water trade’.49
It also noted three key areas that need stronger efforts from the MDBA and Basin States: development
of Water Resource Plans, stronger compliance regimes, and better ways of measuring water take.
The Northern Basin Review recommended revisions to water recovery targets, and the use of
infrastructure expenditure over water purchases
In November 2016, the MDBA released a review of the northern MDB50 (which covers the catchment
of the Barwon–Darling River and its tributaries upstream of Menindee Lakes). The review examined
whether there was enough evidence to justify changing a number of water recovery targets, including
the current 390 GL total recovery target.
Ultimately, the review recommended amending the water recovery target for northern MDB
catchments to 320 GL, on the basis of agreement by the Australian, Queensland and New South Wales
governments to implement measures to improve water management. The review also recommended
improving arrangements to safeguard low flows across the north (particularly in the Condamine–
Balonne and Barwon−Darling systems), and using irrigation infrastructure improvements to recover
water rather than entitlement purchases.51 Further, the MDBA recommended governments consider
measures to address concerns of the Aboriginal people, to acknowledge their connection to Country
and rivers, and to provide further support (particularly for the Dirranbandi and Warren peoples).
In November 2017, the Commonwealth Assistant Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources, Senator
Anne Ruston, made the northern MDB amendments. They included minor amendments to the Basin
Plan water trading rules (on which the ACCC provided advice in 2016) and unrelated groundwater
amendments. In February 2018, the Commonwealth Parliament disallowed the amendments.

47
48

49
50
51
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Productivity Commission, Murray-Darling Basin Plan: five year assessment, www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/basin-plan#issues,
accessed March 2018.
The MDBA noted it is undertaking further social and economic analysis to understand the contribution of the Basin Plan to irrigation
dependent communities, and will release this report in 2018. MDBA, Basin Plan Evaluation, 2017, www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-rollout/2017-basin-plan-evaluation, accessed March 2018.
MDBA, Basin Plan Evaluation, 2017, p. 4, www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/1041-BPE-2017-report_0.pdf, accessed
11 January 2018.
MDBA, The Northern Basin Review: understanding the economic, social and environmental outcomes from water recovery in the
northern Basin, 2016, www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/Northern-basin-review-report-FINAL.pdf.
MDBA, The Northern Basin Review: understanding the economic, social and environmental outcomes from water recovery in the
northern Basin, 2016, p. 8, www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/Northern-basin-review-report-FINAL.pdf.
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Water planning and
management arrangements
continued to evolve

Mouth of the Murray River, 2004
Source: Michael Bell

3.

Water planning and management
arrangements continued to evolve

Key points
Victoria’s Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) water planning and

management (WPM) costs in 2016–17 were again larger than those of all other Basin States
and water authorities combined. These costs rose slightly (2.6 per cent in real terms) compared
with the previous year. The department undertook 15 new WPM activities, which comprised
83 per cent of its total WPM costs.

South Australia’s Division 2 Natural Resources Management (Water) Levy rose by 10 per cent.

The increase reflected the decision of the South Australian Government to increase cost recovery
for WPM through its NRM levies, consistent with National Water Initiative (NWI) commitments.
The levy increases followed abolition of the Save the Murray Levy in 2015. Estimated revenue
from WPM charges represented close to 24 per cent of the Department of Environment, Water
and Natural Resources’ (DEWNR) costs in 2016–17.

The New South Wales Department of Primary Industries (DPI) transferred some WPM functions
to WaterNSW on 1 July 2016. The combined total expenditure on WPM for the DPI and
WaterNSW in 2016–17 was about the same as last year, at around $68 million.

Water management was the largest WPM expenditure category across all Basin States and water
management authorities, accounting for 52 per cent ($144.1 million) of total WPM expenditure.

For New South Wales’ DPI, water planning was the largest WPM expenditure category,

accounting for 49 per cent ($16.1 million) of its total WPM costs in 2016–17. Water monitoring
and evaluation was the largest WPM expenditure category for WaterNSW (53.4 per cent of
its total WPM costs, or $18.9 million). Water management costs were the largest WPM cost
category for Victoria’s DELWP (69 per cent) and South Australia’s DEWNR (75 per cent).

Basin State contributions to funding for the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority’s joint program costs
(under the Murray‑Darling Basin Agreement) increased by nearly 14 per cent in 2016–17. The
largest increase (nearly 30 per cent) came from the Australian Government, while New South
Wales and Victorian funding rose by approximately 15 per cent. Funding from South Australia,
the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and Queensland rose by around 2 per cent.

This chapter presents our analysis of information from Basin State agencies52 about their water planning
and management (WPM) charges and related costs and activities for 2016–17:

Section 3.1 looks at significant changes in Basin States agencies’ administrative, funding and
charging arrangements for water planning and management.

Section 3.2 examines the expenditure reported by Basin States (that is, the costs of the
WPM activities).

Section 3.3 provides an overview of WPM charges imposed, discusses changes in the levels of those
charges, and reports on the revenue raised through charges.

Section 3.4 compares Basin States’ reported costs and revenues relevant to their WPM
cost recovery.

Sections A2.2.1–A2.2.4 in appendix 2 outline the policy commitments to WPM cost recovery. They also
provide information on Basin States’ activity types and charging arrangements.

52
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In this chapter, we use ‘Basin State agencies’ to mean Basin State departments and water authorities.
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3.1

Some Basin States agencies’ administrative and
charging arrangements changed

Basin States undertake different types and levels of WPM activities, reflecting each state’s different
administrative arrangements, priorities and water resource needs. They also take varying approaches
to funding and cost recovery for these activities, relying on a mix of water access right charges,
broad based levies and transaction charges. Over time, Basin States have changed their approach
to administering and funding activities, and recovering their costs, and in 2016–17, New South Wales
(NSW), South Australia and Queensland implemented the following changes.

3.1.1

New South Wales changed the administration of its water
management activities

In July 2016, responsibility for the following functions transferred from the Department of Primary
Industries (DPI) to WaterNSW:

customer transactions
compliance investigations for customers
licensing administration and billing (excluding the licensing of major utilities and mining projects)
water quality monitoring
hydrometric assessments
metering operations.53
DPI Water will now focus on policy, water market regulation, and oversight of major government funded
water infrastructure projects.

3.1.2

South Australia changed its approach to cost recovery

In 2016–17, the South Australian Murray‑Darling Basin Natural Resources Management Board increased
the charges under the Division 2 Natural Resources Management (Water) Levy. The increase reflected
the decision of the South Australian Government to increase cost recovery for WPM through its NRM
levies, consistent with National Water Initiative (NWI) commitments. The levy increases followed
abolition of the Save the River Murray Levy in 2015. Repeal of the Save the River Murray Levy had
resulted in a significant fall (59 per cent) in South Australia’s recovery of its WPM costs in 2015–16.

3.1.3

Queensland set out its water planning and management charges
under new Regulations

In 2016, the Queensland Government repealed the Water Regulation 2012, which set out the majority
of its WPM charges, and made the Water Regulations 2016.54 The new regulations set out Queensland’s
WPM charges, including its application fees, licencing fees, registry fees and other miscellaneous
charges. They also set out the water use fees for Queensland’s water management areas.

53
54

On 1 June 2016, the New South Wales Government passed the WaterNSW Amendment Act 2016 (NSW). The Act came into effect
on 1 July 2016 and gave effect to the transfer of functions.
www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/pdf/2017–07–01/sl-2016–0216, accessed on 17 April 2018.
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3.2

Basin States reported changing expenditure on
water planning and management activities

In the following sections, we examine WPM costs reported by Basin States for 2016–17 and over the
period from 2013–14. We also break down the Basin States’ 2016–17 expenditure by WPM activity
category. In addition, we report information provided by Basin States about their funding contributions
(and the Australian Government’s contributions) to the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) for
2016–17. This funding enables the MDBA to deliver WPM activities across the Basin.

3.2.1

We looked at Basin States’ spending on water planning and
management activity categories

Table 3.1 reports on Basin State agencies’ 2016–17 WPM costs, classified by NWI activity categories.
It also reports the agencies’ costs as a percentage of the Basin State’s total WPM costs.55
In New South Wales, WPM costs totaled $67.9 million ($32.6 million for DPI Water and $35.3 million for
WaterNSW). DPI Water’s total WPM costs fell, reflecting the transfer of water management functions
to WaterNSW (section 3.1.1). The only WPM expenditure category to increase for DPI Water was water
industry regulation, which increased from just under $100 000 to $529 000.
In Victoria, the total cost reported for all WPM activities increased by 2.5 per cent in real terms, to
$144.1 million. DELWP comprised the bulk of the WPM costs ($138.3 million) in Victoria, but it is difficult
to compare this expenditure with other Basin States because they cannot separate their MDB costs
from their total WPM costs.56
DELWP reported expenditure on 15 new WPM activities, which comprised 83 per cent of its total WPM
costs. The Victorian Government committed to these activities (not all of which related to the MDB) in
its long term plan, Water for Victoria, and funded them through the fourth tranche of the Environmental
Contribution.57 DELWP spent:

$47.2 million on improving the health of regional waterways in Victoria. DELWP stated the initiatives
would include physical on-ground environmental works, community and Traditional Owner
engagement, environmental water management, monitoring, and large scale restoration projects

$14.4 million on building a sustainable irrigation future. DELWP stated the initiative would help

improve water use efficiency, manage and reduce adverse impacts of irrigation, facilitate appropriate
irrigation development, and support irrigation modernisation projects58

$12.1 million on water information for sustainable water management. DELWP stated this

expenditure would fund ongoing water monitoring and water resource assessment, and strengthen
and deliver water entitlement, planning and information.59

55
56
57
58
59
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Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, ‘Appendix B: A framework for classifying water
planning and management activities’ April 2010, pp. 19−21.
WPM expenditure reported by the Department of Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) is specific to the Murray-Darling Basin.
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Victoria), ‘Fourth Tranche of the Environmental Contribution’, www.water.
vic.gov.au/planning-and-entitlements/environmental-contributions/fourth-tranche-of-the-environmental-contribution, accessed
February 2018.
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Victoria), ‘Fourth Tranche of the Environmental Contribution’, www.water.
vic.gov.au/planning-and-entitlements/environmental-contributions/fourth-tranche-of-the-environmental-contribution, accessed
February 2018.
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Victoria), ‘Fourth Tranche of the Environmental Contribution’, www.water.
vic.gov.au/planning-and-entitlements/environmental-contributions/fourth-tranche-of-the-environmental-contribution, accessed
February 2018.
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In South Australia, the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources’ (DEWNR) reported
WPM costs fell by 2.3 per cent to $39.4 million. Expenditure decreased in most WPM activity categories,
with the notable exceptions of:

a 91 per cent increase in levee bank remedial works
a 53 per cent increase in River Murray operations expenditure.
In the ACT, the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate (EPSDD) reported
a fall of 16.5 per cent in WPM costs, to a total of $21.5 million. The largest decrease in costs was in
stormwater maintenance, which fell from $7.7 million to $2.1 million dollars (because 11 activities
undertaken 2015–16 were either completed or incurred no expenditure in 2016–17). The largest
reported expenditure items were the City to the Lake West Basin infrastructure ($6.2 million) and the
Isabella Weir Spillway upgrades ($3.5 million).
In Queensland, as in previous periods, the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy
(DNRME) did not report WPM cost information to the ACCC for 2016–17.
Across the Basin State departments’ WPM activities:

DPI Water’s highest cost related to water planning ($16.1 million), followed by water monitoring and
evaluation ($10.7 million).

WaterNSW’s highest costs related to water monitoring and evaluation ($18.9 million) and water
administration and regulation ($16.2 million).

DELWP’s highest cost related to water management (up 41 per cent to $95.9 million). Compared

with the department, the Victorian water authorities did not undertake significant WPM expenditure.
Their highest WPM cost related to water management (Goulburn–Murray Water (GMW), at
$1.9 million).60

DEWNR’s highest cost related to water management (up 9.6 per cent to $29.4 million).
It can be challenging for Basin State agencies to break down total costs precisely by WPM activity
category for reporting. Some WPM activities may fall into multiple categories. DELWP reported Basin
Plan modelling, for example, as ‘water monitoring and evaluation’, yet some elements of that activity
fall under ‘water management’ and ‘water administration and regulation’. Consequently, Basin State
agencies must identify the activity category that best fits each WPM activity, rather than identifying
multiple categories.
Under the Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules61, Basin State agencies setting
charges must also publish information that breaks down the WPM costs to which charges relate. The
cost breakdown includes:

capital costs—for example, costs incurred in purchasing fixed assets, including land and buildings
corporate service costs—for example, staff costs, office administration etc. Corporate costs may

be common to the delivery of a number of activities, and they are not easily allocated to a specific
project

operating costs—these are the costs of operating and maintaining property or assets.
For each WPM charge, Basin State agencies can choose to provide the cost breakdown for each WPM
activity undertaken, or as a whole for all WPM activities to which the charge relates.62 The former
is difficult. So, agencies report for all WPM activities (rather than by activity). Chart 3.1 sets out the
breakdown of WPM costs (capital, corporate and operating) reported by the Basin State agencies
from 2013–14 to 2016–17. It includes costs incurred by Basin State agencies within and outside the
MDB (except for South Australia, where the cost breakdown reflects activity only within the South
Australian MDB).

60
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Under the NWI Principles, water administration expenses include: administration of entitlements and permits; development of
entitlement frameworks; administration of water trading arrangements; business administration; and administration of water
metering arrangements. For details, see: Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, ‘Appendix B:
A framework for classifying water planning and management activities’, p. 21.
Rule 5(2)(j)(ii).
All Basin State agencies (except Queensland) provide this information to the ACCC in their Request for Information returns.
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Chart 3.1:

Water planning and management costs of Basin State agencies, by cost category, 2013–14 to
2016–17 ($real 2016–17)63
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ACCC from data provided and published by Basin State agencies.

Here are our key observations for 2016–17:

Operating costs made up the majority of WPM costs, as in previous years.
In Victoria, total operating costs fell by 7 per cent from 2015–16. For DWELP, operating costs fell by
5 per cent, but capital costs more than doubled, and corporate costs rose by around 6.3 per cent
(reflecting 15 new WPM projects in 2016–17).

Corporate costs fell by 63 per cent for DPI Water (to $5.2 million) and by 22 per cent for DEWNR (to
$3.2 million).

Corporate costs were low for both DELWP and the Victorian water authorities, at less than $1 million.

3.2.2

Basin States and the Australian Government increased funding
to the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority for water planning and
management

Under the Murray‑Darling Basin Agreement, the MDBA and the Basin States jointly manage key water
infrastructure in the southern MDB. They also deliver a range of water planning and management
and infrastructure related activities (known as the ‘joint programs’).64 Commonwealth and Basin State
governments fund the joint programs65, approving an annual budget and a works plan (which the
MDBA’s corporate plan includes).66 In 2016–17, they notably increased joint program funding, in contrast
to some funding cuts in 2014–15.67

63
64
65
66
67

Victorian WPM expenditure combines expenditure from DELWP, Goulburn–Murray Water, Lower Murray Water, Grampians Wimmera
Mallee Water and Coliban Water. DELWP accounts for 96 per cent of total WPM expenditure in Victoria.
Parts VII and VIII of the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement set out the joint activities. The joint WPM activities include: environmental
works relating to joint assets, salinity management, water quality monitoring, interstate water trade reconciliation, water monitoring
and evaluation, and environmental works (for example, construction of fishways and pest fish management).
Clause 72 establishes the process for determining the contributions by the Australian Government and Basin States. In the MDBA’s
annual report, notes to the financial accounts disclose the total amount contributed to the MDBA for joint activities, plus any other
contributions of the Australian Government and Basin States.
MDBA, ‘Joint programs’, www.mdba.gov.au/about-us/partnerships-engagement/joint-programs, accessed February 2017. The
MDBA publishes its corporate plan on its website: www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/corporate-plan, accessed
March 2018.
Basin State agencies report to the ACCC on their contributions to the MDBA’s WPM activities (only those activities under MDB
Agreement’s joint programs). The MDBA reports Basin State and Australian Government contributions (for both WPM and
infrastructure related activities) in its annual report.
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Table 3.2 sets out total Australian Government and Basin State joint program funding for each
financial year since 2010–11. It shows funding from most contributors, along with the overall level of
contributions, was volatile from year to year. Ongoing funding volatility can give rise to challenges for
the MDBA, including the deferment of necessary capital works, higher long term costs from a more
reactive capital maintenance framework, the loss of efficiency, and higher costs for planning.
Table 3.2:

Basin State and Australian Government contributions to the joint program costs of the
Murray‑Darling Basin Authority68
Contribution by year ($’000)

Jurisdiction

2010–11

2011–12

2012–13

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

% change
from
2015–16

Australian
Government

(78)

18 737

19 320

18 772

11 300

9 989

12 960

29.7

New South Wales

34 227

35 054

16 230

13 706

18 900

24 699

28 454

15.2

Victoria

32 437

33 224

34 150

27 451

18 000

23 568

27 068

14.9

South Australia

27 667

28 346

29 145

26 445

15 500

19 054

19 444

2.1

Queensland

986

1 012

1 044

100

100

100

102

2.0

ACT

282

289

298

298

298

298

304

2.0

95 521

116 662

100 187

86 772

64 098

77 708

88 332

13.7

Total

Sources: Murray‑Darling Basin Authority annual reports and data provided by Basin State agencies.

The contribution from jurisdictions comprised nearly 57 per cent of MDBA revenue ($154.2 million) in
2016–17. The MDBA attributed the increase in jurisdictions’ contribution to the restoration of previously
deferred maintenance and construction activities, and improvements to asset management processes.69

3.3

We looked at revenue over time from water planning
and management charges

This section presents information reported by Basin States on changes to WPM charges (section 3.3.1),
and the revenue that they collected from these charges in 2016–17 (section 3.3.2). It also compares the
Basin States’ charge revenue over time.

3.3.1

Water planning and management charges changed in the Basin
States for different reasons

Changes to charges can reflect increases or decreases in the amount of a charge, the amendment or
repeal of an existing charge, or the introduction of a new charge. Typically, WPM charges increase each
year according to:

indexation as set out in legislation. Victoria, for example, indexes various salinity disposal fees against
the consumer price index (CPI)

a price path approved by an independent economic regulator. In New South Wales, for example, the
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) approves the maximum charges for certain
WPM activities of DPI Water. And Victoria’s Essential Services Commission approves maximum
charges for miscellaneous WPM services covered by a pricing determination

cost recovery of activities, or the principle of impactor pays, as determined by the Basin State.

68
69
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Our discussion with DEWNR staff indicated previous MDBA annual reports published an incorrect figure for the South Australian joint
programs contribution for 2013−14 ($23 976 000). This table has the correct figure for 2013−14.
MDBA, Annual Report 2016–17, p. 99.
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New South Wales
In September 2015, the DPI submitted a pricing proposal to IPART for approval of its WPM charges. 70
IPART’s final decision on charges was released in June 2016 and resulted in decreases in charges for
most river valleys.
The ACCC set maximum regulated charges in the MDB for processing allocation trades and certain
other WPM activities by WaterNSW for the 2014–15 to 2016–17 regulatory period.71 These charges were
updated through an annual review process, and increased by CPI. From 1 June 2016, IPART assumed
responsibility for setting these charges for future regulatory periods.

Victoria
The Environmental Contribution is the main charge used to fund a wide variety of WPM activities in
Victoria. Collected from water authorities, it is a multiple of each authority’s revenue. 72 The Minister
sets the levy for a four year cycle. DELWP reported the Environmental Contribution raised revenue of
$12.7 million in 2016–17 from the four MDB based water authorities (the same as in 2015–16), against a
reported target revenue of $111.9 million for the whole of the state.73 The third cycle or ‘tranche’ of the
Environmental Contribution (from 2012–13 to 2015–16) raised $405.3 million ($2015–16), and the fourth
tranche (2016–17 to 2019–20) is expected to raise $537.1 million to fund initiatives consistent with the
purposes set out in legislation.74
Other WPM charges in Victoria include:

transaction fees such as application and register fees. The Minister sets the maximum for these fees.
Most application and registry fees increased by 2–4.6 per cent in 2016–17 across DELWP and the
four water authorities

salinity disposal fees and related operating and management fees, which are set in accordance with
the Victorian Government’s policies for managing water use licences in salinity impact zones. These
fees were set in 2006–07 and since increased annually by CPI

charges for other miscellaneous WPM activities undertaken by water authorities. These charges are
subject to price regulation by the Essential Services Commission (Victoria) and are set out in the
commission’s price determinations for the relevant water authorities.75

WPM charges reported by the Victorian water authorities largely relate to application and registration
fees, salinity disposal fees, and fees for miscellaneous WPM activities. In 2016–17, GMW reported all its
WPM charges either remained constant or increased by CPI76, and GWMWater’s charges did the same.
For Lower Murray Water:

two fixed entitlement charges (the operational fee and DELWP water share fee) rose by 2 and
2.5 per cent respectively

most transaction based charges rose by around 2.5 per cent. Application fees to vary and cancel a
water use licence fell by 54 per cent. These changes reflected the charge level set by the Minister77

metering related charges rose by 1.2 per cent.
70

71
72
73
74
75
76
77

IPART approves DPI’s charges across three charge categories: 1. water management charges comprising entitlement and water use
charges, which vary per valley; 2. consent transaction charges, which recover one-off services; and 3. metering service and reading
charges. IPART sets the fixed volumetric charges (charged per ML of entitlements); variable volumetric charges (charged per ML
of based on water use); a minimum annual charge for water licence holders; meter reading/assessment charges relating to water
users with privately owned meters in unregulated rivers and groundwater sources; ancillary service charges (related to metering);
and transaction charges related to application fees for issuing and amending water access licences, performing water allocation
assignments and works approvals. See: IPART, Review of prices for the Water Administration Ministerial Corporation—final report,
June 2016, pp. 1, 9−18.
The relevant New South Wales Minister sets fees for the registration of water licences, trades, approvals and other registry functions.
The Environmental Contribution is set under a Ministerial Order-in-Council pursuant to the Water Industry Act 1994. The
Environmental Contributions Order 2012−16 sets the relevant revenue multiples. DELWP, ‘Environmental Contributions’, www.depi.
vic.gov.au/water/governing-water-resources/environmental-contribution, accessed February 2017.
DELWP reported on only the revenue from the MDB authorities. Revenue raised by the Environmental Contribution for 2016−17 is
sourced from ACCC data collected from Requests for Information, and from data provided and published by DELWP and Victorian
water authorities. See Victorian Government Gazette, 23 June 2016.
See: DELWP, ‘Environmental Contribution’, accessed February 2017.
Essential Services Commission (Victoria), Price Review 2013: rural water businesses—final decision, June 2013, p. 67.
The CPI figure used by Basin States to increase WPM charges may differ from the actual CPI for 2016−17, because Basin States may
use a forecast CPI figure (given they set WPM charges for the forthcoming year).
Lower Murray Water set these charges to a level comparable with similar charges imposed for Victorian Water Register transactions.
The Victorian Water Register’s fees are set under the Water (Resource Management) Regulations 2007. On 1 July each year, all fees
are indexed in accordance with the Monetary Units Act 2004.
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Queensland
The Queensland Government sets WPM charges (adjusting them on an annual basis).78 DNRME
reported most charges increased by 1–3.8 per cent in 2016–17, while charges for some registry search
fees rose by more than 50 per cent, and metering charges did not change.

South Australia
As noted, in 2015, the South Australian Government announced the Division 2 Natural Resources
Management (NRM) Water Levy would increase by 10 per cent as part of its policy of recovering
a greater share of WPM costs through local NRM boards.79 The levy is collected by DEWNR and
provided, in the MDB, to the South Australian MDB NRM Board. It increased by 10 per cent.
DEWNR reported its range of water licence fees, permit fees, metering charges, and approval and
other fees increased by 1.7–2.9 per cent in 2016–17.

Australian Capital Territory
The Minister sets WPM charges through an annual determination.80 In 2016–17, revenue from WPM
charges fell from $29.4 million to $28.4 million. The bulk of WPM revenue is generated by water
abstraction fees, which generated over 95 per cent of total WPM revenue in 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
water abstraction fee remained unchanged from 2015–16, and the reduction in revenue was due to a
reduction in the volume of units to which the fee applied in 2016–17.
The water access entitlement fees, application fees and administration fees rose by 4 per cent in
2016–17, reflecting movement in the wage price index.

3.3.2

Basin States’ estimated revenue from water planning
management charges

Table 3.3 shows estimated total revenue received by each Basin State agency from WPM charges in
2016–17, and the percentage change from 2015–16.81 These estimates relate to revenue from the Basin
State as a whole, except for South Australia.82 In South Australia, DEWNR provided the ACCC with
WPM charge information relating to only the South Australian MDB. In Victoria, WPM charge revenue
reported for Victorian water authorities also relates to only the MDB.83 This reporting is consistent with
the WPM cost reporting in section 3.2.1.

78

79
80
81

82
83
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As per schedules 14, 15A and 16 of the Water Regulations 2002 made under the Water Act 2000 (Qld). In future, WPM charges
will be set under the Water Regulations 2016. The Queensland Government repealed the Water Regulations 2002 in 2016. See:
Department of Natural Resources and Management (Queensland), ‘Changes to water legislation’, www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/water/
catchments-planning/water-reform, accessed March 2017.
Natural Resources South Australia, The NRM Levy: your questions answered, July 2016, p. 3.
ACT Government, Administrative Arrangements 2016 (no. 5), Schedule 2, Part 2.5.
We estimate revenue from WPM charges by multiplying each charge amount by the quantity on which the charge was imposed
(either the number of times the charge was imposed, or the number of kilolitres/megalitres on which it was imposed), and summing
across all charges. The quantity on which the charge was imposed is provided to the ACCC from Basin State agencies as part of the
annual Request for Information process.
WPM charges can be levied across the entire Basin State, not just within the MDB part of the state. If a WPM charge is levied
statewide, the Basin State department cannot always identify how often that charge was levied on water users in the MDB.
The revenue reported comprises revenue from Goulburn–Murray Water, Lower Murray Water, Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water,
Coliban Water and two rural authorities that supply residences and businesses. These additional authorities are not included in the
analysis in this chapter.
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Table 3.3:

Total estimated revenue from water planning and management charges, by Basin State agency,
2010–11 to 2016–17 ($2016–17 million)

2010–11

2011–12

2012–13

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

% change
from
2015–16

3.2

0.0

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

2.9

72.5

DPI and
WaterNSW84

38.2

40.7

44.0

46.7

41.3

36.6

45.0

ACT

ACT Government

24.6

23.8

27.0

26.5

27.0

29.6

28.4

–4.1

Vic

Department
79.7

78.6

90.3

163.8

118.7

116.5

114.2

–2.0

Goulburn–Murray
Water

2.6

2.6

2.9

1.1

1.1

1.4

2.2

57.7

GWMWater

0.0

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6

8.9

Lower Murray
Water

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.4

3.3

Victoria total

83.3

82.8

94.8

166.7

121.7

119.8

118.4

–1.2

DEWNR

36.7

35.0

31.9

35.2

36.2

8.7

9.3

6.8

186.1

182.3

199.5

276.8

227.9

196.5

204.0

3.8

State

Department /
water authority

Qld

DNRME

NSW

DELWP
Water authority

SA
Total

Source:

3.3.3

ACCC from data provided and published by Basin State agencies.

The different Basin State agencies used a different mix of charge
types

Chart 3.2 sets out the proportion of estimated revenue that Basin States received in 2016–17 from each
of the three main types of WPM charge that they impose on water users, being:

water access right charges, including:
–– fixed volumetric (for example, the WaterNSW water access charge)
–– variable volumetric (for example, the water abstraction charge in the ACT)
–– non-volumetric (for example, various administration fees in the ACT)

transaction charges (for example, application and lodgement fees)
broad based levies (for example, the Environmental Contribution in Victoria).
Chart 3.2 shows Basin States and local water authorities generally rely on one charge type to gather the
majority of their WPM charge revenues, with the predominant type differing across jurisdictions.
Non-volumetric and fixed water access right charges, and broad based levies provide revenue certainty
to Basin State agencies. This certainty is due to the limited variability in water user numbers and in the
total volume of water access entitlements on issue. In contrast, variable water access right charges
provide less certain revenue because water use can vary significantly across years. Transaction
charges depend on water users engaging in particular activities for which a transaction charge is levied
(for example, the trade of water access rights), so they too can fluctuate each year.

84

DPI applied the charges from 2010–11 to 2015–16; WaterNSW commenced charging responsibilities in 2016–17.
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Chart 3.2:

Types of water planning and management charge, by Basin State agency, 2016–17
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In Victoria, for example, DELWP (which accounted for nearly 97 per cent of the state’s WPM charge
revenue) received 98 per cent of its WPM charge revenue from broad based levies (the Environmental
Contribution). Queensland’s DNRME, in comparison, raised nearly 39 per cent of its WPM charge
revenue from transaction charges, and 61 per cent from water access right charges (compared with
nearly 77 and 23 per cent respectively in 2015–16). Driving the change were large increases in water use
for some of Queensland’s MDB water management areas.85
Among the Victorian water authorities, GMW and Coliban received 100 per cent of their WPM charge
revenue from transaction charges, while GWMWater and Lower Murray Water used a combination of
fixed, variable and non-volumetric water access right charges.
Of those Basin State agencies that rely primarily on water access right charges:

DEWNR (87 per cent)86 and Lower Murray Water (89 per cent) relied primarily on fixed charges
the ACT Government (99 per cent)87 and GWMWater (81 per cent) relied primarily on
variable charges.

3.4

The level of water planning and management cost
recovery has important implications

Under the National Water Initiative, Basin States agreed to pursue cost recovery for their WPM
activities. They also agreed to report publicly on the proportion of the total WPM cost attributed to
water access entitlement holders, and on how they determine that proportion. This disclosure allows
users and governments to assess whether the mix of WPM activities is appropriate, given the associated
costs and the degree to which WPM charges recover costs. It also allows them to assess whether the
mix of charges or levies is appropriate, given the WPM activities being undertaken.
A Basin State’s level of cost recovery has important implications. If WPM charge revenue does not
recover the costs of WPM activities, then a Basin State must allocate funds to cover the shortfall. In
this case, they may have to transfer tax payer funds from consolidated revenue. On the other hand, if
WPM charge revenue exceeds costs, then the Basin State may be transferring funds from water access
entitlement holders to consolidated revenue.
85
86
87
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Use in the Border Rivers area increased from 39 480 ML to 187 400 ML in 2016–17.
This revenue is raised through the NRM Water Levy. Each year, the South Australian Government charges water licence holders in the
South Australian MDB a per kilolitre rate of water entitlement held. See: South Australia, South Australian Government Gazette, no. 37,
23 June 2016.
This revenue is raised through the water abstraction charge.
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Under the NWI, jurisdictions agreed not to seek to recover the costs of WPM activities that relate to:
the development of intergovernmental agreements; the development of broad strategies for managing
water; and the development and/or refinement of overarching statutory instruments.88 However, we
cannot discern whether states are recovering this type of WPM cost because Basin States do not report
on how revenues from specific charges are spent.
We can compare total reported WPM costs (tables 3.2 and 3.3) against reported WPM charge revenue
(table 3.4) for an approximate measure of Basin States’ cost recovery through charges on water users in
any given year. However, we need to treat such comparisons cautiously, for several reasons:

Assessment of cost recovery should generally consider an extended time period, because

expenditure varies from year to year, and activities/programs have multi-year delivery timeframes.

Basin State agencies informed the ACCC that they face practical challenges when reporting WPM

activities and costs, including difficulty:
–– separating WPM costs from non-WPM costs
–– apportioning the MDB share of the costs of WPM activities delivered for the whole of a Basin State
–– clearly linking the level of some WPM charges with the costs incurred for WPM activities
–– allocating costs across stakeholders.

Chart 3.3 sets out the estimated revenue from WPM charges as a percentage of WPM costs from
2011–12 to 2016–17. It is important to look at the level of cost recovery over time, rather than for a
particular year, because WPM costs can relate to specific projects and vary from year to year.
Chart 3.3:

Estimated water planning and management revenue as a percentage of total WPM costs,
2011–12 to 2016–17
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ACCC from data provided and published by Basin State agencies.

We observed:

In New South Wales, WaterNSW collected WPM charge revenue from customers under a billing

arrangement with the DPI (Water).89 Reflecting recent changes in responsibility for carrying out
various WPM activities in that State, in 2016–17 WaterNSW shared the WPM charge revenues
it collected with the DPI (Water) in accordance with an agreed revenue split established in a
confidential agreement between the two agencies.90 Under these arrangements, the DPI (Water)
did not report its revenues to the ACCC and the revenues reported by WaterNSW over-represent its
proportion of cost recovery.

88
89
90

Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative Pricing Principles, April 2010, p. 19.
WaterNSW Annual Report 2016–17, p. 108.
Source: as per Correspondence with WaterNSW, 26 April 2018.
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In Victoria, WPM charge revenue exceeded WPM costs from 2011–12 to 2014–15. But in 2015–16

and 2016–17, it accounted for only about 85 per cent and 82 per cent respectively of WPM costs.
This change reflected DELWP’s increasing WPM costs, which occurred without a corresponding
increase in revenue. The expenditure profile may partly reflect the ‘lumpy’ nature of some WPM
expenditure. However, over the five year period covered by the third and fourth tranches of the
Environmental Contribution (2012–13 to 2016–17), DELWP reported undertaking $489.6 million
of WPM expenditure and raising $603.5 million in WPM charge revenue ($2016–17)—a WPM
revenue‑to-cost ratio of 123 per cent.

GMW and Lower Murray Water had WPM charge revenues that exceeded costs in 2016–17. As

context, we note the water authorities’ WPM revenue and WPM costs are only around 1 per cent of
DELWP’s. All Victoria’s water authorities have relatively low WPM charge revenue and WPM costs,
which likely explains the significant variation in their WPM charge revenue as a percentage of WPM
costs since 2011–12.

36
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On‑river infrastructure
operator hypothetical bills
mostly increased modestly,
with some exceptions

Hume Dam, 2004
Source: Michael Bell

4.

On‑river infrastructure operator
hypothetical bills mostly increased
modestly, with some exceptions

Key points
On‑river infrastructure operators (IOs) delivered 27 per cent more water to customers in 2016–17
than in the previous year, due to increased deliveries in New South Wales and Queensland.

Hypothetical bills from most on‑river IOs also increased over the year. While the change in

hypothetical bills was small in many regions, some notable movements occurred in both the
northern and southern Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB).

In the southern MDB, four of 17 hypothetical bills fell. Notable bill movements included:
–– 13 per cent falls for Goulburn–Murray Water’s (GMW) high security and general security
entitlement classes in the Murray system
–– around a 10 per cent fall for Lower Murray Water’s high security and general security
entitlement classes in the Murray system
–– 11 per cent increases for GMW’s high security and general security entitlement classes in the
Broken, Bullarook and Ovens systems.

Notable increases in hypothetical bills for the northern MDB included:
–– 11 per cent increases for WaterNSW’s high security and general security entitlement classes in
the Peel Valley (at 100 per cent water delivered)
–– a 7 per cent increase for SunWater’s Macintyre Brook water supply scheme (at 100 per cent
water delivered).

The 2016–17 changes in hypothetical bills generally reflected moves by IOs and regulators to
adopt more cost-reflective charges.

This chapter focuses on the charging arrangements for on‑river infrastructure operators (IOs).
On‑river IOs manage water service infrastructure used for storing and delivering water (sometimes
called ‘bulk’ water services).91 They charge their customers to recover their costs in providing these
services.92

Section 4.1 reports on the volumes of water delivered by on‑river IOs in 2016–17.
Section 4.2 provides information on the recent regulatory decisions that underlie changes in on‑river
IO charges (for 2016–17 and future years).

Section 4.3 analyses changes from the previous year for the 2016–17 hypothetical bills for
on‑river IOs.

Section 4.4 looks at long term trends in hypothetical bills for on‑river IOs in the southern and
northern Murray-Darling Basin (MDB).

We publish on‑river IOs’ charge schedules for 2016–17 in section 3.2 of the accompanying
publication, Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions.

91
92
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See box A1.1 in Appendix 1 for more information on why we talk about on and off river IOs rather than bulk water suppliers.
In some cases, on‑river IOs also pass on water planning and management (WPM) charges imposed on them by Basin State
departments and water authorities, or collect WPM charges on behalf of those state agencies (chapter 3). In turn, off‑river IOs pass
on on‑river IOs’ charges to their customers (chapter 5).
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4.1

In 2016–17, on‑river infrastructure operators
delivered more water in Queensland and New South
Wales, but less in Victoria

The six on‑river IOs in the MDB delivered 27 per cent more water to customers in 2016–17 than in the
previous year, due to higher deliveries in New South Wales and Queensland. WaterNSW delivered
65 per cent more water in 2016–17 as dry weather resulted in higher water sales.93 Also, the two
Queensland on‑river IOs delivered 53 per cent more water. In contrast, the three Victorian on‑river IOs
delivered nearly 18 per cent less water because wet conditions reduced demand.94
The six on‑river IOs in the MDB are all government owned but differ considerably in size, volumes of
water managed/delivered, and customer type.95
Table 4.1 shows their water access right (WAR) and delivery volumes (ML) for 2015–16 and 2016–17.

4.2

Charges levied by on‑river infrastructure operators
changed in 2016–17 as a result of regulator decisions

Basin State regulators approve the infrastructure charges of the large, non-member owned on‑river IOs
under accreditation arrangements established under the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules.96 The
large, non-member owned IOs are GMW, Lower Murray Water and WaterNSW.
For each regulatory period, the Essential Services Commission of Victoria (ESCV) reviews the proposed
tariff structures and approves the revenue requirements for GMW and Lower Murray Water.97 It also
reviews each IO’s approved charges annually.98 In June 2016, the ESCV released its final decision for
GMW for July 2016 to June 2020 (box 4.1).
The ACCC set WaterNSW’s 2016–17 charges in its June 2014 pricing determination for (then) State
Water.99 In its May 2016 annual review, the ACCC made variations to the charges for 2016–17 to reflect
changes in demand or consumption forecasts, or for price stability.100 The ACCC accredited the
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) from June 2016 to set the infrastructure charges
for WaterNSW.101 Box 4.2 provides information on IPART’s June 2017 final decision on WaterNSW’s
charges for the next regulatory period (July 2017–June 2021).
The Queensland Competition Authority (QCA) set prices for SunWater for the period 1 July 2012 to
June 30 2017. In May 2016, the Queensland Government decided to extend the timeframe to 30 June
2019. Over the extended period:

fixed and volumetric prices will increase each year by 2.5 per cent where 2016–17 prices were at or
above the QCA’s price target

fixed prices will increase each year by $2 per ML plus 2.5 per cent, and volumetric prices will increase
each year by 2.5 per cent where 2016–17 prices were below the QCA’s price target.

93
94

WaterNSW 2017, 2016–17 annual report, p. 13.
Lower Murray Water 2017, Annual report 2016/17, p. 18; Goulburn–Murray Water 2017, Annual report 2016/17, p. 20; Grampians
Wimmera Mallee Water RFI response.
95 Some on‑river IOs—Goulburn-Murray Water, Lower Murray Water and SunWater—also operate irrigation networks. We discuss their
charges for these services in chapter 5.
96 The ACCC accredits Basin State agencies to undertake this role under Part 9 of the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010. The
ACCC accredited the ESCV in February 2012 and IPART (New South Wales) in September 2015. See: https://www.accc.gov.au/
regulated-infrastructure/water/water-charge-infrastructure-rules-accreditation-arrangements, accessed March 2018.
97 At the time of writing, the ESCV released its draft decision on the revenue requirement and charges for Lower Murray Water’s
next regulatory period (2018–23), after Lower Murray Water submitted a pricing proposal to the ESCV in October 2017. The ESCV
released its draft decision on the pricing proposal on 29 March. The ESCV also conducts price reviews for Grampians Wimmera
Mallee Water (GWMWater) but does so under the Victorian regulatory framework, because GWMWater is not a Part 6 Operator
under the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules.
98 Part 6, Division 3, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
99 ACCC, Final decision on State Water pricing application: 2014–15 to 2016–17, 2014.
100 See ACCC, WaterNSW: annual review of regulated charges 2016–17: final decision, May 2016, available at www.accc.gov.au/
regulated-infrastructure/water/water-projects/waternsw-annual-review-of-regulated-charges-2016–17/final-decision, accessed
March 2018.
101 See note 96 above. The decision to accredit IPART took effect on 1 June 2016.
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717 807

42 120

Goulburn-Murray Water
(Victoria)

Grampians Wimmera
Mallee Water (Victoria)

Note:

Source:

Total
5 707 442

599 886

97

1 981 577

6 878

41 179

3 077 826

2015–16

7 273 684

500 455

237

1 632 475

20 400

53 140

5 066 977

2016–17

Volume of water delivered (ML)

2 107 817

379 766

197

86 431

18 700

45 535

1 577 188

Private diverters

3 256 593

100 985

0

927 317

0

0

2 228 291

1 667 644

0

0

563 036

0

0

1 104 608

InfrastructureEnvironmental water
operators
holders

142 426

19 704

40

55 691

1 700

3 805

61 487

Urban water
suppliers

Volume delivered (ML), by customer type, 2016–17

99 203

0

0

0

0

3 800

95 403

Other

ACCC from data provided and published by on‑river infrastructure operators.
For the Victorian operators Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray Water, the reported volumes of water access rights held are less than the volumes of water delivered.
This difference arises because the bulk entitlements reported by the operators do not include all entitlements for customers to whom they deliver water.

10 784 096

396 483

84 714

Department of Natural
Resources Mines and
Energy (Qld)

Lower Murray Water
(Victoria)

90 022

SunWater (Qld)

9 452 950

Volume of water
access rights held/
serviced (ML)

Water access rights and delivery volumes, by on‑river infrastructure operators, 2016–17

WaterNSW (NSW)

Operator

Table 4.1:

In South Australia, water licence holders faced increases in the Division 2 Natural Resources
Management Water Levy in the range of 8–10 per cent.102 These increases followed a nearly 7 per cent
increase the previous year, and partly reflected the South Australian Government’s decision to recover
WPM costs through the water levy following the repeal of the Save the River Murray Levy in June 2015.

Box 4.1: Essential Services Commission’s decision on Goulburn–Murray Water
bulk water charges for 2016–2020
The Essential Services Commission of Victoria (ESCV) set GMW’s charges for the regulatory period
1 July 2016 to 30 June 2020, for various categories of service, including bulk storage services.
GMW’s bulk storage charges comprise a wholesale charge (bulk entitlement charge) and a retail
charge (entitlement storage fee) paid by irrigators in the Goulburn and Murray rivers. Both charges
distinguish between high reliability water shares (HRWS) and low reliability water shares (LRWS).
The wholesale charge applies a basin based charging approach, while the retail charge applies on a
system basis. 103
The ESCV assessed GMW’s proposed charges against the ACCC’s pricing principles, as required
by the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules, and it proposed in its draft decision to approve the
charges. 104 However, the ESCV noted it did not favour the cost allocation method adopted by GMW
for wholesale charges, because that method has a material effect on charges. In response, GMW
proposed to reduce charges in the Goulburn River region. The ESCV approved GMW’s revised
charges in its final decision.
The ESCV noted stakeholders were particularly interested in the charges paid by environmental
water holders, with several submissions raising questions about possible cross-subsidies and
whether bulk water charges paid by environmental water holders were consistent with those paid
by other bulk storage customers. The ESCV confirmed environmental water holders paid the same
charges as paid by other bulk storage customers.105 It approved GMW’s existing charge structure for
environmental water holders.
The ESCV approved revenue for GMW totalling $480.4 million ($2016–17), a reduction of
4.3 per cent from GMW’s proposal. Approved capital expenditure totalled $138.3 million
($2016–17), a reduction of 0.6 per cent from the proposed expenditure. And approved operating
expenditure totalled $385.7 million ($2016–17), a reduction of 0.7 per cent from GMW’s revised
expenditure proposal.
Movements in bulk water charges
The ESCV approved GMW’s proposal to increase bulk entitlement storage charges in the Bullarook,
Ovens and Broken basins by 10 per cent in real terms in 2016–17, followed by 10 per cent increases
per year to 30 June 2020, to ensure cost recovery is achieved.106
Charges increased in real terms by 4 per cent for the Loddon basin, but fell by 14 per cent for the
Murray basin, and were unchanged for the Goulburn and Campaspe basins.
The Goulburn and Murray basin entitlement storage charges did not increase for 2016–17 and will
remain constant in real terms to 30 June 2020.

102 The water levy applies to private diverters and is payable for water licences, including Class 3A irrigation licences. It is generally
considered to be a water planning and management charge but, because it applies to private diverters, we use it to calculate
hypothetical bills for South Australian irrigators in the absence of bulk water charges. South Australian irrigators do not generally pay
on‑river infrastructure charges because the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority incurs the cost of ensuring water is supplied to South
Australia. The South Australian Government contributes to these costs through its funding contributions to the Murray‑Darling Basin
Authority (chapter 3).
103 The ESCV explained system charges were cost reflective (being the weighted average of basin charges spread evenly across
irrigators), and noted GMW had introduced basin charging for non-irrigators but had maintained system charging for irrigators due
to strong support from customers. It indicated there was scope to reconsider this approach before the next review. See: Essential
Services Commission, Goulburn–Murray Water Price Review 2016 final decision, 2016, p. 60.
104 ibid., p. 57.
105 Excluding rules based allocations, such as the Barmah–Millewa Forest Environmental Water Allocation. The ESCV noted GMW used
‘delivery share equivalent charges’ to account for environmental water holders using the delivery system, and that charges paid
by the Victorian Enviromental Water Holder (VEWH) were the subject of a contract between it and GMW. See: Essential Services
Commission, Goulburn–Murray Water Price Review 2016 final decision, 2016, p. 59.
106 ibid., p. 61.
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Box 4.2: IPART’s final decision on WaterNSW charges for 2017–21
In June 2017, IPART released its final decision for WaterNSW charges for the regulatory period
1 July 2017 to 30 June 2021. It set the revenue requirement for WaterNSW at $411 million
($2016–17), down 3.6 per cent from the draft determination. In the decision, IPART continued to
assess WaterNSW’s revenue requirement based on prudent and efficient costs, using a similar
building block method to that used by the ACCC and IPART in previous decisions. However, it
adopted new approaches on certain issues, particularly for the recovery of Murray‑Darling Basin
Authority contributions, the annual adjustment of charges, and the carryover of efficiency gains.
Key features of the final decision were:

High security entitlement charges and use charges will fall (in real terms) for the Border, Gwydir,
Namoi, Lachlan and Macquarie valleys.

General security entitlement charges for the Murray and Murrumbidgee valleys will rise by
59 per cent and 10 per cent respectively.

Variable charges for the Murray and Murrumbidgee valleys will fall by 47 per cent and
17 per cent respectively.

High security and general security entitlement charges in the Peel Valley will fall by 41 per cent

and 48 per cent respectively in 2017–18, then double in 2018–19. These changes reflect an 80:20
fixed-to-variable tariff structure from 2018–19.

Peel Valley customers’ variable charges fall by around 5 per cent in 2017–18 then by another

67 per cent as a result of the changed pricing structure. IPART noted the Peel valley reached full
cost recovery in 2016–17.

The average annual revenue requirement (customer share) for 2017–21 is forecast to decrease by
7 per cent compared with the average for 2014–17.

IPART set capital expenditure at $151.6 million and operating expenditure at $139.45 million
($2016–17). The allowed expenditures did not change from IPART’s draft determination.

The 40:60 fixed-to-variable tariff structure is retained in most MDB valleys. IPART maintained its
draft decision to apply an 80:20 fixed-to-variable tariff structure to Border Rivers Commission
and Murray‑Darling Basin Authority related charges levied by WaterNSW.

The ACCC’s ‘unders and overs’ mechanism will be replaced with a volatility allowance.107 The

outstanding unders balance will be returned to WaterNSW through adjustments to prices over a
12 year period.108

The premium paid by high security entitlement holders fell in some valleys, having been adjusted

through updated inputs for water security and reliability. It increased, however, in the Murray and
Lachlan valleys.

Discounts for large irrigation infrastructure operators (IIO) (see Irrigation Corporation District
rebates in appendix 2, section A2.3.4) will be substantially reduced, given reductions in IIO
entitlements and the costs avoided by WaterNSW.

An efficiency carryover mechanism will be applied to allow WaterNSW to retain permanent
operating expenditure savings for four years.

107 IPART, WaterNSW review of prices for rural bulk water services from 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2021, 2017, p. 86.
108 IPART, WaterNSW review of prices for rural bulk water services from 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2021, 2017, pp. 89–90.
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4.3

We prepared hypothetical bills for on‑river
infrastructure operators for 2016–17

We prepared hypothetical bills for five on‑river IOs in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, and
for private diverters in South Australia. Our Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach
and assumptions outlines how we constructed the hypothetical bills and the charges that we included
(section 3.2).
We grouped and analysed the bills according to whether a system109 is located in the northern or
southern MDB, given the different characteristics of these regions. The considerable bill variation
across IOs partly reflected these characteristics, but also other differences such as the degree of cost
recovery and the variation in tariff structures (that is, the mix of variable, fixed and non‑volumetric
charges imposed).
The next sections show the hypothetical bills and describe our observations on 2016–17 on‑river IO
hypothetical bills.

4.3.1

Hypothetical bills showed great variability across Basin States
and between systems

In the Victorian and South Australian MDB regions, bills were as low as $6300 and as high as $367 320.
In New South Wales valleys, bills also varied depending on the type of water access entitlement
(WAE) held.
High security entitlement bills were higher than general security entitlement bills, reflecting premiums
put on high security entitlements:

The lowest general security bill was $5390 and the highest was $37 730.
For high security entitlements, the lowest bill was $7620 and the highest was $99 880.
Table 4.2 presents the 2016–17 total hypothetical bills for five on‑river IOs and for South Australian
private diverters. We assumed the customer held a WAE of 1000 ML and received delivery of
50 per cent and 100 per cent of their entitlement (to demonstrate the effect of variable charges
on the total amount payable). We also produced bills for different entitlement reliability classes,
where applicable.
Table 4.2:

Hypothetical bills from on‑river infrastructure operators, 2016–17

On‑river infrastructure operator

System

Charge category

Goulburn–Murray Water

Goulburn

Bulk water—Loddon

Murray

Lower Murray Water

Murray

South Australia

Murray

50% delivered ($)

100% delivered ($)

42 740

42 740

Bulk water—Bullarook

367 320

367 320

Bulk water—Campaspe

25 180

25 180

Bulk water—Goulburn

8 250

9 250

Bulk water—Broken

42 820

42 820

Bulk water—Ovens

53 990

53 990

Private diverters—all basins

12 834

12 834

Bulk water—Murray

10 220

10 220

Private diverters—all basins

15 724

15 724

14 095

14 095

6 300

6 300

Private diverter

109 Each Basin State uses different terminology to refer to geographic resource units in that state. These units are generally referred
to as ‘valleys’ in New South Wales, ‘basins’ in Victoria, ‘systems’ in South Australia, and ‘water supply schemes’ in Queensland.
We generically refer to these water resource units as ‘systems’ for ease and consistency of referencing.
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On‑river infrastructure operator

System

Charge category

WaterNSW
(southern MDB)

Murray

Murrumbidgee

Lachlan

WaterNSW
(northern MDB)

Macquarie

Namoi

Peel

Gwydir

Border

50% delivered ($)

100% delivered ($)

HS

10 220

13 980

GS

7 930

11 690

HS

7 620

10 210

GS

5 390

7 980

HS

29 310

40 780

GS

16 110

27 580

HS

27 150

36 510

GS

14 600

23 960

HS

30 880

41 880

GS

21 840

32 840

HS

68 720

99 880

GS

37 330

68 490

HS

22 215

28 890

GS

11 555

18 230

HS

19 440

25 600

GS

12 230

18 390

Department of Natural Resources,
Mining and Energy

Border Rivers

17 350

23 950

SunWater

Macintyre Brook

46 020

48 130

Cunnamulla

31 150

32 810

Chinchilla Weir

29 615

31 220

St George

20 990

21 630

North branch

51 295

58 350

North branch risk A

19 535

26 590

Sandy Creek/
Condamine River

34 185

36 770

North branch risk A

19 535

26 590

Sandy Creek/
Condamine River

34 185

36 770

79 550

109 730

Upper
Condamine

Maranoa River

44

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by on‑river infrastructure operators.

Note:

HS = high security, GS = general security.
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4.3.2

Changes in hypothetical bills from 2015–16

Chart 4.1 and Chart 4.2 show the percentage changes from 2015–16 to 2016–17 in the bills for each
on‑river IO in the southern and northern MDB respectively. They also show the percentage change in
the consumer price index (CPI) for comparison.

Most hypothetical bills for on‑river IOs in the southern Murray‑Darling Basin rose in
2016–17, and only four fell
Of 34 hypothetical bills prepared for on‑river IOs in the southern MDB, bills in only four systems fell.
Decreases in three of those systems reflected decreases in GMW’s bulk water high reliability entitlement
fee (down 13.4 per cent). The decrease in hypothetical bills for Lower Murray Water’s bulk customers
also reflected decreases in charges (down 10.9 per cent) for holding high reliability entitlements.
We observed:

The percentage change in hypothetical bills for southern MDB on‑river IOs varied widely across the
region, although it was small (close to the CPI increase) in some areas.

Hypothetical bills fell by 13 per cent for GMW’s bulk water customers in the Murray basin, and by

around 10 per cent for Lower Murray Water’s customers. The smallest decrease was 1 per cent for
private diverters in GMW’s Murray basin.

Larger bill increases of 11 per cent in GMW’s Bullarook, Broken and Ovens basins resulted from the

annual 10 per cent increases approved by the ESCV in its 2016 price review as part of a move to
more cost reflective pricing. GMW’s pricing proposal to the ESCV stated historical pricing decisions
and investments in dam upgrades had led operating and maintenance costs to exceed revenue
collected in these basins.110

The 7 per cent increase in high security entitlements in the Lachlan valley was due to the interaction
of low water availability and the ‘unders and overs’ mechanism established by the ACCC for the
2014–17 price setting period.111 It also reflected the premium that high security customers pay
(reflecting the availability of high security water relative to general security entitlements).

The percentage change in hypothetical bills from 2015–16 to 2016–17 was similar for both 50 and

100 per cent water delivery. For IOs with totally fixed charges (GMW and Lower Murray Water),
the proportion of water delivered did not affect the total bill, or the year-on-year change in bills.
For other IOs, the percentage change in bills for 50 per cent water delivery was close to that for
100 per cent delivered. This similarity occurs when the percentage change in fixed charges is close
to that in variable charges, and/or the bill’s variable portion is small.112

110 Goulburn–Murray Rural Water Corporation, Submission to price review 2016 (water plan 4), 2016, p. 101.
111 The ‘unders and overs’ mechanism was designed to smooth price volatility arising from a high proportion of variable charges.
112 Section 3.2 of the Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions breaks down the bill components.
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All on‑river charges are fixed in GMW, Lower Murray Water and South Australia systems, so hypothetical bills in these systems are the same for 50 and 100 per cent
water delivery.
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Loddon

Chart 4.1:

GS

Smaller valleys in northern New South Wales had the largest bill increases
There were no significant decreases in northern MDB hypothetical bills in 2016–17. A number of bill
changes were close to the CPI, and bills exceeded 5 per cent for high security and general security
entitlement holders in three systems. The only bill decrease was for high security entitlement holders in
WaterNSW’s Border valley, with an insignificant fall of 0.3 per cent.
We observed:

The percentage change in on‑river bills for northern MDB IOs varied greatly. Increases greater than

5 per cent occurred in:
–– WaterNSW bills for high security entitlement holders in the Macquarie valley (7 per cent), and for
high security and general security entitlement holders in the Peel Valley (around 11 per cent)
–– SunWater bills for Macintyre Brook (8 per cent). The increase was close to CPI in other SunWater
areas.

The large increase in Peel Valley charges was the result of the ACCC decision to fix real increases at

10 per cent per year for 2014–17, to transition to full cost recovery.113 In its pricing determination for
WaterNSW for 2017–21, IPART stated the Peel Valley had achieved full cost recovery in 2016–17.114

The increase in hypothetical bills for the Macquarie valley was due to the interaction of low water

availability and the ‘unders and overs’ mechanism established by the ACCC for the 2014–17 price
setting period.

The larger increase in hypothetical bills for Macintyre Brook resulted from the QCA 2012–17 price

review recommendation that the system’s fixed charges should increase by $2 per ML per year in
real terms until they reached (lower bound) cost recovery.115 The Macintyre Brook scheme is likely
to remain the highest hypothetical bill moving forward because the QCA stated the scheme was
expected to remain below the ‘recovery of efficient revenue requirements’ at the end of the 2012–17
price setting period.

113 ACCC, Final decision on State Water pricing application 2014–15 to 2016–17, June 2014, pp. 5–6. Note: WaterNSW was State Water at
the time of the determination.
114 IPART, Review of prices for rural bulk water services from July 1 2017 to 30 June 2021, draft report, 2017, p. 208.
115 The Queensland Government stated the price targets for rural irrigation pricing tariffs are ‘the minimum costs of supply, which
include operating costs and asset maintenance costs, but exclude a commercial rate of return on pre-existing assets’. For other
SunWater systems that had already achieved this level of cost recovery, charges increased just above CPI, QCA, Sunwater Irrigation
Price Review: 2012-17 Final Report (vol. 1), www.qca.org.au/water/rural/irrigation-prices-2017/final-report, p. xxxiv.
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4.3.3

Irrigators in smaller New South Wales valleys have higher
hypothetical bills than irrigators in larger valleys

Hypothetical bills can vary greatly across river systems in the MDB. As an example, in the southern
MDB, the lowest hypothetical bill was $7620 for a high security entitlement holder with 1000 ML WAE
and 50 per cent water delivery in WaterNSW’s Murrumbidgee valley, but $29 310 for the Lachlan valley.
For WaterNSW in the northern MDB, the lowest bill for a general security entitlement with 50 per cent
water delivery was $11 555 in the Gwydir valley and the highest was $37 330 in the Peel valley for the
same entitlement. A driver of the bill differentials is the size of the system. In 2016–17, as in previous
water monitoring reports, we observed:

Northern MDB bills tended to be higher than southern MDB bills. Likewise, hypothetical bills in the

smaller systems were higher than in larger systems (such as Murray, Murrumbidgee, Goulburn,
Lachlan and Gwydir). This finding reflects larger systems’ lower costs per unit of water stored and
delivered (given economies of scale arising from the greater volume of WAE on issue), even though
the total cost of infrastructure such as dams, weirs, and monitoring and regulating equipment is also
higher in the larger systems. Chart 4.3 plots the size of hypothetical bills in each WaterNSW valley
against the related volume of WAEs for each valley.

The relatively small GMW Bullarook system in Victoria had the highest hypothetical bill in the

southern MDB, at $367 320. Queensland’s Maranoa River Water Supply Scheme had the highest
hypothetical bill in the northern MDB.116

In addition to reflecting economies of scale, the lower on‑river IO charges for customers in the

New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian Murray systems may reflect the Murray‑Darling
Basin Authority’s (MDBA) provision of on‑river infrastructure services, and the absence of full cost
recovery for these services from water users. The MDBA incurs much of the cost of operating and
maintaining on‑river water service infrastructure in the River Murray system, and it is funded from
Commonwealth and Basin State contributions. In New South Wales and Victoria, state governments
recover a proportion of their contributions through charges on water users, or from levies on water
authorities indirectly funded by customers. South Australia recovers some of its contribution to the
MDBA from water users through its Natural Resources Management Water Levy, but the proportion
recovered has fallen since the repeal of the Save the River Murray Levy.117

Chart 4.3:
$70 000

Relationship between hypothetical bills and volume of water access entitlement, by New South
Wales valley
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$10 000
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Murrumbidgee
0

500 000

1 000 000

1 500 000

2 000 000

2 500 000

Volume of entitlements (ML)
Sources: ACCC hypothetical bill for general security customers with 100 per cent water delivery, as in table 4.2; number
of entitlements from data provided by WaterNSW to ACCC for 2016 annual price reviews.

116 The Maranoa River Water Supply Scheme has four bulk irrigation customers holding 800 ML of medium priority irrigation WAE. It has
one piece of infrastructure with a storage capacity of 1470 ML.
117 See section 4.2 above and section A2.3.2 in appendix 2.
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4.3.4

Seasonal supply and demand factors influence bills

Considering bills on a per-unit basis is useful to assess the impact of charge structures and seasonal
supply and demand factors on hypothetical bills. This assessment can be approached by looking at
hypothetical bills in terms of:

$ per ML of WAE held
$ per ML of water delivered.
Private diverter customers of Lower Murray Water and Goulburn–Murray Water with
higher entitlement volumes pay lower fixed costs per ML
Across most on‑river IOs (except GMW and Lower Murray Water), hypothetical bills per ML of WAE
were not affected by the volume of WAE held. For certain GMW and Lower Murray Water customers,
the per ML bills fell as the volume of entitlement increased, reflecting the effect of fixed non-volumetric
charges imposed by these two IOs. These charges are imposed only once per licence or per service
point (rather than per ML held or delivered). When the WAE volume increases, therefore, the amount
of the non-volumetric charges is spread over a larger volume. Table 4.3 shows this outcome for private
diverter customers of GMW and Lower Murray Water.
Table 4.3:

Hypothetical bills, by WAE held, 2016–17 ($ per ML)

Operator

System

Charge category

Goulburn–Murray Water Goulburn
Murray
Lower Murray Water

50 ML WAE

250 ML WAE

1000 ML WAE

Private diverter—all basins

16.28

15.08

12.83

Private diverter—all basins

22.59

18.35

15.72

16.00

14.40

14.10

Murray

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by on‑river infrastructure operators, for 100 per cent water delivery.

Note:

WAE = water access entitlement.

In 2015–16, Lower Murray Water’s $ per ML charges at 50, 250 and 100 ML of WAE were $17.50, $15.90
and $15.60 respectively.
For operators that levy variable charges, the bill per ML of entitlement held varies with the percentage
of water delivered (although it does not vary with the volume of WAE held). Due to the variable
component, the bill per ML of entitlement held is higher for higher percentages of water delivered. For
example, for WaterNSW’s Murray valley private diverters with a general security entitlement, the per ML
bill increased from $7.93/ML with 50 per cent water delivery, to $11.69/ML with 100 per cent delivery.

Seasonal water availability and crop needs affect the amount of water delivered and
the price of delivery per ML
For any given entitlement, the volume delivered fluctuates across seasons, reflecting both supply side
factors (water availability) and demand side factors (crop needs, seasonal conditions etc.). Accordingly,
the total bill viewed in terms of $ per ML delivered can be substantially higher in seasons of low water
delivery. In 2016–17, the bill variability was most marked for IOs with predominantly fixed charges.
Table 4.4 shows the differences for a sample of systems.
Table 4.4:
Operator

System

Charge category

Goulburn–Murray Water

Goulburn

Private diverters

Lower Murray Water

Murray

WaterNSW

Lachlan

WaterNSW

Peel

SunWater

Maranoa River

Source:

50

Hypothetical bills, by water delivered, 2016–17 ($ per ML)
50% delivery

100% delivery

30.17

15.08

28.79

14.40

General security

32.22

27.58

General security

74.66

68.49

159.10

109.73

ACCC from data provided and published by on‑river infrastructure operators, for 250 ML of water
access entitlement.
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For GMW’s Goulburn private diverters, the bill (in $ per ML delivered) for 50 per cent water delivery was
around twice the bill for 100 per cent delivery. GMW delivered nearly 22 per cent less water to private
diverters in 2016–17, and the bill increased for 50 per cent and 100 per cent water delivery to $29.22/ML
and $14.61/ML respectively. By contrast, for WaterNSW general security entitlement holders in the
Peel valley (which has high variable charges), the bill was only about 8.2 per cent higher for 50 per cent
water delivery compared with 100 per cent delivery. The variability in Peel valley bills may be greater in
2018–19 as a result of IPART’s decision to move to an 80:20 fixed-to-variable tariff ratio.
The on‑river IOs generally prefer charging arrangements that rely more on fixed charges because
water infrastructure costs are predominantly fixed. That is, the IOs have to provide many infrastructure
services (for example, maintenance of dams and weirs) regardless of whether water is delivered. But
irrigators (especially those producing annual crops) generally prefer variable charges, which better
match cycles in irrigators’ farm cash incomes. Further, a greater reliance on variable charges results
in the IO bearing more of the risk from varying water availability, whereas a greater reliance on fixed
charges imposes more of that risk on irrigators.

4.4

Hypothetical bills have risen sharply for irrigators
in small systems in both the northern and southern
Murray‑Darling Basin

This section analyses trends in on‑river IO hypothetical bills in the southern MDB and the northern MDB.
Between 2009–10 and 2016–17, 29 of the 36 hypothetical bills for on‑river IOs over the period increased
in the MDB. Six of the seven systems in which bills fell were in Queensland.

4.4.1

Irrigators in small southern Basin systems experienced steep
increases in hypothetical bills between 2009–10 and 2016–17

The southern MDB accounted for only one of the seven systems in which bills fell over the past eight
years. Chart 4.4 shows hypothetical bill trends for the southern MDB between 2009–10 and 2016–17.
We observed:

Bill increases were lowest in larger systems (that is, systems with greater volumes of WAE or use
over which to spread costs)—namely, Goulburn and Victorian Murray, New South Wales Murray,
South Australia Murray and Murrumbidgee.

Increases were lowest for private diverters along the southern rivers, and GMW’s Goulburn system

had a real bill decrease of 10 per cent (mostly due to the decrease of around 18 per cent in 2015–16).
However, for GMW’s private diverters in the Murray system, bills rose by 5 per cent from 2009–10.

Significant increases in GMW bills for the Loddon, Campaspe, Broken, and Ovens basins in 2016–17
were part of a longer term pattern of sustained increases for the smaller basins from 2009–10.
–– Loddon: average of 11.7 per cent per year
–– Campaspe: average of 6.2 per cent per year
–– Broken and Ovens: average of 7.6 per cent per year
–– Bills more than doubled in GMW’s Loddon system, up 117 per cent, over the period.

Lower Murray Water’s increase of 3 per cent over the period (with an average annual increase of
0.4 per cent) was considerably lower than the bill increase in most GMW systems.

Bill increases in WaterNSW’s systems varied substantially over the eight years. The increase in the
Murrumbidgee valley for high security private diverters was around 20 per cent (in real terms),
whereas bills for high security customers in the Lachlan system rose by 76 per cent.

The only large bill increase for WaterNSW’s Murray valley occurred in 2014–15, due to a significant

increase in the New South Wales contribution to the MDBA (reinstating funding previously reduced).
Nevertheless, hypothetical bills for the Murray and also Murrumbidgee systems remain among the
lowest in all MDB systems, reflecting the high volume of entitlements on issue.
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4.4.2

Some northern Basin hypothetical bills decreased, but Peel valley
and Maranoa River bills rose steeply

Most of the significant decreases in long term hypothetical bills occurred in Queensland in 2012–13.
Queensland also had the highest increase in bills, at 132 per cent in SunWater’s Maranoa River Water
Supply Scheme. Chart 4.5 shows hypothetical bill trends for the northern MDB between 2009–10 and
2016–17.
We observed::

WaterNSW customers in all valleys experienced bill increases:
–– The Peel valley had the largest bill increases per year over the period (11 per cent for high security
customers and 10 per cent for general security customers). The increases reflected greater cost
recovery in the Peel valley, which has a high cost structure relative to most other MDB areas.
The steep increase will level off in future years because the valley has reached full cost recovery
(box 4.2)
–– Bill increases for high security customers in the Lachlan, Macquarie, Namoi, Gwydir and Border
Rivers valleys ranged between 47 and 90 per cent over the period, with the main increases in
2010–11.
–– For general security customers, bill increases ranged from 12 per cent (Gwydir valley) to
92 per cent (Peel valley).
–– For customers holding high security WAE, bill increases were generally at a faster rate than for
customers holding general security WAE, as a result of the premium that IPART places on high
security WAE.
–– The rate of bill increase generally slowed from 2010–11. Hypothetical bills even fell in 2014–15 in
some valleys (for example, Gwydir valley’s general security customers and the Border valley’s high
security customers).

In New South Wales, the bill trends reflect WaterNSW’s regulated charges as determined by IPART
(for 1 July 2010 to 30 June 2014) and the ACCC (for 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2017).

In Queensland, hypothetical bills increased in most years in most systems, but a sharp decline in

2012–13 (except for the Maranoa River Water Supply Scheme) substantially affected the overall level
of hypothetical bills over the period:
–– Bill decreases in 2012–13, which ranged from 9 per cent (St George) to 22 per cent (Chinchilla
Weir), resulted from changes to SunWater’s tariff structure following the QCA’s price review for
2012–17.118
–– Hypothetical bills in several of SunWater’s systems in Queensland fell over the period (St George,
Upper Condamine, Chinchilla and Cunnamulla).
–– Hypothetical bills in the Maranoa River system increased markedly over the period, primarily
as a result of regulatory changes in 2012–13. But they are unlikely to represent actual customer
bills. Further, Maranoa River can be distinguished from other SunWater schemes because the IO
changed its charging approach for this system over the period.119

118 The QCA review recommended substantially rebalancing SunWater’s tariff structure from a 70:30 fixed/variable ratio to 90:10 ratio.
Allocations of a greater proportion of fixed costs to high priority WAE rather than medium priority WAE impacted on schemes with
higher proportions of high priority WAE (for example, at the time of the decision, St George had no high priority irrigation WAE,
and neither did Chinchilla Weir). The QCA also approved the path that maintained prices in real terms (assuming annual inflation at
2.5 per cent until 2017), except for systems that were determined to be below lower bound pricing.
119 Our approach to preparing hypothetical bills assumes either 50 or 100 per cent use of entitlement. Bills prepared for Maranoa River
using this assumption do not reflect the system’s actual historical use, however, so they show much larger quantum of variable
charges than customers are likely to experience. In the previous regulatory period, charges for Maranoa River were entirely fixed,
in contrast to other SunWater schemes that had multi-part tariffs (for example, charges in St George were 70 per cent fixed and
30 per cent variable). Maranoa River’s variable charge assumes water use at the historical level of about 6 per cent of entitlements.
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5.

Off‑river infrastructure operator
hypothetical bills mostly increased
modestly, with some falls

Key points
Between 2015–16 and 2016–17, hypothetical bills increased for most (71 per cent) of the off-river
IO networks analysed. Around 38 per cent of the hypothetical bills calculated by the ACCC had
increases that were greater than the consumer price index (CPI) increase of 1.7 per cent.

For customers of most pressurised networks, hypothetical bills had small increases, generally

close to the CPI increase. All increases were less than 3 per cent in nominal terms, except for a
12 per cent increase in Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s IHS network for high security customers and
a 5 per cent increase in Goulburn–Murray Water’s (GMW) Nyah network (reflecting increased
capital costs).

For a number of IOs’ gravity fed networks, hypothetical bills decreased. Some decreases related
to the new pricing outcomes for on‑river infrastructure charges approved by state regulators. In
cases where bills rose, most increases were less than the CPI increase.

Tenandra had the largest hypothetical bill increase—up 49 per cent in nominal terms for 250 ML

of water access entitlement (WAE). This rise resulted mostly from a 106 per cent increase in the
off‑river component of its variable delivery charge, which was largely required to cover increased
pumping costs when the operator modernised its irrigation infrastructure.

The largest decrease in hypothetical bills was 10 per cent in GMW’s Loddon Valley network.
This fall was due to GMW’s move to more uniform access and use fees for its gravity fed
irrigation networks.

Components of total hypothetical bills

Increases in hypothetical bills for customers in most pressurised and gravity fed networks in
2016–17 largely reflected increases in off‑river IO charges (rather than water planning and
management charges and on‑river charges).

Across IOs, fixed charges averaged 61 per cent of their total hypothetical bills. The proportion
of fixed charges in total bills remained about the same in nearly all networks, as in 2015–16.
However, Tenandra’s restructuring of charges led its fixed charge proportion to fall by
12 per cent.

Longer term trends

From 2009–10 to 2016–17, hypothetical bills increased in real terms for customers in over
80 per cent of networks, for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery.

The proportion of fixed charges in hypothetical bills changed little over the same period,

remaining at 61 per cent. The average hypothetical bill change (accounting for both increases
and decreases) in real terms was an increase of around 10 per cent across all networks.

The increases were mainly driven by on‑river fixed and off‑river charges, while off‑river variable
charges decreased in most networks.

This chapter focuses on off‑river infrastructure operators (off‑river IOs) and presents information on
changes to their charges for access to, and use of, their irrigation networks:

Section 5.1 describes the characteristics of off‑river IOs and their customers.
Section 5.2 reports on off‑river IOs’ types of charge, and their charging arrangements.120
Section 5.3 presents our findings on off‑river IOs’ 2016–17 hypothetical bills, including the main
components of these bills, their dollar value, and changes observed from 2015–16 and from
2009–10.

120 See section A2.3.3 in appendix 2 for further information on charges imposed for off‑river infrastructure services, including on‑river IO
charges and water planning and management charges passed through by off‑river IOs to their customers.
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5.1

In the Murray‑Darling Basin, 19 off‑river
infrastructure operators service more than 10 GL of
entitlement

Off‑river IOs are responsible for delivering water through networks of gravity fed channels, pressurised
pipes, or both. Their customers are generally irrigators that source water for crops or pasture. Other
customers source water from off-river IOs for stock and domestic, manufacturing, mining, environmental
and other purposes: our hypothetical bills may not reflect the charges paid by these customers.
This chapter presents information on 19 off‑river IOs in the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB) that each service
more than 10 GL of water access entitlement (WAE). Table 5.1 presents the main characteristics of these
reporting entities.

5.2

Off‑river infrastructure operators use both volumetric
and non-volumetric charges

Off‑river IOs rely overwhelmingly on volumetric charges to obtain the revenue required to recover their
costs. But most charge customers a combination of volumetric and non-volumetric charges. These
access and use charges may also include charges passed through by the IO, such as water planning and
management (WPM) charges (chapter 3) and on‑river infrastructure charges (chapter 4). Alternatively,
off‑river IOs may seek to recover these other charges separately.
Off‑river IOs commonly levy fixed volumetric charges based on the water access entitlement (WAE) or
water delivery right (WDR) held. And they levy variable volumetric charges based on water delivered.
Some off‑river IOs also use other types of charge, or charge particular customers in different ways,
including:

tiered charging: A small minority of IOs, including Murray Irrigation Limited and Murrumbidgee

Irrigation Limited, impose differing charges according to volume delivered or delivery right held (as
explained in appendix 2). A declining block-type tariff, such as used by Murray Irrigation Limited, may
reflect lower average costs as volume increases.

casual use charging: Most IOs allow for irrigators and other customers to have access through casual

arrangements to additional delivery capacity beyond their water delivery right. Charging for casual
use varies across IOs. Some IOs (Hay, Marthaguy and Jemalong) do not impose extra costs on casual
users, levying only the usual use charge. Other operators (Goulburn–Murray Water (GMW), Murray
Irrigation Limited and Western Murray Irrigation) bill for a separate higher charge.121

non-volumetric charging: Eleven IOs apply non-volumetric charges to irrigators in their networks. IOs

usually base these charges on landholding size or the number of irrigation outlets or service points.
For some irrigators with small water holdings, these charges can contribute over 50 per cent of total
hypothetical bills (for example, as in some Murray Irrigation Limited and some Murrumbidgee Irrigation
networks in 2016–17).

drainage charges: Drainage of excess surface or sub-surface water is another service for which IOs
may charge irrigators. Some IOs incorporate the drainage service costs into existing infrastructure
charges, while others impose specific drainage charges.

pass through of other water charges: Off‑river IOs use a number of approaches to pass through WPM

charges and on‑river infrastructure charges. In Victoria and Queensland, where IOs provide both on
and off‑river services, the IOs impose separate infrastructure charges directly on irrigators. In New
South Wales networks, off‑river IOs may include WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges in their fixed
and variable charges to recover these costs. Some impose separate charges.

IOs levy these charges to recover the operating and capital costs that they incur in providing
infrastructure services to deliver water. They are distinct from the price of water (which can be seen in
the markets for tradeable water rights). Irrigators will incur a separate cost for water if they buy additional
water on the market.
Appendix 2 contains further information on off‑river IOs’ types of charge and charging arrangements.
121 These arrangements where operators impose higher charges tend to act as an incentive for customers to hold water delivery rights. In
this way, the charges contribute to the ongoing cost of the network.
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a SDL resource unit refers to the 29 surface water Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL) areas in the Basin Plan 2012.

Notes:

– Not applicable or, for Condamine–Balonne, not available.

f Total volume delivered by operator in 2016–17 refers to the total volume of water delivered during 2016–17 financial year and is measured in mega litres

e For South Australia Murray, high security = high reliability entitlement classes 1, 3a, and 3b.

d Number in parentheses shows WAE held/serviced by the operator as a percentage of the WAE on issue for a given type of licence and Sustainable Diversion Limit
resource unit.

• Eagle Creek, Moira, West Corurgan, Buddah Lake, Marthaguy, Narromine, Tenandra and Trangie–Nevertire did not report entitlement class for non-conveyance
entitlements. We assume entitlements for these operators are general security. General security and high security volumes for Jemalong, Murrumbidgee Irrigation, Murray
Irrigation Limited and Western Murray Irrigation were derived using total WAE reported in 2016–17 and data on entitlement (by class) held in 2013. Narromine’s reported
conveyance entitlements have been recorded under general security because ‘conveyance’ is not a separate entitlement type in the Macquarie system.

• For joint water supply schemes (Buddah Lake, Eagle Creek, Marthaguy, Tenandra and Trangie–Nevertire), WAE are jointly held by all customers, not by the operator on
behalf of members.

• For GMW, WAE volumes reported are the sum of high reliability water shares held by GMW customers in the following irrigation networks (districts): Campaspe, Central
Goulburn, Loddon Valley, Murray Valley, Nyah, Rochester, Shepparton, Torrumbarry, Tresco and Woorinen. Data were extracted from the Victorian Register in January
2018. Given a customer may hold water shares without them being ‘associated’ with a district in the register, the values reported in the table may under-estimate the total
proportion of WAE held by customers within GMW irrigation districts.

c WAE = water access entitlement. The figures reflect the volume of WAE of a particular entitlement class held directly or serviced by the operator, noting:

b Works were underway in 2016–17 to upgrade or restructure. Some operators engaged in major restructuring of networks (GMW, Hay, Murray, Murrumbidgee, Coliban).
Other operators (Eagle Creek, Jemalong, Lower Murray Water, Moira, Renmark, Western Murray Irrigation) undertook minor upgrades of facilities, such as metering, control
structures and pumping stations, which improved network efficiency but did not affect the customer base. In 2016–17, the Hay Private Irrigation network received funding of
$10 204 564 under the Round 3 of the Private Irrigators Infrastructure Operators Program to upgrade its system, including a fully enclosed, underground pipeline that allows
its members to order water when required. See: www.agriculture.gov.au/water/mdb/programs/nsw/piiop-nsw#round-3closed-on-12-may-2015

ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators, the Murray‑Darling Basin Authority, and New South Wales and Victorian Water Registers.

Source:

5.3

We observed changes in hypothetical bills for
off‑river infrastructure operators

This section describes our observations from our 2016–17 hypothetical bills for off‑river IOs. Similar
to our hypothetical bills for on‑river IOs (chapter 4), we constructed off‑river IOs’ hypothetical bills to
customers, to assess the main bill components and the level of these bills. Hypothetical bills represent
how an IO’s regulated charges would total on a standard customer bill under different scenarios.
This approach enables us to compare the billing of off‑river IOs with varying tariff structures and
network characteristics.
Here, we set out our key assumptions in calculating hypothetical bills (section 5.3.1); present total
hypothetical bills, in dollars per ML (section 5.3.2); describe the proportion of hypothetical bills
attributable to fixed and variable charges (section 5.3.3); and identify the changes in hypothetical bills
from 2015–16 (section 5.3.4) and from 2009–10 (section 5.3.5).

5.3.1

We made three key assumptions to calculate hypothetical bills

To calculate the hypothetical bills, we assumed:

the bills are based on the standard charges that off‑river IOs would bill their customers
the customer holds 50 ML, 250 ML or 1000 ML of irrigation right or WAE, and an equivalent volume
of WDR

the volume of water used is equivalent to either 50 per cent or 100 per cent of the irrigation right or
WAE volume held.

The analyses in this chapter compare 39 different hypothetical bills, each of which relates to a typical
customer in a separate charging group. For the smaller operators, who generally have only one set
of charges, there is only one charging group. Larger operators usually have several different charging
groups, so we compile separate bills for selected charging groups (which are mostly networks in
different networks or with different service levels). We use the term ‘network’ to refer to each of these
39 groups. Where a network serves customers with different reliability entitlements, we based the bill
on charges for customers holding general security entitlements unless otherwise stated.
We use nominal values in presenting 2016–17 bills and comparing them to the previous year’s figures
(because this approach reflects what customers see on their bill). However, we use real values (in
$2016–17) for time series analysis from 2009–10 to 2016–17 to remove the inflation component.
The accompanying publication Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions
details our assumptions in calculating hypothetical bills. It also includes each IO’s 2016–17 schedule of
charges that we used to calculate hypothetical bills.

5.3.2

Hypothetical bills continue to demonstrate significant variation
across infrastructure operators and types of network

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 present hypothetical bills for off‑river IOs for pressurised and gravity fed networks
respectively. These hypothetical bills (expressed in dollars per ML delivered) are for 50 ML, 250 ML and
1000 ML of irrigation right or WAE with 100 per cent delivered.
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Table 5.2:

Hypothetical bills per ML from off‑river IOs—customers in pressurised networks, 2016–17

State

Operator

Network/entitlement
category

50 ML
$/ML

250 ML
$/ML

1000 ML
$/ML

Ratio ($/ML for
50 ML: $/ML for
1000 ML)a

SA

CIT

High pressure

80

80

80

1.00

Medium pressure

68

68

68

1.00

Low pressure

57

57

57

1.00

RIT
Vic

NSW

86

86

86

1.00

Tresco

80

77

76

1.05

Nyah

84

79

78

1.08

Woorinen

92

88

87

1.07

LMW

Robinvale

213

212

211

1.01

WMI

Curlwaa

70

70

70

1.00

GMW

Coomealla
MI

95

95

95

1.00

Buronga

157

157

157

1.00

IHS–HS

126

102

91

1.38

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Notes:

The table presents hypothetical bills for irrigators in pressurised networks with 50 ML, 250 ML or 1000 ML of
irrigation right or WAE. We assumed 100 per cent water was delivered in 2016–17.
IHS = integrated horticulture supply; HS = high security.
a. These ratios compare the dollar value of 1 ML for 50 ML of water delivered with the dollar value of 1 ML for
1000 ML of water delivered. A value of 1 indicates that 1 ML is of the same value for both volumes of water.
A value greater than one indicates that the price decreases as volume increases.

Table 5.3:

Hypothetical bills per ML from off‑river IOs—customers in gravity fed networks, 2016–17

State

Operator

Network/entitlement
category

50 ML
$/ML

250 ML
$/ML

1000 ML
$/ML

Ratio ($/ML for
50 ML: $/ML for
1000 ML)a

Vic

GMW

Central Goulburn

55

51

51

1.08

Loddon Valley

55

52

51

1.08

Murray Valley

58

54

54

1.08

Rochester

55

51

51

1.08

Shepparton

77

74

73

1.06

Torrumbarry
LMW

57

53

53

1.08

Merbein

114

112

112

1.02

Mildura

139

138

137

1.01

Red Cliffs

120

118

118

1.02
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State

Operator

NSW

West Corurgan

42

Moira

46

Murray

Network/entitlement
category

B1 Class C

Eagle Creek
Coleambally
Murrumbidgee

Qld

50 ML
$/ML

250 ML
$/ML

1000 ML
$/ML

Ratio ($/ML for
50 ML: $/ML for
1000 ML)a

42

42

1.00

46

46

1.00

82

42

34

2.43

20

20

20

1.00

48

28

25

1.94

68

42

33

2.02

SAS–HS

82

54

42

1.93

LAW–GS

78

39

29

2.73

LAS–GS

83

43

32

2.60

LAS–HS

95

52

39

2.40
1.17

SAS–GS

Hay

63

55

54

Jemalong

44

44

44

1.00

Narromine

60

57

56

1.07

Buddah Lake

47

47

47

1.00

Trangie–Nevertire

62

62

62

1.00

Tenandra

99

83

80

1.24

Marthaguy

45

45

45

1.00

70

70

70

1.00

SunWater

St George

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Notes:

The table presents hypothetical bills for irrigators in gravity fed networks with 50 ML, 250 ML or 1000 ML of
irrigation right or WAE. We assumed 100 per cent water was delivered in 2016–17.
HS = high security, GS = general security, IHS = integrated horticulture supply.
SAS = small area supplies; LAW = large area supply Wah Wah excluding IHS; LAS = large area supply.
a. These ratios compare the dollar value of 1 ML for 50 ML of water delivered with the dollar value of 1 ML for
1000 ML of water delivered. A value of 1 indicates that 1 ML is of the same value for both volumes of water.
A value greater than one indicates that the price decreases as volume increases.

Hypothetical bills for off‑river IOs displayed significant variation between operators and types of
network in 2016–17, with less variation between different entitlement levels. For pressurised networks,
the average hypothetical bill per ML ranged from $100 for 50 ML to $96 for 1000 ML. For gravity fed
networks, the average hypothetical bill ranged from $69 for 50 ML to $56 for 1000 ML. The size of bills
per ML (for 250 ML) ranged from a low of $20 (Eagle Creek) to a high of $212 (Robinvale). As noted in
our 2015–16 water monitoring report, the higher average in pressurised networks reflects the relatively
significant capital costs for pipes and pumps (compared with the capital costs of gravity fed networks)
and higher electricity costs.
The variation between operators in hypothetical bills per ML was also greater for customers of
pressurised networks than for customers of gravity fed networks. The variation was generally
insignificant, however, for customers (in most networks, whether pressurised or gravity fed) across the
50, 250 and 1000 ML of irrigation right or WAE.
For customers of a number of gravity fed networks (including Murray Irrigation Limited, Coleambally
and Murrumbidgee Irrigation), hypothetical bills generally fell per ML (some significantly) as the volume
of irrigation right or WAE increased. The decrease in per ML hypothetical bills for customers in these
networks indicates the importance of non-volumetric charges.122
The analyses in the rest of this chapter focus on bills for 250 ML of irrigation right or WAE.

122 For these irrigators, the proportion of non-volumetric charges in hypothetical bills will decrease as volume increases, so the total bill
per ML will decrease.
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Off‑river charges dominate hypothetical bills in pressurised networks
Irrigators and other customers normally pay a number of charges in addition to access and use charges.
Their bills include charges to recover on‑river infrastructure charges and WPM charges passed through
by the off‑river IO. Charts 5.1 and 5.2 present the 2016–17 hypothetical bills in pressurised and gravity
fed networks for 250 ML irrigation right or WAE. These charts include a breakdown of the WPM,
on‑river and off‑river components.
We observed:

While off‑river infrastructure charges formed the majority of hypothetical bills for customers in most

networks in 2016–17, the proportion was substantially different between network types. On average,
off‑river charges in pressurised networks were around 89 per cent of total hypothetical bills, but
around 76 per cent in gravity fed networks.123

In contrast, WPM charges averaged around only 3 per cent of hypothetical bills for customers in
both pressurised and gravity fed networks.124

The contribution of on‑river charges to bills was considerably different between network types:

on‑river charges were an average 8 per cent of the hypothetical bill in pressurised networks, but
21 per cent in gravity fed networks.

Chart 5.1:

Hypothetical bills in pressurised networks, by charge category, 2016–17 (250 ML entitlement)
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Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Notes:

The chart displays hypothetical bills for 250 ML of water access entitlement with 50 per cent and 100 per cent
water delivery.
Off‑river IOs do not always clearly identify the on‑river/WPM charges that they are passing through to their
customers. In some of these cases, we calculated the bill components attributable to on‑river and WPM
charges by using amounts in schedules of the on‑river IO or the Basin State agency levying the charge on
the off‑river IO. We also considered any other relevant information (for example, the amount of Irrigation
Corporations and Districts rebate received by applicable IOs in New South Wales). Our publication Water
monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions contains more detail and our calculations for
specific IOs.

123 These aggregate figures combine into one overall average the changes in hypothetical bills for all volumes with 50 per cent and
100 per cent water delivery.
124 Averages across all operators are effectively volume weighted, rather than simple averages, because we derive them from (in this
case) total WPM charges divided by total bills for the specified volume of entitlements and deliveries.
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supply Wah Wah, excluding IHS.

Off‑river IOs do not always clearly identify the on‑river/WPM charges that they are passing through to their customers. In some of these cases, we calculated the bill
components attributable to on‑river and WPM charges by using amounts in schedules of the on‑river IO or the Basin State agency levying the charge on the off‑river IO. We
also considered any other relevant information (for example, the amount of Irrigation Corporations and Networks rebate received by applicable IOs in New South Wales).
Our publication Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions contains more detail and our calculations for specific IOs.

The chart displays hypothetical bills for 250 ML of irrigation right or WAE with 50 per cent and 100 per cent water delivery.
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ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators (IOs).
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Largest hypothetical bills were in Lower Murray Water networks
In 2016–17, the largest hypothetical bills for customers in pressurised networks were observed in Lower
Murray Water’s Robinvale network, for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery ($43 202 and $52 931
respectively). The lowest hypothetical bills for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery were for Central
Irrigation Trust’s LP network ($11 482 and $14 344 respectively).
For customers in gravity fed networks, the largest hypothetical bills were observed in Lower
Murray Water’s Mildura network, for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery ($28 185 and $34 428
respectively). The lowest hypothetical bills for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery were at Eagle
Creek ($3604 and $5029 respectively).

5.3.3

Most networks continued to rely mainly on fixed charges

Chart 5.3 presents the split between fixed and variable charges for 2016–17 hypothetical bills, assuming
250 ML irrigation right or WAE, and 100 per cent water delivery. The chart breaks down the fixed and
variable splits into WPM, on‑river and off‑river charges. Fixed charges (left hand side) include both fixed
volumetric charges and non-volumetric charges (such as those per account or outlet).
In aggregate, fixed charges contributed around 61 per cent of total charges collected on 2016–17
hypothetical bills (chart 5.3). Across networks, the fixed charge proportion fell over the year in around
50 per cent of networks, and rose in around 31 per cent.
While the proportion of fixed charges hardly differed between customers of pressurised and gravity fed
networks (both 61 per cent), it varied considerably across customers of individual off‑river IOs, across
Basin States, and across some charge categories:

In South Australian networks, the proportion of fixed charges did not change from 2015–16, sitting at
around 50 per cent. The proportion was similar in New South Wales networks, but over 72 per cent
in Victorian networks. Of all off‑river IOs, the Sunwater St George network in Queensland had the
largest component of fixed charges (90 per cent).

The average proportion of fixed charges was similar across both network types, with 61 per cent

for pressurised and 62 per cent for gravity fed networks. In New South Wales, the proportion of
fixed charges was 57 per cent in pressurised networks, and 50 per cent in gravity fed networks. In
Victoria, however, the proportion was not different by network type, although the smaller networks
tended to have lower proportions of fixed charges.

Off‑river charges comprised around 81 per cent of hypothetical bills aggregated across all IOs,

but the proportion varied significantly across Basin States. It was highest in the South Australian
networks (around 91 per cent of hypothetical bills)—reflecting the lack of on‑river IO charges125—but
lower in Victorian networks (87 per cent) and New South Wales networks (74 per cent).

WPM charges made up an insubstantial portion of hypothetical bills across off‑river IOs, averaging

3 per cent. The proportion was highest in the Eagle Creek network in New South Wales (12 per cent)
although the dollar amounts of its WPM and on‑river charges were the same as for other IOs in the
New South Wales Murray valley. The high WPM proportion reflects the low dollar value of Eagle
Creek’s off‑river charges and the significance of fixed WPM charges as a share of the total. In
contrast, Victoria’s GMW reported nil WPM charges, reflecting the state’s largely indirect approach
to recovering its WPM costs.126

Compared with 2015–16, each charge category’s proportion of the 2016–17 total bill remained

substantially similar for most networks. However, for Tenandra, the proportion of off‑river variable
charges increased by 10 per cent. For Murray Irrigation, the proportion of on‑river and WPM variable
charges fell by over 10 per cent (from 30 per cent of the total in 2015–16 to 18 per cent in 2016–17)

125 South Australian customers do not pay on‑river infrastructure charges because there is no on‑river IOs in that state. For further
information, see our Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions.
126 As noted in our Water monitoring report 2015–16 (p. 65), Victoria recovers a significant proportion of its WPM costs by levying an
environmental contribution, set as a percentage of revenue from water authorities (including GMW). The levy is set by the Minister for
a four year cycle. The Essential Services Commission of Victoria includes forecast amounts of these contributions when setting the
revenue cap for water authorities in its pricing determinations, so the contributions are effectively recovered as part of the IO’s costs
in its off‑river charges.
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because Murray Irrigation reduced the amount of these government charges charged as passthroughs for small volumes.127
Chart 5.3:

Total bill breakdown into fixed and variable charges, by charge category, network type and
irrigation network, 2016–17 (250 ML entitlement)
PRESSURISED
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GRAVITY-FED
GMW-Torrumbarry
GMW-Murray Valley
GMW-Loddon Valley
GMW-Rochester
GMW-Central Goulburn
GMW-Shepparton
LMW-Red Cliffs
LMW-Merbein
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West Corurgan
Moira
MIL-B1 Class C
Eagle Creek
Coleambally-GS
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MI-LAW-GS
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MI-LAS-HS
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Buddah Lake
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$20 000
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WPM-fixed

Off-river-variable

$0

$10 000
On-river-variable

$20 000
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Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Notes:

Hypothetical bills are for 250 ML irrigation right or WAE, with 100 per cent water delivery.
HS = high security, GS = general security, SAS = small area supply, LAW = large area supply Wah Wah,
excluding IHS, LAS = large area supply, IHS = integrated horticulture supply.

127 In 2015–16, Murray charged irrigators for recovery of government charges (WaterNSW and Department of Primary Industries) at
declining rates for three different tiers: Tier 1 (0–5 ML water use): $90.10/ML; Tier 2 (6–100 ML): $16.23/ML; and Tier 3 (over 100 ML):
$8.13/ML. In 2016–17, Murray removed the tiered structure for recovering variable government charges and charged a flat rate of
$7.51/ML.
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5.3.4

Most hypothetical bills rose over the past 12 months

Charts 5.4 and 5.5 show percentage changes from 2015–16 to 2016–17 in hypothetical bills for
off‑river IOs for 250 ML irrigation right or WAE, and both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery. We show
the change relative to the consumer price index (CPI), for comparison.128
We observed:

Across all networks, for customers with 250 ML irrigation right or WAE and either 50 or 100 per cent
water delivery, around 71 per cent of hypothetical bills rose in 2016–17. Of those networks with bill
increases, 38 per cent had increases exceeding CPI.

For customers in all pressurised networks, all hypothetical bills rose in 2016–17 (regardless of water

entitlement or water delivery), and around 46 per cent of these networks had increases exceeding
CPI. Bills also increased in around 60 per cent of gravity fed networks, and 58 per cent of these
networks had increases exceeding CPI. Overall, the variation in bill increases in pressurised networks
was subdued compared with increases (and decreases) in gravity fed networks.

The percentage changes for 100 per cent water delivery are generally close to those for 50 per cent
delivery (mostly within 1 percentage point) for each network.

In individual pressurised networks, we observed:

The largest bill increase (12 per cent) was in Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s Integrated Horticultural

Supply network for high security customers with 250 ML irrigation right or WAE, and 100 per cent
water delivery. This increase related to increased energy costs. GMW’s Nyah Network reported
the second highest increase of 5.9 per cent for 50 per cent water delivery. This increase related to a
rebalancing of tariffs in GMW’s pressurised irrigation networks to cover the costs of capital works. In
its 2016 price review, the Victorian Essential Services Commission accepted GMW’s proposed tariff
increase would reflect costs and accord with user pay principles. 129

The smallest bill increase (0.3 per cent) was in Western Murray Irrigation’s Curlwaa network, for
250ML irrigation right or WAE, for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery.

Chart 5.4:

Year-on-year change in total hypothetical bills in pressurised networks, by irrigation network,
2016–17 (250 ML entitlement)
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ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Notes:

Data are presented in nominal terms.
Hypothetical bills are for 250 ML of irrigation right or WAE, and either 50 or 100 per cent water delivery.
HP = high pressure, MP = medium pressure, LP = low pressure, HS = high security, GS = general security,
IHS = integrated horticulture supply.

128 The percentage change in CPI between 2015–16 and 2016–17 was 1.71 per cent. Source: ABS (2018), Consumer price index, Australia,
September, tables 3 and 4 CPI – 8 capital cities, cat. no. 6401.0, www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6401.0Sep%20
2017?OpenDocument, accessed 1 February 2018.
129 Essential Services Commission, Goulburn Murray Water Price Review 2016: draft decision, February 2016, pp. 52–3, www.esc.vic.gov.
au/wp-content/uploads/esc/66/660a47ab-75c3–48cb-a643–1430a961b174.pdf.
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In individual gravity fed networks, we observed:

The largest bill increase was in the Tenandra network, at almost 50 per cent for both 50 and

100 per cent water delivery (exceeding a 20 per cent increase for the second subsequent year).
The increase was driven mostly by substantial growth in the off‑river component of the variable
delivery charge (up 106 per cent). As noted in our 2015–16 water monitoring report, Tenandra
undertook a major modernisation of the network’s irrigation infrastructure, which led to increased
charges to reflect changes in customer profile and infrastructure operating costs.130

Another large increase occurred in Coleambally for general security customers, where hypothetical
bills for 50 and 100 per cent water delivery increased by 19 and 18 per cent respectively.
Coleambally reported a 58 per cent increase in its access charge. This increase restores the access
fee to historical levels after a major reduction in 2015–16.131 The 2016–17 access fee was still
8 per cent below its 2014–15 level, even with the increase.

The largest bill decrease (10 per cent) occurred in GMW’s Loddon Valley for 100 per cent

water delivery. GMW decreased the delivery access fee and use fee for this network by 13 and
22 per cent respectively in 2016–17, after the Victorian Essential Services Commission’s 2016
revenue determination for GMW approved common infrastructure access and use fees in the
Central Goulburn, Rochester, Loddon Valley, Murray Valley and Torrumbarry irrigation networks.132
GMW had proposed uniform charges for all its gravity irrigation networks, to reflect its increasingly
centralised services and to achieve administrative savings from the simplified charging structure. The
Essential Services Commission accepted uniform charges for all networks except Shepparton, which
had a significantly higher cost structure.

Following the Essential Services Commission’s decision, bills fell in all of GMW’s gravity fed networks
for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery. Apart from the Loddon valley, decreases ranged from
8 per cent for Central Goulburn to 1 per cent for Shepparton.

Off‑river charges drove increases in hypothetical bills
Charts 5.6 and 5.7 highlight how changes in WPM, on‑river and off‑river charges contributed to the
overall change (in dollars) in hypothetical bills between 2015–16 and 2016–17 for customers with 250 ML
irrigation right and 100 per cent water delivery.
We observed:

For the second year, the largest bill changes (in dollar terms) in most pressurised networks were due
to increases in off‑river charges (which accounted for around 94 per cent of bill increases in these
networks). Hypothetical bills increased in all pressurised networks in 2016–17.

The largest increases (in dollar terms) in the off‑river charges component of hypothetical bills

occurred in pressurised networks in Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s Integrated Horticultural Supply high
security network ($2612), GMW’s Nyah network ($991), Lower Murray Water’s Robinvale network
($885) and the Central Irrigation Trust ($504). The Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s IHS (HS) network
off‑river charge increase was the most significant, and it represented 11 per cent of the total
2016–17 hypothetical bill. Further, the increase in this charge contributed 99 per cent of the total
increase in the hypothetical bill.

Changes in WPM charges were either zero or below $10 in Victorian and New South Wales

pressurised networks. In all South Australian pressurised networks, however, changes in WPM
charges were over $100. The changes represented 27–100 per cent of total increases in each
network, and they reflected a rise in South Australia’s Division 2 Natural Resources Management
Water Levy.133

130 ACCC, ACCC Water monitoring report 2015–16, May 2017, section 5.4.4, www.accc.gov.au/system/files/1144_Water%20
Report%202015–16_Text_FA4.pdf. For further information on Tenandra’s modernisation project, see Final report—Tenandra Scheme
Modernisation Project, www.agriculture.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/water/tenandra-final-project-report.pdf
131 In 2015–16 Coleambally’s board used proceeds from a one-off sale of surplus water to subsidise its access fee. It did so after
discussing its proposed approach with the ACCC to ensure it was not a distribution that would trigger Part 7 of the Water Charge
(Infrastructure) Rules 2010 and result in the ACCC having to determine Coleambally’s regulated charges.
132 GMW, Goulburn–Murray Water Price Review 2016: final decision, June 2016, p. 51, www.esc.vic.gov.au/wp-content/
uploads/2016/06/Water-Price-Review-2016–20-G-MW-Final-Decision.pdf.
133 Chapter 3 contains more information on this levy.
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Changes in off‑river charges also drove changes in hypothetical bills in the gravity fed networks. They

accounted for around 81 per cent of bill changes in these networks. Yet, in contrast to the pressurised
networks, overall bill increases occurred in only 60 per cent of gravity fed networks. The rise in
off‑river charges was largest in Tenandra’s network ($6688), and other large increases occurred in the
Hay ($1045) and Coleambally general security networks ($1015). By contrast, off‑river charges fell in
all of the GMW gravity fed networks, from –$350 for Shepparton to –$1465 for Loddon Valley.

Chart 5.6:

Year-on-year change in water planning and management, on‑river and off‑river charges—
pressurised networks, 2016–17 (for 250 ML entitlement)
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ACCC from data provided and published by off‑river infrastructure operators.

Notes:

Data are presented in nominal terms.
Hypothetical bills are for 250 ML of irrigation right or WAE, and 100 per cent water delivery.
HP = high pressure, MP = medium pressure, LP = low pressure, IHS = integrated horticulture supply.

Chart 5.7:

Year-on-year changes in water planning and management, on‑river and off‑river charges—gravity
fed networks, 2016–17 (for 250 ML entitlement)
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HS = high security, GS = general security, SAS = small area supply, LAW = large area supply Wah Wah, excluding
IHS, LAS = large area supply.
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5.3.5

Hypothetical bills also generally increased from 2009–10

Charts 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 present changes in hypothetical bills since 2009–10 in real terms, for
customers with 250 ML irrigation right or WAE, and both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery.134 Just
over 80 per cent of these hypothetical bills increased between 2009–10 and 2016–17. In pressurised
networks, the increase over the period was 87 per cent. In gravity fed networks, hypothetical bills
rose for 61 per cent of networks in Victoria, and for 86 per cent of networks across New South Wales
and Queensland.
More generally, we observed:

The average aggregate bill change (which reflects both bill increases and decreases in networks,
irrespective of water entitlement or water delivery) from 2009–10 to 2016–17 was 10 per cent.
The aggregate changes in pressurised and gravity fed networks were similar, at 6 per cent and
9 per cent respectively.

In pressurised networks, the largest bill increases over the period occurred in GMW’s Nyah network

(39 and 29 per cent for 50 and 100 per cent water delivery respectively) and GMW’s Woorinen
network (27 per cent for 50 per cent water delivery). Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s integrated
horticultural supply (high security) network was the only network in which hypothetical bills fell over
the period for both 50 and 100 per cent water delivery (down 12 and 17 per cent delivery).

In a number of gravity fed networks, hypothetical bills rose substantially over the period. The largest
increase occurred in the Tenandra network (up 162 and 155 per cent for 100 and 50 per cent
water delivery respectively). Hay had increases of 74 and 47 per cent for 100 and 50 per cent water
delivery respectively.

The proportion of off‑river charges in the total bill generally fell over time
In 2016–17, off‑river charges comprised 80–90 per cent of around 75 per cent of the total hypothetical
bills in pressurised networks. Of the other 25 per cent of bills, off‑river charges comprised 90 per cent
or higher. The bill contribution of off‑river charges in pressurised networks fell in all relevant networks
from 2009–10 to 2016–17. This fall ranged from 13 per cent in the Central Irrigation Trust’s low pressure
networks to 0.9 per cent in Western Murray Irrigation’s Buronga network. It was mostly due to an
increase in on‑river and WPM charges and, in some cases (such as the Central Irrigation Trust, Renmark
and the Western Murray Irrigation networks), a reduction in off‑river charges (in real terms).
In Victoria, from 2009–10 to 2016–17, off‑river charges made up less of the total bill in gravity fed
networks compared with pressurised networks. They comprised less than 80 per cent of around
56 per cent of total hypothetical bills across all gravity fed networks. Further, the contribution of
off‑river charges fell in all networks apart from GMW’s Loddon Valley (where it rose by 2 per cent).
In New South Wales, the contribution of off‑river charges to total hypothetical bills has traditionally
varied more in gravity fed networks, and this trend continued in 2016–17. While off‑river charges were
not lower than 70 per cent of the hypothetical bill in all networks in Victoria, they dropped under this
threshold in around 29 per cent of bills in New South Wales networks. The contribution of off‑river
charges to total hypothetical bills was lowest in Jemalong (42 per cent) and largest in Hay (88 per cent).
For New South Wales networks the contribution also varied from 2009–10 to 2016–17, increasing
in around 47 per cent of bills. The increase in contribution over this time was highest in Tenandra
(22 per cent).
Appendix 3 contains charts that show changes in the proportion of hypothetical bills attributable to
off‑river charges from 2009–10 to 2016–17.

134 Due to changes in off‑river IO tariff structures, regulated charges and schedules of charges, we cannot reproduce all six years of
hypothetical bills in a consistent way for all off‑river IOs. Where we could not apply the 2016−17 assumptions to all previous years, we
used the previous assumptions (used in 2009−10) to enable accurate comparison.
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The share of fixed charges in hypothetical bills increased for most off‑river
infrastructure operators from 2009–10
Off‑river IOs consider a number of factors when deciding what weight to give fixed charges in their
charging arrangements. A greater proportion of fixed charges results in more stable revenue over time.
The level of fixed off‑river charges also influences the maximum termination fee that an IO can impose
on a customer terminating access to the IO’s network.
In the majority of smaller networks, fixed charges made up less than 50 per cent of total hypothetical
bills in 2016–17. The lowest proportion of fixed charges occurred in Moira, at 35 per cent. From 2009–10
to 2016–17, the proportion of fixed charges rose in around half of these small networks. Notable
increases included West Corurgan (up 12 per cent) while decreases included Moira, Jemalong and
Tenandra (down 17, 12 and 11 per cent respectively).
Fixed charges generally make up more of the hypothetical bill in the larger gravity fed networks than in
the larger pressurised networks. While 33 per cent per cent of hypothetical bills in the larger pressurised
networks had less than 50 per cent of fixed charges, no bills in the gravity fed larger networks had fixed
charges below this threshold. Coleambally continued (since 2009–10) to be the only network in which
fixed charges accounted for 100 per cent of the off-river IO’s revenue.
Appendix 3 includes three charts that display the changes in the fixed charge proportion of
hypothetical bills.
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06

Transformation, termination
and trade trends continued

Wheat irrigation Overhead Spray on Ravenshoe Station near Hay, NSW, 2005
Source: Arthur Mostead

6.

Transformation, termination and
trade trends continued

Key points
Transformations

Irrigation right transformations in 2016–17 continued the downward trend of recent years.

Irrigation infrastructure operators (IIOs) reported 133 transformations for 2016–17 with a volume
of 28 GL. These results represented the lowest annual volume transformed since monitoring
began in 2009.

The cumulative volume of irrigation rights transformed since 2009–10 reached 582 GL,
representing 18 per cent of the reported volume of irrigation rights at 1 July 2009.

Transformations due to network rationalisations and Australian Government water acquisitions
were both lower than in earlier years.

Irrigators have tended to transform either a very small (less than 10 per cent) or very large

proportion (over 90 per cent) of their irrigation rights, but this tendency was less marked in
2016–17 than in earlier years.

The median time taken by New South Wales IIOs to process transformation applications fell from
five to two days—the same time taken by South Australian IIOs in recent years.

Streamlining approval and registration processes within government may lower overall

transformation processing times for some customers. The total median processing time for
transformations in New South Wales (IIO plus government processing) remained high (65 days),
mainly as a result of government processing requirements. In South Australia, the median time
increased from 18 to 26 days.

Terminations

Around 5.1 GL of water delivery rights were terminated or surrendered across the Murray‑Darling
Basin in 2016–17. This volume was the lowest on record.

Only 9 per cent of transformations were accompanied by termination, similar to previous years.

Many irrigators transform to raise funds by selling irrigation rights, but retain water delivery rights
(WDR) so they can continue irrigating by buying water on the market.

IIOs imposed a termination fee on 82 per cent of terminations in 2016–17, continuing the

upward trend since 2013–14. This reflects a fall in terminations associated with infrastructure
rationalisation projects (for which IIOs often charged no fee).

As expected, since the cap limiting termination fees to 10 times annual fixed charges was
introduced, average termination fees moved in line with each IIO’s annual fixed charges.

Trade

Most IIOs in the southern Murray‑Darling Basin were net exporters of water allocation, with

Lower Murray Water being a notable exception, generally consistent with observed trends in
land use and crop choice. Sunwater in Queensland and IIOs in northern New South Wales tended
to be net importers. Several small IIOs reported imports but no exports.

Trade in WDR continued to be active in most networks, although generally involving no more

than 2 per cent of total WDR. It involved the highest proportion of WDR in the Western Murray
network, at 14 per cent.
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This chapter discusses observations on transformations, terminations and trade activity in
irrigation networks:

Section 6.1 explains our purpose in monitoring these activities.
Section 6.2 covers transformation trends for 2016–17 and since 2009–10.
Section 6.3 covers termination trends.
Section 6.4 discusses tradeable water rights activity in irrigation infrastructure operator (IIO)
networks.

Section 6.5 looks at the charges levied on trade by IIOs and Basin State agencies.
Appendix A1 explains the concepts of transformation, termination and tradeable water rights, and
provides more detail on the effect of the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 and Water
Market Rules 2009 (collectively, the Rules).135

6.1

Transformation, termination and trade activity can
tell us about how water markets are functioning

Since 2009, we have monitored transformation and termination activity to help assess compliance
with the Rules, and the Rules’ impact on the operation of water and related markets. The Rules protect
irrigation right holders that wish to transform and trade their irrigation rights (and related rights) and to
change their access to the irrigation network. They cap or constrain the charges that an irrigator might
be required to pay to transform irrigation rights or terminate a WDR. In this way, the Rules facilitate the
efficient operation of water markets by:

enabling adjustments to achieve more efficient use of water and irrigation infrastructure
limiting transaction costs
increasing the potential for trade of water available under irrigation rights.
The information provided by IIOs (and obtained from other sources) helps us to identify where
terminations, transformations and related trade activity are occurring. It also helps us to identify where
high transaction costs or other barriers to trade may be impeding effective market functioning.

6.2

We monitored transformation trends since 2009–10

Transformation refers to the process through which an irrigator permanently transforms their right to
water under an irrigation right into a water access entitlement (WAE) held by the irrigator (or anybody
other than the IIO). This section outlines our observations of transformation activity in 2016–17, and how
this activity has changed since 2009–10 (section 6.2.1 to 6.2.3). We also look at the costs involved in
transforming (section 6.2.4).

6.2.1

Total number and volume of transformations are trending down

In 2016–17, IIOs capable of transforming irrigation rights reported 133 transformations, representing
a total volume of 28 GL. This is fewer transformations and a lower total volume than in 2015–16
(when there were 163 transformations and a total volume of 35 GL), and the lowest annual amount
transformed since monitoring began in 2009. The larger IIOs (Murray Irrigation, Murrumbidgee Irrigation
and Coleambally) accounted for the greatest part of the volume of transformations (24 GL combined).
The smaller IIOs (Jemalong, Moira and West Corurgan) transformed about 3 per cent.
Chart 6.1 shows the annual number and volume of transformations generally declined between
2009–10 and 2016–17. The average volume per transformation was fairly steady from 2014–15, at about
30 per cent lower than in the earlier years. Over the eight year period, IIOs reported transforming
582 GL of irrigation rights. This volume represented around 18 per cent of the reported total volume of
irrigation right at 1 July 2009.

135 These Rules, together with the Basin Plan Water Trading Rules, work to give effect to the Basin Water Charging Objectives and
Principles, and the Basin Water Market and Trading Objectives and Principles set out in schedules 2 and 3 of the Water Act 1989.
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Chart 6.1:

Number and volume of transformations, 2009–10 to 2016–17
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ACCC from data provided and published by infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Appendix 3 (charts A6.2 and A6.3) shows transformations for each IIO analysed for this report in each
of the eight years to 2016–17. Murray Irrigation and Moira were the only IIOs that reported a higher
volume of transformations in 2016–17 than in 2015–16. Infrastructure upgrades in Jemalong and Hay
that led to a peak in transformations in 2015–16 finished in 2016–17, resulting in fewer transformations
for these two IIOs.
Chart 6.2 shows Hay, Narromine, Central Irrigation Trust and Western Murray had the largest
cumulative volume of transformations as a percentage of their initial irrigation rights (61, 38, 36 and
33 per cent respectively).
Chart 6.2:
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Note:

Data relates to transformations in New South Wales and South Australia, for all irrigation infrastructure
operators that can give effect to transformations.
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6.2.2

Lower Commonwealth acquisitions contributed to lower
transformation volumes

Chart 6.3 shows a net decrease each year in the volume of irrigation rights held against IIOs. The size of
the annual decreases largely followed the downward trends in the reported volume of transformations
(chart 6.1).
Since 2008, the Australian Government has acquired water for the environment through direct buyback
and investment in water infrastructure programs. Chart 6.3 shows Commonwealth acquisitions in
relevant areas136 broadly correlated with the annual change in volume of irrigation rights since 2009–10.
The pattern has been less clear since 2014–15—for example, in 2016–17, the volume of transformations
fell while Commonwealth water acquisitions in relevant areas increased. This shift likely reflected the
Australian Government’s increased focus on acquiring water through investment in infrastructure
upgrades rather than buyback. The government can acquire water through infrastructure upgrades or
water efficiency projects without the need for transformation by irrigators. That is, it can:

acquire water from the IIO’s water access entitlement (WAE) for conveyance losses or
hold water on the IIO’s licence and use the annual allocations as needed for environmental watering.
Net decrease in irrigation rights and Commonwealth water acquisitions, 2009–10 to 2016–17
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Chart 6.3:
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Sources: ACCC from data provided and published by infrastructure operators analysed for this report; annual reports
of the Australian Government agency responsible for the water portfolio; Department of the Environment and
Energy, ‘Environmental water holdings’ (http://www.environment.gov.au/water/cewo/about/water-holdings),
accessed January 2018.
Note:

Commonwealth water acquisitions are the sum of acquisitions in the following resource units: Macquarie/
Cudgegong (New South Wales), Lachlan (New South Wales), Murrumbidgee (New South Wales), New South
Wales Murray and South Australia Murray. They exclude the water access entitlements of the following classes:
Lowbidgee supplementary, conveyance, groundwater and unregulated.
Commonwealth water acquisitions are denominated in GL Long Term Average Annual Yield (LTAAY), which
is a measure that adjusts the volume of a water access entitlement by its long term reliability. For this reason,
volumes of Commonwealth acquisitions are not directly comparable to volumes transformed.

6.2.3

Irrigators typically transform either a small or large proportion of
their irrigation rights

Chart 6.4 shows the number of transformations as a proportion of irrigation right transformed each
year from 2010–11 to 2016–17. Until 2014–15, most customers tended to transform either a very small
proportion of their irrigation right (less than 10 per cent) or a very high proportion (above 90 per cent).
This tendency can be seen in the chart’s U-shape lines for those five years. By contrast, the flatter lines
for 2015–16 and 2016–17 show an increasingly even spread of transformations across the range of
percentages from 0 to 90 per cent. However, over 30 per cent of transformation decisions in 2016–17
still involved 100 per cent transformation.
136 These areas are listed in the notes to chart 6.3.
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Chart 6.4:

Number of transformations, as a proportion of irrigation right transformed, 2010–11 to 2016–17
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ACCC from data provided and published by infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Chart 6.5 shows substantial variation over the reporting period and between New South Wales IIOs
and South Australian IIOs in the proportion of irrigation rights transformed. Notably, the proportion
of customers transforming more than 75 per cent of their irrigation rights has been higher in New
South Wales than in South Australia since 2012–13. Factors affecting the proportion of irrigation rights
transformed include:

the level of direct purchasing (‘buyback’) of water for the environment, across valleys and
across time

the level and nature of government funded infrastructure investment in particular IIOs—for example,
projects involving ‘water savings’ sourced from entitlements used for conveyance versus savings
sourced from irrigation rights

WAE prices
changes in agricultural commodity markets that alter irrigators’ long term demand for water,
influencing their willingness to transform irrigation right and sell the resulting WAE

IIOs’ internal policies—for example, transformation administration policies and fees, and other

policies affecting the ease with which (or cost at which) customers can trade water outside or
continue to have ‘transformed’ water delivered in their operator’s network.
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6.2.4

Transformation may involve delays and costs

Transformation allows an irrigator to participate in water markets outside their IIO’s network more
easily, and provides the irrigator with greater control over trade timing, quantity and location. However,
transformation involves costs that can deter customers from transforming, particularly:

administrative fees for processing the transformation
potentially higher costs if the irrigator wishes to have water available under a WAE delivered in an
IIO’s network.

Delays in processing transformations can also increase the costs of transforming.

Processing delays add to costs
Total processing time is the time between submitting the application to the IIO and notifying the
transformed irrigator following registration of the WAE or assignment of the share component that
results from transformation. The Water Market Rules require IIOs to approve transformation applications
within 20 business days, and to notify the applicant within a further five days.137 However, these limits
exclude the time for processes involving other parties, such as agreeing on the details of the irrigation
right and obtaining the consent of others with an interest in the irrigation right. Further, processing by
government agencies can add considerable time that the Water Market Rules do not regulate.
The impact of different administrative procedures and requirements is evident in processing times
across the Basin States between 2009–10 and 2016–17. Total median processing times in 2016–17 in
New South Wales remained high at 65 days (up from 59 days the previous year), mainly as a result of
government processing requirements. South Australia’s total median processing time increased from 18
to 26 days in 2016–17 but remained well below that recorded in New South Wales.
Chart 6.6:

Median days to process a transformation application—South Australia and New South Wales,
2009–10 to 2016–17
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Less than 2 per cent of transformations took more than 60 days to complete in South Australia,
compared with 62 per cent in New South Wales (chart 6.7). In both states, the initial processing time
by IIOs was short, compared with the time needed for approval and registration by state authorities. In
South Australia, the median time for operators to complete initial processing in 2016–17 was two days,
compared with six days in New South Wales.138
In both states, transformation processing includes approval by the state department responsible for
water (on behalf of the Minister) and registration of changes in holdings.139 In New South Wales in
2016–17, 3 per cent of transformations were processed within 30 days or fewer, and 30 per cent took
over 90 days. By contrast, in South Australia, 64 per cent of transformations were processed within
30 days, and none took over 90 days. New South Wales, however, requires an additional step: following
approval, the department returns the application to the IIO, which then lodges the application and
137 Rule 14, Water Market Rules 2009.
138 Both medians were similar in 2015–16.
139 In 2017, responsibilities for water entitlements in New South Wales moved from the Department of Primary Industries (DPI Water) to
the Department of Industry (Water). Additionally, Land and Property Information became Land Registry Services, which is run by a
private operator under supervision of the New South Wales Regulator-General.
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its licence with the registration authority to register the change.140 This step—along with delays due
to handling of the application by brokers, solicitors and postal services—can add considerably to
completion times.
Streamlining approval and registration processes within government may help lower overall
transformation processing times for some customers (particularly in New South Wales), reducing costs
and facilitating efficient trade. However, benefits would need to be weighed against the costs of any
changes, particularly where state processes for transformations are the same as those used for trade.
And the reasons for delays would need to be better understood to ensure process redesign is effective
in reducing processing times.141
Chart 6.7:

Range of transformation processing times, New South Wales and South Australia, 2016–17
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Transformation processing fees differ across operators and between States
Both IIOs and state agencies impose fees to process transformations.142 Table 6.1 shows 2016–17 fees.
In New South Wales, transformation application fees are markedly different across IIOs. 143 Customers
of Coleambally and Narromine faced the lowest fees to transform, while customers of West Corurgan
and Jemalong faced the highest.144 In contrast, fees hardly vary between the two South Australian
IIOs analysed. Further, state agency processing fees in South Australia are significantly lower than in
New South Wales. And they are the same in South Australia regardless of whether the transforming
customer wishes to retain the transformed entitlement in their own name or sell it to another person. In
contrast, total fees payable in New South Wales increase by $472 if the transforming irrigator or buyer
does not already have a water access licence (WAL) and has to first obtain a zero share WAL.
IIOs still hold the great majority of WAEs in New South Wales and South Australia despite the
potential advantages of transformation for irrigators.145 Transformation processing fees and ongoing
administrative costs may deter irrigators from transforming. In particular, compared with holding an
irrigation right, a transformed irrigator may face:

costs associated with trading a water allocation to the IIO before water is delivered through an IIO’s
network. State and IIO trade approval fees are payable each time an allocation trade is completed.

140 We last collected separate data on the steps between the New South Wales department, the IO and the land registry in 2014–15. At
that time, secondary handling by IOs added seven days to the total time in 2013–14 and 21 days in 2014–15.
141 In South Australia, trading applications still require a significant amount of manual processing for both water allocations and
WAEs due to legacy systems. South Australia is seeking funding for a modernised suite of solutions to replace its ageing water
licensing system.
142 Most fees are fixed per application, so impose a smaller burden per ML when larger volumes are transformed. Total fees could be
only $4.74 per ML for transforming 250 ML, for example, but $23.68 per ML for transforming 50 ML. This example is based on a
transformation in Murrumbidgee, requiring a new zero share WAL.
143 Chapter 7 (box 7.2) discusses how the Water Market Rules regulate IIO transformation application fees.
144 Assuming a separate process to create a zero share WAL is not required.
145 Irrigators holding irrigation right must transform when they wish to sell water permanently outside their IIO’s network. However,
irrigators that wish to continue to have water delivered in their network, or to sell water to someone in the same network, generally
do not transform. Irrigators could transform their irrigation rights and continue to have the water allocated to a transformed WAE
delivered inside the network, realising the benefit of being able to trade that water without needing to seek approval from the IIO
each time.
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costs to trade any unused allocation back onto their WAE for carryover if the IIO does not allow

carryover of any water allocation traded onto its licence. In some cases, they may simply forfeit the
unused water allocation.

Table 6.1:

Transformation processing fees, 2016–17
Operator
processing fee
($)

Total low fee*
($)

Total high fee*
($)

50.00

538.76

1001.73

Hay

350.00

838.76

1301.73

Jemalong

400.00

888.76

1351.73

Moira

Basin State

State processing fee ($)

Infrastructure operator

New South
Wales

Fee for establishing zero share
WAL:
Department of Industry fee
$326.67
+ Land Registry Services fee
$136.30

Coleambally

300.00

488.76

951.73

Murray Irrigation Limited

385.00

873.76

1336.73

Fee for trade of share
component:
Department of Industry fee
$352.46
+ Land Registry Services fee
$136.30

Murrumbidgee Irrigation

232.50

721.26

1184.23

70.00

558.76

1021.73

West Corurgan

400.00

888.76

1351.73

Western Murray Irrigation

345.40

834.16

1297.13

Fee for transfer of WAE on
transformation:
$422.00

Central Irrigation Trust

340.00

422.00

Renmark Irrigation Trust

324.50

746.50

South
Australia

Narromine

Source:

Schedules of charges and transformation policies of IIOs analysed for this report; responses from Department
of Industry–Water (New South Wales) and Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources (South
Australia) to ACCC water planning and management Request for Information; New South Wales Land Registry
Services’ schedule of charges.

Notes:

Processing fees are those listed in the IIO’s documents, although some IIOs did not report any transformations
in 2016–17.
* Low fee is for applicants with existing WAL; high fee is for applicants requiring new WAL.
WAL = water access licence.

6.3

Termination activity reflects different influences

This section reports on terminations in the irrigation networks146 of large IIOs analysed for this report for
2016–17 and since 2009–10:

Section 6.3.1 looks at termination activity.
Section 6.3.2 reports on the relationship between terminations and transformations.
Section 6.3.3 considers movements in termination fees.

6.3.1

Termination activity varied significantly across irrigation
infrastructure operator categories

For the large IIOs analysed for this report, the total volume of WDRs on issue in 2016–17 was
5 per cent lower than the total volume reported on issue at 1 July 2009. The difference mainly reflected
terminations, but also is a net result reflecting new WDRs issued.147 Around 5.3 GL of WDRs were
terminated or surrendered across the Murray‑Darling Basin in 2016–17. This volume was the second
lowest on record.
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show IIO categories that had a relatively greater proportion of terminations over
the period.

146 The results discussed in this section reflect termination activity reported by large IIOs analysed for this report, including IIOs that can
effect transformation and joint water supply schemes. It does not reflect terminations occurring within IIOs that provide services for
10 GL or less of WAE.
147 IIOs issued new WDRs amounting to about one third of the total number of terminations, somewhat offsetting the effect of
terminations on total WDRs. The only IIOs with significant new issue of WDRs in 2016–17 were Goulburn–Murray Water, Lower
Murray Water and Renmark Irrigation Trust.
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Table 6.2:

Number and volume of terminations—IIOs that can effect transformation and joint water supply
schemes
Number of terminationsa

Year

Average WDRs
terminated (ML)a

Total volume of WDRs
terminated (ML)

Cumulative terminations
as % of WDRs held on
1 July 2009

Infrastructure operators that can give effect to transformationb
2009–10

414

256

105 887

3

2010–11

94

346

32 568

4

2011–12

76

397

30 137

5

2012–13

103

222

22 830

6

2013–14

89

410

36 526

7

2014–15

36

154

5 548

8

2015–16

80

135

10 788

8
8

2016–17
Total

48

110

5 259

940

265

249 544

Joint water supply schemesc
2009–10

0

na

0.0

0

2010–11

10

545

5.5

3

2011–12

34

922

31.4

23

2012–13

3

319

1.0

24

2013–14

2

115

0.2

24

2014–15

6

1002

6.0

28

2015–16

2

240

0.5

28

0

na

0.0

28

57

781

44

2016–17
Total
Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Notes:

a Does not include surrenders for which individual transaction data have not been provided.
b Coleambally, Hay, Jemalong, Moira, Murray Irrigation, Murrumbidgee Irrigation, Narromine, West Corurgan,
Western Murray Irrigation, Central Irrigation Trust, Renmark Irrigation Trust.
c Buddah Lakes, Eagle Creek, Tenandra, Trangie-Nevertire, Marthaguy.

Table 6.3:

Number and volume of terminations—Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray Water
Goulburn–Murray Water

Lower Murray Water

Number of
terminations

Delivery share
terminated
(ML/day)a

Number of
terminations

Delivery share
terminated
(ML/14 days)

2009–10

43

35

90

593

2010–11

69

67

11

35

2011–12

130

100

9

36

2012–13

161

191

7

20

2013–14

136

149

9

25

2014–15

76

80

14

66

2015–16

13

11

8

33

2016–17

21

14

12

56

649

647

160

863

Total
Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Notes:

a Goulburn–Murray Water delivery shares entitle a user to have 1 ML/day delivered for 270 days in gravity fed
networks and 1 ML/day for 365 days for pressurised networks.
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In 2016–17, IIOs that can effect transformation terminated the lowest volume on record for that
category of operator (around 5 GL, or 0.1 per cent of WDRs held at 1 July 2009). The cumulative
total of WDRs terminated since 2009–10 did not change substantively from the 8 per cent reported in
2015–16.148 This outcome appears to reflect:

the winding down of rationalisations from earlier infrastructure programs
an increasing tendency to trade rather than terminate WDRs.
Although joint water supply schemes reported no terminations in 2016–17, the cumulative proportion
of terminations for those IIOs was considerably higher than for IIOs that can effect transformation:
28 per cent of WDRs was terminated between 2009–10 and 2016–17. Compared with IIOs that can
effect transformation, these schemes tend to be smaller scale but their average volume terminated per
transaction was considerably larger.
For IIOs in Victoria—Goulburn–Murray Water (GMW) and Lower Murray Water—the cumulative
reduction of WDRs on issue between 2009–10 and 2016–17 was lower, at about 4 per cent of WDRs on
issue at 1 July 2009. For GMW, the number of terminations in 2015–16 and 2016–17 was much lower
than the number of new WDRs issued. These new WDRs followed the completion of modernisation
projects in GMW networks.
Of the 81 terminations reported in 2016–17, a bare majority of customers (around 53 per cent)
terminated 95–100 per cent of their WDRs.149 Customers terminating less than 100 per cent of their
WDRs may do so because:

they are simply rationalising their WDR holdings to suit on-farm needs
relatively high non-volumetric charges (for example, account, landholding or outlet charges) may
deter them from ‘full’ terminations.

There were fewer terminations than transformations
Table 6.4 shows the proportion of WDRs terminated between 2009–10 and 2016–17 was significantly
less than the proportion of irrigation rights transformed. This comparison indicates many irrigators
transformed their irrigation rights but did not significantly reduce their right of access to the irrigation
network. At least some irrigators may want to continue irrigating using water allocations purchased
from other parties or traded from other locations. For other irrigators, the upfront cost of termination
fees may be too high.
Table 6.4:
Year

Volume of irrigation rights transformed and water delivery rights terminated, 2009–10 to
2016–17
Volume transformed as a % of irrigation rights
held at 1 July 2009

Volume terminated as a % of water delivery
rights held at 1 July 2009

2009–10

4.4

3.4

2010–11

2.9

1.0

2011–12

2.4

1.0

2012–13

3.0

0.2

2013–14

1.1

1.2

2014–15

2.1

0.1

2015–16

1.1

0.3

2016–17

0.9

0.2

17.8

7.3

Total
Source:

ACCC from data provided by those irrigation infrastructure operators in New South Wales and South Australia
that can effect transformation and were analysed for this report.

Chart 6.8 shows that, from 2010–11, customers most commonly transformed without terminating. Only
in 2009–10 (when the Rules were introduced) did the majority of transforming customers also terminate
some or all of their WDRs.

148 Figures include reported surrenders of WDRs when a termination fee was not imposed.
149 In the case of less than 100 per cent termination, irrigators retain small WDR volumes on land that they cease to use for
irrigated agriculture.
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Chart 6.8:

Number of transformation and/or termination transactions, 2009‑10 to 2016–17

400

Number of transactions

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

2009–10

2010–11

2011–12

2012–13

Termination and transformation

2013–14

2014–15

Transformation only

2015–16

2016–17

Termination only

Source:

ACCC from data provided by those irrigation infrastructure operators in New South Wales and South Australia
that can effect transformation and were analysed for this report.

Note:

Excludes surrenders for which individual transaction data were not reported.

Of the 133 transformations reported in 2016–17, 121 customers transformed only, while 12 (9 per cent)
transformed and terminated at the same time. Thirty-six customers terminated some or all of their
WDRs without transforming any irrigation right.
Table 6.5 shows terminating customers in 2016–17 were most likely to terminate 75 per cent or more
of their WDRs. But transforming customers were most likely to transform a lower proportion of their
irrigation rights. It appears many of those terminating are exiting irrigated agriculture, whereas those
transforming (a larger number) are often seeking greater flexibility for their continuing activities.
Table 6.5:

Terminations and transformations, by proportion of water delivery right terminated or irrigation
right transformed, 2016–17
Proportion of terminating
customers*(%)

Proportion of transforming
customers (%)

0≤25%

13

37

25≤50%

10

14

50≤75%

14

10

75≤100%

64

39

Proportion of WDR terminated or IR
transformed, as applicable

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Note:

Termination proportions are calculated across all infrastructure operators, not only those who can
effect transformation.

* Excludes surrenders for which individual transaction data were not reported.
WDR = water delivery right, IR = irrigation right.

6.3.2

Infrastructure operators increasingly imposed termination fees

IIOs may charge termination fees to offset the future loss of revenue from annual charges on terminated
WDRs (box A1.5, appendix 1). However, they are not required to charge a termination fee. In many
cases between 2009–10 and 2016–17, they waived part or all of a termination fee to encourage
network rationalisation. And between 2012–13 and 2014–15, IIOs did not impose a termination fee on
terminating customers on most occasions (chart 6.9). Only 17 per cent of the total volume of reported
terminations in those three years attracted a termination fee.
In 2015–16 and 2016–17, most IIOs reported a smaller volume of terminations, but increasingly levied
termination fees. In 2015–16, a termination fee was levied on 60 per cent of the volume terminated, and
this proportion rose to 82 per cent in 2016–17. The increase reflected a change in customers’ reasons
for termination. In previous years, most terminations were coordinated terminations associated with the
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Private Irrigation Infrastructure Operators Program in New South Wales150, and GMW’s Connections
Project.151 Waiving of termination fees was commonly used as an incentive for irrigators to participate
in coordinated rationalisation efforts, on the basis that terminations reduced or avoided future network
expenditure on inefficient infrastructure.
Chart 6.9:

Terminations, by imposition of termination fee, 2012–13 to 2016–17

Percentage of transformations

100%
18%

90%
40%

80%
70%
60%

74%

75%
95%

50%

82%

40%
60%

30%
20%
10%
0%

26%

25%
5%

2012–13

2013–14
Termination fee imposed (%)

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

No termination fee imposed (%)

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Notes:

Data for years before 2012–13 are not available.
Data include surrendered water delivery rights.
Data for Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray Water are converted from ML/day and ML/14 days,
respectively, to ML.

6.3.3

Termination fees moved in line with fixed charges

Under the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009, the maximum termination fee that can be
charged is 10 times the total network access charge (TNAC) not including GST. 152 In 2016–17, reported
termination fees were exactly 10 times the TNAC in 24 per cent of terminations. In 32 per cent of
terminations, the multiple was greater than 10 but less than or equal to 11 (reflecting GST). In the
remaining 44 per cent of terminations, the multiple was less than 10, mostly between nine and 10. In
some cases, the IIO chose not to include all allowable charges in the TNAC base, or based the fee on
the charges of an earlier year when the customer first made their application to terminate.
Appendix 3 (appendix chart 6.5) presents information on the average per ML termination fees for each
operator between 2012–13 and 2016–17. Average fees charged vary across IIOs and generally increased
over the years. They broadly reflect the differences and movement in the IIOs’ annual fixed charges.
Termination fees per ML will be higher in those networks where the IIOs include non‑volumetric charges
(such as per-account fees), especially where small volumes are terminated.
As well as monitoring the actual termination fees levied by IIOs, we constructed hypothetical
termination fees to compare potential fees for a termination of a given size across IIOs. The bills showed
hypothetical termination fees moved in line with fixed charges, as in past years. Appendix 3 (appendix
charts 6.7 and 6.8) presents these hypothetical bills for 2016–17.

150 This program involved Commonwealth funding for water efficiency projects: www.agriculture.gov.au/water/mdb/programs/nsw/
piiop-nsw, accessed January 2018.
151 Information on GMW’s Connections Project (formerly known as the Northern Victorian Irrigation Renewal Project) is available at
www.connectionsproject.com.au/, accessed January 2018.
152 Before Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules were made, termination fees tended to be set higher, commonly equivalent to
15 times the TNAC. Appendix 1 contains more information on termination and the operation and effect of the Rules.
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6.4

We also monitored trade activity in tradeable water
rights within irrigation networks

This section focuses on temporary and permanent trade of irrigation rights, water allocation trade and
WDR trade that occurs in irrigation networks monitored by the ACCC. Trade in other WAEs is outside
the scope of this report.

There was active allocation trade, mainly export from irrigation networks
Chart 6.10 shows most IIOs reported significant levels of water allocation traded into, out of and
within their network in 2016–17. The southern MDB IIOs tended to be net exporters of allocation, while
northern IIOs were net importers.
We observed:

For the great majority of IIOs, the total of allocation trade into, out of and within a network
constituted more than 50 per cent of the volume delivered in the network.

The absolute levels of allocation trade were largest in the larger networks such as GMW,

Murrumbidgee Irrigation, Murray Irrigation and Lower Murray Water (table A6.1 appendix 3).

Most IIOs in the southern Murray–Darling Basin were net exporters of water allocation, generally

consistent with observed trends in land use and crop choice, particularly the growth of horticulture
in the Victorian Murray and the expansion of cotton in the central and southern MDB. For several
IIOs (Renmark, GMW, Eagle Creek, Western Murray, Jemalong), the volume of allocation trade out
was 40–95 per cent of the volume of water delivered in their network. By contrast, Lower Murray
Water was a strong net importer, with imports equal to 46 per cent of its water delivered and
exports equal to only 17 per cent.

Moira was the only other net importer in the south, with imports equal to 7 per cent of its water

delivered, and no exports. This outcome may reflect its previous policy of discouraging water trade
out of the irrigation district, although the IIO removed its ban on temporary trade out of its network
in March 2016.

Transformations and trade volumes are likely to correlate, although irrigators can make separate

decisions on each. Irrigators wishing to trade extensively may find it preferable to transform their
irrigation rights, particularly if they encounter barriers to trade at the IIO level (which are more likely
on trades out).153

The four years before 2016–17 did show a positive relationship between the volume of irrigation right
transformed and the annual water allocation trade into and out of networks. However, in 2016–17,
this positive relationship was less pronounced (chart 6.11).

153 We discussed IIO imposed trade restrictions in our 2015–16 water monitoring report (p.152).
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Chart 6.10:

Volume of water allocation traded into, out of and within network, as a proportion of total
volume of water delivered, 2016–17
CIT
Renmark
GMW
LMW
West Corurgan
Moira
MIL
Eagle Creek
WMI
Coleambally
MI
Hay
Jemalong
Narromine
Buddah Lake
Trangie-Nevertire
Tenandra
Marthaguy
SunWater

120%

80%

40%

0%

40%

80%

120%

Volume of water allocation traded 'out' as a proportion of total volume delivered
Volume of water allocation traded 'in' as a proportion of total volume delivered
Volume of water allocation traded 'within' as a proportion of total volume delivered

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Note:

GMW trade volumes are for non-environmental trade relating to GMW trading zones, and do not distinguish
between trade by private diverters and irrigation network customers. For this reason, trade volumes reported
by GMW may overestimate the true proportion of trade by GMW’s irrigation network customers.

Various factors influence the relationship shown in chart 6.11, which (as noted) was not a close positive
relationship in 2016–17. Irrigators holding irrigation rights can still buy and sell water allocations outside
their network without transforming, although the IIO has to facilitate this trade. Further, an irrigator may
transform for future flexibility, but make little short term use of trade. Demand for trade in a given year
is also heavily influenced by seasonal conditions.
Irrigators wishing to trade extensively may find it preferable to transform their irrigation rights,
particularly if they encounter barriers to trade at the IIO level (which are more likely on trades out). But
transformation involves costs for a customer (section 6.2.4). The removal of unnecessary IIO restrictions
on trade is important, therefore, to facilitate the operation of efficient water markets and customers’
opportunities for trading.
Such restrictions are generally imposed to protect the IIO’s revenue derived from water held in the
scheme. However, restrictions erode the security and value of irrigation rights, and result in water
allocated to such rights being less secure than water allocations made to statutory WAEs.
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Chart 6.11:

Correlation between proportion of irrigation right transformed and proportion of water
allocation traded into and out of network

Water allocation traded into and out of
network as a proportion of total
volume delivered

140%
Jemalong

120%

WMI

100%
80%
Renmark

60%
MIL

40%
West Corurgan

20%

CIT

MI
Coleambally

Moira
0%

0%

5%

Narromine
10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

% of irrigation right transformed since 1 July 2009
Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.

Note:

Hay had no trade and no water deliveries because upgrade works were underway, so it is excluded from
the chart.

6.4.1

Water delivery right trade was relatively low but is maturing

An irrigator may trade (rather than terminate) their WDR154, thereby avoiding termination fees. A
survey of irrigators in 2015 found around 40 per cent of surveyed irrigators in the southern MDB have
traded their WDR at some point.155 Although the number of trading irrigators appears substantial,
trade volumes are generally relatively low relative to total WDRs on issue. Chart 6.12 shows WDR trade
generally amounted to no more than 2 per cent of total WDRs in most networks in 2016–17. The highest
trade percentages were in the networks of Western Murray (14 per cent), West Corurgan (2.7 per cent)
and Coleambally (2.3 per cent). In 2016–17, WDR trade on average was only about half the peak in
2015–16.
The four largest IIOs—GMW, Murray Irrigation, Murrumbidgee Irrigation and Coleambally—together
accounted for the majority (82 per cent) of WDRs traded in 2016–17. Of those four, only Coleambally
had WDR trade exceeding 1.4 per cent of its WDRs.
Of the WDR trade reported in chart 6.12 (exclusive of trade in GMW networks)156, 70 per cent of trade
occurred independently of trade of irrigation rights or WAEs. This proportion represents a significant
shift from trends observed in years up to 2014–15 (for example, only 39 per cent of trade was
independent in 2014–15). This supports our observation that WDR markets are maturing.
Western Murray is an example of an IIO that has encouraged both permanent and temporary trade
in WDRs. It has generally assisted irrigators known to have an excess of or need for WDR by personal
matching, but intends to move to a web based matching system.

154 Trades of WDRs commonly occur in association with the trade of an irrigation right from one irrigator to another within the same
irrigation network. Trades of WDRs alone are historically less common.
155 Zuo, A, Wheeler, S and Loch, A, Short survey of southern Murray‑Darling Basin irrigators’ views on the review of water charge rules—
final report, University of Adelaide report to ACCC, Adelaide, May 2016, table 2.
156 GMW was unable to separate out WDRs traded with a water share from WDRs traded independently.
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WDR units are converted from ML/day and ML/14 days for Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray Water respectively, to ML/year.

Includes trades involving just WDRs plus ‘bundled’ trades involving both WDRs and either a WAE or irrigation right.

ACCC from data provided and published by irrigation infrastructure operators analysed for this report.
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6.5

Charges on water trade can influence irrigators’
decisions to trade

Charges on water trade transactions are generally imposed by:

Basin State agencies and some water authorities—see section 6.5.1
IIOs—see section 6.5.2.
Below, we consider how these charges affect irrigators’ decisions to trade, and the effectiveness of
water markets.157

6.5.1

Basin State water trade application charges varied by state

Trade of WAEs and water allocations generally requires approval (or at least registration) by a
designated approval authority, because they are rights by or under the law of a Basin State. Basin State
agencies impose charges on trades to help recover the administrative costs of the transactions.158
Table 6.6 shows water trade application charges by Basin State:

were higher for permanent trades than for temporary trades
varied considerably across Basin States—for example, the cost of a water trade application in South
Australia was over five times the amount of an online trade application in Victoria.

The charges for 2016–17 were between 1.6 and 4 per cent higher than in 2015–16 for most Basin States.
Charges for New South Wales, however, were realigned, with charges for allocation trade raised by
67 per cent—closer to levels of other states. For entitlement trades, New South Wales introduced a new
charge for online transactions, which was 8 per cent lower than the 2015–16 charge.
Higher charges for WAE trades compared with water allocation trades reflect the higher administration
costs, given WAE trades are generally more complex and can be compared to real estate transactions.
The significant difference in trade fees across Basin States reflects the administrative arrangements,
processing requirements and associated costs of each state.
In South Australia and the ACT, all trade applications are processed by the relevant Basin State
department or water registrar. In New South Wales and Victoria, certain trade approval and registration
functions are delegated to the relevant on‑river IOs (WaterNSW in New South Wales, and GMW and
Lower Murray Water in Victoria). In Victoria, both WAE and water allocation trades are processed
through the Victorian Water Register.159 Trading rules for certain trades can thus be ‘hard coded’
into the system, reducing the need for more costly individual assessment. In South Australia, trading
applications still require a significant amount of manual processing for both water allocations and
WAEs, as a result of legacy systems. South Australia is seeking funding for a modernised suite of
solutions to replace its ageing water licensing system.
The differences in water trade application charges may influence an irrigator’s decision to enter
particular water markets, the volume that they elect to trade, and whether they trade at all. Different
state approaches to charging may also influence the location and direction of water market activity:

The requirement to pay relevant interstate trade application charges in both the state of origin and

the state of destination will, other factors being equal, increase water users’ preferences for trading
intra-state versus interstate.

Significant fee differences across Basin States and/or IOs affect the relative ‘gains from trade’ for

buyers and sellers when water access rights are traded between different locations. For a 2016–17
interstate water allocation trade from Victoria to South Australia, for example, the seller in Victoria
paid significantly less than the South Australian buyer (between $163 and $204 less per application).

In New South Wales, if a water allocation is traded to an account or WAE that is not linked to a

NSW works approval, then variable charges (water planning and management charges and on‑river

157 The Basin Plan Water Trading Rules are intended to give effect to objectives that include minimising transaction costs on water
trades, although no specific provisions limit such charges: www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2012L02240.
158 These charges are water planning and management charges, and recovery of the costs of administering water entitlement
frameworks and trade transactions is consistent with the Basin Water Charging Objectives and Principles in schedule 2 of the
Water Act.
159 The Victorian Water Register is an online public register of all water related entitlements in Victoria.
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charges) are levied on the seller at the time of trade.160 This arrangement can alter water users’
trading decisions. That is, other factors being equal, a seller located in New South Wales will prefer
to trade with a buyer who has an account linked to a NSW Works approval, so as not to incur the
relevant charges. If the seller trades with an alternative buyer (for example, an interstate buyer),
the buyer and seller must negotiate the degree to which these variable charges are passed onto
the buyer.
Unless the levels of trade charges are justified by the efficient cost of administering entitlement
frameworks and processing trades, they may restrict and distort trade patterns.
Table 6.6:

Water trade application charges, by Basin State, 2016–17
Queensland
Regulated/
unregulated
$

ACT
$

Victoria
Online/
paper
$

NSWa
$

SA
$

Intra-valley

297

456/489

167

310

422

Intra-state

297

456/489

167

310

422

Interstate

297

456/489

not allowed

310

422

Intra-valley

162

65

167

45/84

248

Intra-state

162

65

167

45/84

248

Interstate

162

65

not allowed

45/84

248

Type of trade
Water access entitlement trade

Water allocation trade

Source:

ACCC from data provided and published by Basin State agencies and water authorities.

Note:

These figures are based on a proposed trade of 50 ML involving both a change in ownership and a change in
location of the right. Our Water monitoring report 2016–17: monitoring approach and assumptions (available on
the ACCC website) sets out further assumptions about the trades and the charges applied.
a WaterNSW also requires the payment of variable use charges for all allocation assignments involving a buyer
licence not linked to a NSW works approval.

6.5.2

Irrigation infrastructure operators also imposed trade processing
charges

In addition to the Basin States’ trade processing charges, IIOs generally also impose charges for trade
into, out of and within their networks. Table 6.7 shows IIO water trade application charges:

varied significantly across IIOs
tended to be higher for permanent trades than for temporary trades (as with charges by
Basin States)

were higher for external trade than for internal trade
were higher for outward trade than for inward trade (in several cases).
To facilitate moving water to its highest value use, and to promote the efficiency of water markets more
generally, trade application charges applied by IIOs should reflect their efficient costs in administering
trades. Charging arrangements that deviate significantly from this approach may unduly affect water
users’ trade decisions and prevailing water market prices.
Most IIOs charge a set amount that does not vary with the amount traded, so the charge per ML is
higher for smaller trades. While this approach may make smaller volume trades uneconomical for some
users, it may be a reasonable basis for recovering the costs incurred (which would not be expected to
vary with the volume being traded).
160 IPART recently decided to maintain approval for WaterNSW to levy use charges on customers trading water allocation (also
known as a ‘temporary trade’) to persons who do not hold a NSW water access licence with an associated water supply works and
complying metering (for example, for interstate trades), on the basis that this enables WaterNSW to recover the prudent and efficient
infrastructure costs that it incurs in holding and releasing bulk water when it is traded out of New South Wales.
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Higher trade application charges for external trades (compared with internal trades) necessarily affect
a water user’s trading decisions. However, again, this outcome may not be a concern if such charges
reasonably reflect the costs incurred by the IO.
It is reasonable to assume the underlying cost of administering a trade into a network would be
equivalent to the cost of administering a trade out of a network. Therefore, any discrepancies between
IIO charges applying to water traded ‘out’ versus water traded ‘in’ may warrant further investigation.
Similarly, the imposition of charges on trade from one type of user to another may raise concerns.
Table 6.7:

Water trade application charges, by selected IIOs, 2016–17
Temporary

Irrigation infrastructure
operator
CIT

Permanent

Internal

External

Internal

External
(transformation)

$55

$55

$340

$340

Renmark

$324

West Corurgan
Murray

$18.70

In: $66
Out: $66 + $11 per ML

$350

$400

$0

$65

$310

$385

Moira

Out: $90 + $8 per ML

Western Murray

$300

$25.30

$71.50

$335.50

$345.40

Murrumbidgee

$40

$85

$232.50

$232.50

Hay

$10

$10

$350.00

$350

Jemalong

$5.29 per ML

—Trade ‘out’ only

$400

Narromine

$70

Buddah Lake
Source:

$400.00

$10 per ML

$70 plus
any on-costs

$10 per ML

ACCC from data published by off‑river infrastructure operators that have a water trade fee listed on their
schedule of charges.
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07

We found no major issues with
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Dartmouth Pondage used to regulate the flow of water into the Mitta Mitta River, 2004
Source: Arthur Mostead

7.

We found no major issues with
water charge and water market rules
compliance in 2016‑17

Key points
The ACCC received 10 complaints and enquiries under the water charge rules and water market
rules (collectively, Rules) in 2016–17. This was a fall from the previous year, for the fifth year in
a row.

We identified one breach of the Rules in 2016–17. We resolved the investigation administratively.
In 2018, we will review our compliance priorities and assess the continuing relevance of our
current approach. If needed, we will update our approach to ensure the best compliance
outcomes.

This chapter reports on the ACCC’s compliance and enforcement activities in 2016–17, covering:

Sections 7.1 and 7.2 explain our approach to compliance
Sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 discuss our activities to monitor and enforce the Rules, including our
handling of complaints, enquiries and investigations and our observations about compliance

Section 7.6 covers our compliance priorities for 2017–18.
The ACCC is responsible for enforcing the rules made under Part 4 of the Water Act 2007—namely, the
Water Market Rules 2009, Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009, Water Charge (Infrastructure)
Rules 2010 and Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.162 To monitor
compliance with these Rules, we use information collected through routine monitoring, information
requests, and complaints and enquiries that we receive.
We refer complaints about matters that may breach the Water Trading Rules163 to the Murray‑Darling
Basin Authority (MDBA). We can also enforce infrastructure operators’ (IO) and water market
intermediaries’ compliance with the fair trading requirements of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010 (Cth) (CCA). We did not identify any such breaches of the CCA in 2016–17. We will continue to
assess our compliance approach for water market intermediaries in 2018.

7.1

We look to foster a culture of compliance

Our compliance approach is consistent with the water charging objectives, and water market and
trading objectives in the Water Act.164 That is, it is designed to:

promote efficiently operating water markets and minimise the transaction costs of water trades
ensure all water users have reasonable opportunities to access water markets, and are not
unreasonably restricted from trading their water rights

achieve pricing transparency
provide appropriate protection of third party interests.
By fostering a culture of compliance among regulated entities, we reduce the risk that IOs’ policies
or conduct may contravene the Rules or the CCA, and may potentially harm water users or impede
water trading.
We foster this compliance culture by undertaking targeted compliance and enforcement activities to:

ensure IOs understand their obligations under the Rules and provide accurate and relevant
information to their customers

162 For more information about these Rules, see appendix 1.
163 The Water Trading Rules are set out in chapter 12 of the Basin Plan 2012, and are enforced by the MDBA.
164 See schedules 2 and 3 of the Water Act.
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encourage IOs to actively engage with the ACCC about any policies or plans that may place the
operator at risk of breaching the Rules

assist IOs (particularly smaller operators) to comply with the Rules
ensure water users understand their rights under the Rules and how to contact the ACCC if they

consider their IO’s or water market intermediary’s policies or practices breach the Rules or the CCA.

If we identify practices that may breach the Rules or the CCA, we first try to engage cooperatively
with stakeholders rather than proceeding immediately to enforcement (unless circumstances warrant
otherwise). In this way, we aim to achieve positive compliance outcomes.165

7.2

We engaged broadly to encourage compliance

We monitored 40 entities in 2016–17, including five newly identified IOs.
Under the Water Act, the Rules apply to all entities that meet the definition of ‘infrastructure operator’.
They also apply to Basin State agencies in some cases. Since the commencement of the Rules, we
have monitored IOs’ compliance by using information from relevant Basin State departments, selfidentification, complaints and inquiries.
In 2016–17, we contacted 10 previously unidentified IOs166, to provide them with guidance on their
compliance obligations under the Rules. Additionally, we sent information requests to five of the 10,
to assess their compliance in 2016–17. We did not send information requests to the remaining five IOs
because they are very small operators or they provide only stock and domestic or drainage services
(not irrigation services).
We will continue to engage with newly identified IOs in 2017–18 by providing guidance and, when
appropriate, monitoring compliance.

7.3

We monitored compliance through routine
information requests and a small number of
investigations

To monitor compliance with the Rules in 2016–17, we:

reviewed IOs’ and Basin States’ responses to our requests for information. When we identified
potential compliance issues, we asked individual entities for clarification or other information

sent requests for information to five IOs with whom we first engaged in 2015–16. These IOs had not
previously received an ACCC request for information.

We also investigated complaints, including conducting more in depth investigations into:

an IO that did not process an application to transform a customer’s irrigation right into a water

access right. The ACCC concluded there was no breach because the irrigation right was not capable
of transformation

an IO that requested termination fees before it would process an application for transformation.
The ACCC resolved this administratively167 after the IO amended its procedures.

165 The principles adopted by the ACCC to achieve compliance, and tools available to it, are set out in the ACCC Enforcement Guide—
water market and water charge rules available on our website: www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/water/water-guides.
166 To identify additional IOs, we gathered new information from the relevant Basin State departments, and we engaged an external
consultant in 2015–16 to review potential IOs in the Murray‑Darling Basin.
167 Administrative resolutions can range from an IO’s commitment in correspondence to a signed agreement between the ACCC and the
IO setting out detailed terms and conditions of the resolution. The operator generally agrees to stop the conduct, compensate those
who have suffered a resulting detriment, and ensure the conduct does not recur.
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7.4

Complaints and enquiries from water stakeholders
fell again in 2016–17

We received 10 complaints and enquiries from water stakeholders in 2016–17 (down from 18 in
2015–16). The number of complaints and enquiries that we receive has declined markedly since
2011–12.
Table 7.1:

Complaints and enquiries that the ACCC received from water stakeholders, 2011–12 to 2016–17

Water stakeholders

2011–12

2012–13

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

20

14

13

8

13

5

7

17

13

8

2

1

Water specialists and interest
groups

22

10

8

4

0

3

Other water stakeholders

22

5

14

16

3

1

Total complaints and enquiries

71

46

48

36

18

10

Initial investigations by ACCC168

25

20

7

8

10

6

7

4

2

2

2

1169

Irrigators
Infrastructure operators

Investigations resulting in
identification of Rules breach

In 2016–17, only one IO contacted the ACCC for guidance on the operation of the Rules. The low
number of enquiries suggests IOs generally consider they are familiar with Rule requirements,
including the processes of transformation and termination. Across sub-groups, contacts from irrigators
substantially fell from 2015–16 (down from 13 to five), which is unsurprising given the Rules framework
has been in place now for seven years. On the other hand, contacts from water specialists (for example,
water brokers, consultants and water lawyers) rose from 2015–16 (up from zero to three).

7.5

Investigations indicate a good compliance culture
among operators

In 2016–17, the ACCC conducted six initial investigations (prompted by complaints or ACCC compliance
reviews) of possible breaches of the Rules. Affirming our impression of a generally good compliance
culture, the IOs under investigation were cooperative and willing to follow the ACCC’s guidance to
achieve compliance.
Case study 7.1 describes the process and outcome of one of our 2016–17 investigations. In this case,
we resolved our compliance concerns administratively, without taking formal enforcement action. This
response was appropriate because there was a low level of potential detriment, and the IO cooperated
fully with the ACCC investigation, promptly providing information and taking steps to avoid breach of
the Rules.

168 Initial investigations may result from compliance concerns raised through complaints and enquiries from water stakeholders, staff
analysis or self-reporting of breaches by IOs. In some cases, investigation timeframes may overlap different water monitoring report
periods. Where this is the case, we report the result of the matter in the year in which it was resolved.
169 The investigation noted here as resulting in identification of breach was reported on in case study 2 of chapter 7 in the 2015-16 Water
Monitoring Report, with the case being finalised in 2016-17, consistent with the approach described above.
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Case study 7.1: Infrastructure operator required payment of the termination fee
before processing an application to transform an irrigation right
An irrigator wanted to simultaneously transform (and trade) their irrigation right and terminate
their water delivery right. They planned to use the proceeds from selling their irrigation right to pay
the termination fee. The IO demanded payment of the termination fee before it would process the
application for transformation. This policy had the potential to delay or prevent an irrigator from
transforming their irrigation right.
Ultimately, the ACCC concluded the IO did not breach the Water Market Rules 2009 or the water
charge rules in this case. As part of the ACCC’s investigation, we provided the IO with feedback
on its transformation and termination processes, and with information about compliance with
the Rules.
For customers that apply to transform and terminate their water right, the IO informed the ACCC
that it would no longer invoice for the termination fee until after the state government approved the
transformation. The IO also amended its transformation/termination application form to clarify that
its customers are not required to terminate a water delivery right at the same time as they transform
an irrigation right.

7.6

We will review our compliance priorities and
approach in 2018

We developed our monitoring and enforcement approach when the Rules commenced in 2009, and we
reviewed that approach in 2011. As a result, our compliance initiatives focus on operator practices that:

anti-competitively restrict trade of water from inside to outside an IO’s district
result in transformation application fees that exceed reasonable and efficient costs
result in inefficient or prohibitive processes for transformation
make transformation of an irrigation right conditional on a customer terminating a water delivery
right

inhibit pricing transparency
result in termination fees that exceed the maximum permissible.
In 2018, we intend to review our compliance priorities and approach, to:

assess the continuing relevance of our current approach
identify shortcomings and areas for improvement
formulate an updated strategy to ensure the best compliance outcomes at least cost.
Also in 2018, we will continue to inform IOs and their customers of their respective obligations
and rights under the Rules. We want to ensure IOs, including smaller operators, understand their
obligations to:

have a schedule of charges that comply with the Rules (box 7.1)
limit their transformation application fees to ‘reasonable and efficient costs’ (box 7.2).
We will also engage with stakeholders about changed compliance requirements if the review of water
charge rules leads to Rule amendments.170

170 The ACCC provided advice on possible amendments to the water charge rules in September 2016. In January 2017, the Minister
for Agriculture and Water Resources repealed the requirement under Part 5 of the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules to prepare
network service plans. The Minister is considering the balance of the advice.
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Box 7.1: A schedule of charges must include all regulated water charges
Under the Rules, IOs must give a copy of their schedule of charges to each new customer at least
10 days before providing the infrastructure service to the new customer, or within 20 days of being
asked by an existing customer for a copy.171
When an IO changes any of its regulated charges, it must give a copy of the new schedule of
charges (incorporating the changes) to all customers at least 10 days before the new charges
take effect.
An IO that holds (or has customers that hold) more than 10 GL of water access entitlements must
publish their schedule of charges on their website (if they have one).
The schedule of charges must set out all the regulated charges that the IO may impose on its
customers for its infrastructure service, including details of any discounts that may apply.
An IO that is also an irrigation infrastructure operator (IIO) must state in its schedule of charges how
it determines the amount of the regulated charges payable to it by its customers for accessing (or
changing, terminating or surrendering access to) the operator’s irrigation network.
An IIO’s schedule of charges must show separately the amount attributable to:

the storage of water for the infrastructure services provided through the irrigation network
bulk water charges imposed on it by another IO
connecting or disconnecting a customer of a water service IO
its holding of, or management of, a water access entitlement.
In practice, the information included in a schedule of charges varies considerably across IOs,
depending on the size of the operator, the range of services provided, and the complexity of the
charging arrangements. Goulburn–Murray Water (a large vertically integrated IO), for example, has
a complex schedule of charges, with many different types of charge across many different charging
districts. In contrast, some small operators have a simple charging structure, sometimes with only
a single variable charge and a single fixed charge. In some cases, smaller operators’ schedules of
charges may not fully comply with the Rules and may lack transparency. That is, their schedule may
not clearly:

distinguish the recovery of costs of managing and operating their own infrastructure from the
recovery of bulk water charges imposed on the operator by another IO

specify the dates from when, and for which, the charges apply
specify how termination fees are calculated.
In advice to the Minister in November 2016, the ACCC recommended the Water Charge Rules
more clearly specify the information to be included in the schedule of charges, to improve price
transparency and to clarify an IO’s obligations regarding its schedule of charges. The Minister is
considering the ACCC’s advice on this matter.

171 See Rules 7, 12 and 13 of the Water Charge Infrastructure Rules 2010.
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Box 7.2: An infrastructure operator may recover only ‘reasonable and efficient
costs’ through the transformation application fee
When a customer applies to an infrastructure operator (IO) to transform their irrigation right, the
Rules require the IO to take all necessary steps to process the application. Typically, the IO has to
review the application and collect information needed to complete the transformation, approve the
transformation, and lodge an application with the relevant government department.
The IO can charge the customer an administrative fee for processing their transformation
application. However, through the transformation application fee, the IO may recover only the
‘reasonable and efficient costs incurred, or likely to be incurred, by the IO in processing the
transformation application.’172 When setting the fee, the IO must, therefore, assess the costs that
meet the criteria of ‘reasonable and efficient’.
The reasonable and efficient costs of processing an application are limited to costs that:

discernibly relate to processing the transformation application
the IO needs to incur to process a transformation to comply with a regulatory obligation
are the minimum sustainable costs of processing a transformation.
IOs may not recover all their actual costs of processing transformations if they implement
transformation procedures that are unnecessarily complicated or unnecessary. Examples of costs
that transformation application fees generally exclude are:

costs associated with IO activities that do not directly relate to the transformation, such as the
termination of water delivery rights, disconnections, water trade, or general customer service

costs that the IO would have incurred regardless of a transformation application, such as

overheads, costs recovered through other fees and charges, or costs already compensated for
by a government agency.

Transformation application costs among IOs are generally consistent across the Murray‑Darling
Basin. For this reason, we do not expect significant variance in the transformation application fees
charged by IOs, except when an IO’s reasonable and efficient costs are unique to its circumstances.
If a transformation application fee exceeds the range typically observed in the Murray‑Darling
Basin, we may request further information from the IO about how it calculated the transformation
application fee, to ensure the fee complies with the Rules.

172 Rule 13, Water Market Rules 2009.
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Appendix 1: Understanding the
rural water framework
Key points
Commonwealth and Basin State regulation and policy govern most aspects of the rural water
sector. Reviewed regularly, the regulatory framework has evolved over time.

The Water Act 2007 is the key legislation that enables the Australian Government and the Basin
States to manage Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB) water resources in the national interest.

Government agencies, infrastructure operators and water users have different roles,

responsibilities and obligations in the rural water supply chain. Water supply and management
activities, services and charges all vary across the MDB.

Water access rights, water delivery rights and irrigation rights are collectively referred to as

‘tradeable water rights’. MDB tradeable water rights markets have different levels of maturity.
Water allocation trade is well established with high trade volumes, while other markets (such as
water delivery right markets) are still developing and have lower trade volumes.

Tradeable water rights have benefits and costs. Water users would benefit from a better

understanding of the charges payable for each right, and the options available to manage their
rights.

This appendix provides background information on the institutional framework and arrangements that
govern the rural water sector in the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB):

Section A1.1 explains the roles of the Australian Government and Basin States.
Section A1.2 describes the components of the rural water supply chain (government departments
and authorities, irrigation infrastructure operators and rural water users).

Section A1.3 discusses unbundling water rights.
Section A1.4 considers tradeable water rights, including rights to water access, irrigation
and delivery.

Section A1.5 explains the ACCC’s role under the Water Act 2007.

A1.1

The Australian Government and Basin States share
governance of the Murray‑Darling Basin rural water
sector

The MDB is Australia’s most important agricultural region and extends across four states and one
territory (Basin States). Water management and regulation in the MDB is complex, partly reflecting
the diverse natural landscapes and climatic conditions present in the Basin, and that governance has
evolved over many decades across different states.
Australian Government and Basin State regulation and policy govern most aspects of the rural water
sector (including intergovernmental agreements on water sharing between Basin States, water trading
and other matters). Reviewed regularly, this regulatory framework has evolved over time:

The Water Act 2007 is the key legislation that enables the Australian Government and the

Basin States to manage MDB water resources in the national interest. It promotes the use and
management of Basin water resources to optimise economic, social and environmental outcomes.

To manage water use and its impacts, Basin State governments undertake water planning and

management (WPM) activities. In particular, they administer water allocation frameworks173, which
underpin most water users’ access to and use of water via the system of tradeable water rights.

173 Under their own state water management laws.
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A1.2

The rural water supply chain has three main
components

The MDB’s rural water supply chain consists of:

government departments and water authorities, which set and implement the policy framework
(section A1.2.1)

on‑river and off‑river infrastructure operators (IOs), which manage the resource and deliver services
(section A1.2.2)

water users (including irrigators), which extract water directly from natural watercourses (private
diverters) or from an IO’s network (section A1.2.3)

A1.2.1

Government entities plan for and manage water resources

To plan for and manage water resources, government departments and agencies, including water
authorities, undertake water planning management activities such as:

developing water resource plans, which include environmental flow requirements and limits on
diversions

managing water access entitlements (WAEs)
managing trade registers
making water allocation decisions
monitoring water use
undertaking environmental works to reduce the negative impacts of consumptive use.
Governments may recover some or all of the costs of WPM activities through WPM charges. Depending
on the type of charge and the activities they relate to, WPM charges may be levied on IOs or directly on
water users. Chapter 3 and appendix 2 discuss WPM charges in more detail.

A1.2.2

Infrastructure operators store, deliver and drain water

IOs own or operate infrastructure to provide a service to another person. Water service infrastructure
can include dams, weirs, channels, pipes and associated equipment. Infrastructure services can
include storing, delivering and draining water. Figure A1.1 shows the location of the MDB’s key
infrastructure operators.
In this report, we distinguish between two main IO types according to the infrastructure services that
they provide:

On‑river IOs provide services that include harvesting and storing water using infrastructure (such as
dams, lakes, weirs and reservoirs), and delivering water (primarily through natural watercourses) to
an extraction point on a natural watercourse.

Off‑river IOs provide services that include delivering water from the natural watercourse through

a network of channels and/or pipes (which can be gravity fed or pressurised) to a customer’s
extraction point. Chapter 5 discusses off‑river IOs and their infrastructure services. Some off‑river
IOs operate infrastructure primarily for irrigation174, and they are known as irrigation infrastructure
operators (IIOs). An off‑river IO may change from being an IIO to not being an IIO (or vice versa),
depending on the network’s primary purpose.

Three of the IOs featured in this report provide both on‑river and off‑river infrastructure services:
Lower Murray Water, Goulburn-Murray Water and SunWater. That is, they act as vertically integrated
operators, not solely on‑river or off‑river.

174 Section 7(4), Water Act 2007: ‘If water service infrastructure is operated for the purposes of delivering water for the primary purpose
of being used for irrigation: (a) each infrastructure operator for the water service infrastructure is an irrigation infrastructure operator;
and (b) the water service infrastructure is the irrigation network of each of those irrigation infrastructure operators.’
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Figure A1.1: Infrastructure operators in the Murray‑Darling Basin
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Box A1.1: Why do we talk about on- and off‑river infrastructure operators
instead of bulk water suppliers?
Before 2014–15, our previous water monitoring reports referred to on‑river infrastructure services
as ‘bulk water services’, operators providing these services as ‘bulk water suppliers’, and the charges
that they levy as ‘bulk water charges’. We also assumed all off‑river IOs were IIOs.
The Water Act 2007 and the Water Regulations define the terms ‘bulk water service’, ‘bulk water
supplier’ and ‘IIO’, but in a way that may not apply to some customers or some infrastructure
services provided in the MDB. The definitions arguably don’t apply, for example, to the provision
of on‑river infrastructure services to environmental water holders, or to the provision of off‑river
infrastructure services by an operator that may not meet the definition of IIO but whose charges are
prescribed in the regulations.
To refer to the full range of infrastructure charges regulated under the Water Act, this report uses
the terms ‘on‑river infrastructure service’, ‘on‑river IO’ and ‘on‑river infrastructure charge’. Also,
unless reporting on matters that relate to IIOs only (for example, some of the water charge rules and
water market rules administered by the ACCC relate only to IIOs), this report uses the more general
term ‘off‑river IO’. These changes allow us to report accurately and comprehensively on charging,
termination and transformation arrangements.

A1.2.3

Most water users are irrigators

Irrigators make up the overwhelming majority of water users in the MDB.175 They can be located either
on‑river or off‑river.
Figure A1.2 illustrates the rural water supply chain for three irrigators with different infrastructure
service needs.
Customers of on‑river IOs include:

private diverters—who extract water directly from the natural watercourse to their property for their
own use. This water is typically used for irrigation but may be used for other reasons such as mining
or other commercial activities

environmental water holders (EWHs)—who use infrastructure services provided by on‑river IOs to
deliver water to help protect and restore rivers, floodplains and wetlands

off‑river IOs—who extract water from the natural watercourse to deliver to their customers through
either pressurised or gravity fed off‑river networks. A subset of off‑river IOs, IIOs deliver water for
the primary purpose of irrigation

urban water suppliers—who extract water from natural watercourses to deliver to their urban water
supply network (a type of reticulated water system). Also a subset of off‑river IOs, they impose
charges outside the scope of the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.

The nature of customers’ demand for water can vary within these four broad categories. Private
diverters’ demand, for example, depends on the crop grown and the season, while EWHs’ demand can
vary depending on whether they require water to be diverted to or away from areas to manage their
environmental characteristics.

175 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Water Use on Australian Farms, Cat. No. 46180, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/
allprimarymainfeatures/A5A4DA2DF9F997A0CA2571AD007DDFD4?opendocument, accessed April 2017.
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These types of delivery arrangements are
common in NSW and South Australia.

The IIO pays on-river infrastructure charges
to the infrastructure operator for the on-river
storage and delivery of that water, and water
planning and management charges to Basin
State departments or through the on-river
infrastructure operator on the basis of its
water holdings and use. The IIO imposes
additional charges on the citrus irrigator to
recover these costs.

The IIO relies on an on-river infrastructure
operator to release available water into the
river from the dam upstream of the IIO’s
extraction point.

The citrus irrigator pays off-river infrastructure
charges to his IIO based on the volume of
water delivery right he holds and the amount
of water actually delivered to him.

The IIO is an off-river infrastructure operator,
and uses its infrastructure to divert water from
the river to supply its members, including the
citrus irrigator (an off-river infrastructure
service). The citrus irrigator has a right to have
water delivered to his farm by the IIO—this is
his water delivery right.

The citrus irrigator is a member and
shareholder of an irrigation infrastructure
operator (IIO). The IIO holds a water access
entitlement on behalf of its members. The
citrus irrigator has a right to a share of this
water—this is his irrigation right.

Model 2—a citrus irrigator located off-river

Figure A1.2: Rural water users

These types of delivery arrangements are common in Victoria
and parts of Queensland.

The dairy irrigator pays separate on-river infrastructure
charges for the storage and delivery of water on-river
(according to the volume of water access entitlement held and
water allocation used), and off-river infrastructure charges
for the delivery of water off-river (according to the volume of
water delivery right held and water allocation used).

The dairy irrigator holds a water access entitlement much like a
private diverter, and does not therefore hold an irrigation right.
However, unlike a private diverter, the dairy irrigator’s farm is
located within an off-river network and he therefore has a water
delivery right against his off-river infrastructure operator to
delivery services from the river to the dairy farm. The off-river
infrastructure operator also provides on-river infrastructure
services (the delivery of water from dam(s) and other sources
along the river to the beginning of the off-river network).

Model 3—a dairy irrigator located off-river

These types of delivery arrangements are common throughout
the MDB.

She also pays water planning and management charges for
each megalitre of water access entitlement held and water
allocation used (either directly to Basin State departments, or
through her on-river infrastructure operator).

The rice irrigator pays on-river infrastructure charges to
the infrastructure operator, for the storage and delivery of
that water.

The rice irrigator extracts water directly from the river and relies
on an on-river infrastructure operator to release available
water into the river from the dam upstream of her extraction
point (an on-river infrastructure service).

The rice irrigator has a water access entitlement which
entitles her to a share of the water available from the resource.
Throughout the season, allocation announcements are made
which determine how much water allocation the rice irrigator
is able to use or trade. The rice irrigator extracts water directly
from the river using her own equipment, and for this reason is
considered a private diverter.

Model 1—a rice irrigator located on-river

Other water users include:

rural stock and/or domestic users
environmental water holders
commercial plantations
manufacturing and processing operations
mining operations
town/urban water suppliers.176
Just like irrigators, these other water users require infrastructure services for storing and delivering
water relating to the water access rights that they hold. They typically incur the same types of charge
that irrigators incur when using the same infrastructure services.

A1.3

Water rights are no longer ‘bundled’

In Basin States, water ownership is vested in the states/territories. However, water users can own
various types of water rights, which enable them to access a share of available water resources and/
or water service infrastructure. Basin States have developed ‘water resource plans’ for each MDB
catchment, to allocate water among competing uses (such as environmental, agricultural, domestic and
industrial) and individual users. Together with the state water management laws that establish the legal
framework, these water resource plans manage rights to take and use water. They account for current
and forecast water availability, and aspects of specific rights (such as priority).
The property rights system does not allocate all the available water in the MDB to consumptive water
users. That is, water resource plans also set aside water for environmental purposes177, for ‘critical
human water needs’, and for other water uses. Generally, water set aside for environmental purposes is
called ‘planned environmental water’; unlike many other water rights, it is not a true ‘property right’ that
is individually owned or tradeable.
Beyond allowing a holder to take or use water, ‘water rights’ encompass a range of characteristics.
Water rights may enable the right holder to do one or more of the following, for example:

receive a share of available water (for example, a percentage of inflows into a storage, or a share of
the total ‘pool’ of a water resource)

take or use a volume of water (including through specified works)
use water for a specific purpose
use water on land (for example, for irrigation)
have water stored (for example, carryover)
have a volume of water delivered through a natural watercourse (for example, a river)
have a volume of water delivered through human-made infrastructure (for example, an
irrigation network)

access water drainage services
harvest rainfall (for example, in an on-farm dam)
divert or otherwise modify a natural watercourse
discharge water into an aquifer for later extraction.
Historically, most water users in the rural MDB held a single water right that combined several rights
or characteristics from the above list. In particular, the rights to receive a share of available water, to
take or use a volume of water each year, to have that water delivered, and to use water on specific land
(for example, a farm) were ‘bundled’ into a single water right.178 Further, the bundled water right could

176 Charges in respect of urban water supply activities beyond the point at which water has been removed from a Basin water resource
are not covered by the water charge rules. However, regulated water charges incurred by an urban water supplier (and imposed by
another infrastructure operator) may nevertheless be subject to the water charge rules.
177 ‘Planned environmental water’ is generally used to meet basic environmental standards such as minimum flow requirements, and
may not be used for other purposes. Beyond this, most types of water access rights may be used for environmental purposes. Where
water access rights, water delivery rights or irrigation rights are held for the purposes of achieving environmental outcomes, this is
known under the Act as ‘held environmental water’. Environmental Water Holders (such as the Commonwealth Environmental Water
Holder) generally achieve environmental outcomes using water available via the tradeable water rights system.
178 This is a general example; specific rights embodied in historical water rights have varied across states and over time.
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generally be bought and sold only through an accompanying sale of land. That is, water use was largely
tied to land, which made it difficult for water users to adjust their water needs by, for example, trading
water with other users or changing where water could be extracted and used.
Building on National Competition Policy reforms in the 1990s, the National Water Initiative (NWI)
committed Basin States (and other parties) to ‘unbundling’ historical water rights. Instead, water rights
can be specified and traded separately from land, under a framework that principally recognised WAEs
and water allocations. The Water Act facilitated further unbundling, by acknowledging the following
additional rights:

water access rights—a right to take/hold water from a water resource
water delivery rights—a right to have water delivered by an IO
irrigation rights—a right that a person holds against an IIO to receive water (which is not a water
access right or a water delivery right).

Full unbundling, which would entail specifying each individual right separately, has not occurred and
is not necessarily desirable. Rights to carryover and rights to on‑river delivery of water, for example,
generally remain part of WAEs.179 Decisions about the appropriate level of further unbundling are
complex, because the costs and benefits will differ across regions and across time. Nevertheless,
further unbundling should be considered when benefits may accrue to water users.
Improving stakeholders’ understanding in these areas will encourage efficient use of water resources
and water infrastructure. It will also facilitate water market operations that benefit water users. The
following sections explain the different types of tradeable water right (water access, irrigation and
delivery), options for managing them, and water charging arrangements in the MDB.

A1.4

Tradeable water rights include rights to water access,
irrigation and delivery

This sub-section describes the three types of tradeable water rights: water access rights, irrigation
rights and water delivery rights. It also describes transferring irrigation rights into water access
entitlements, and terminating water delivery rights.

A1.4.1

Explaining water access rights

The two main types of water access right are:

water access entitlement (WAE)—a perpetual or ongoing entitlement to exclusive access to a share
of a water resource

water allocation—a specific volume of water allocated to a WAE in a given water accounting period.
Other types of water access right include stock and domestic rights, and riparian rights.
WAEs and water allocations are generally tradeable, which means both the ownership and/or the
location of extraction can be changed. By contrast, trade of other water access rights (such as stock
and domestic rights) may be restricted. Trading a WAE is sometimes referred to as a ‘permanent trade’,
because it results in a permanent change of ownership and/or location.180 It is also possible to lease a
WAE to another person for a specified term.
The Basin Plan water trading rules and other relevant Basin State water trading rules apply when trading
water access rights. Among other requirements, the rules require the seller to notify the approval
authority or registration authority in writing of the price agreed for the trade. These trade prices are not
regulated water charges; rather, they represent the value of the water access right that is being traded.

179 In certain systems, however, storage rights are separate from a right to a share of available water. These are known as ‘capacity
sharing’ schemes.
180 Whereas trading a water allocation is sometimes referred to as a ‘temporary trade’.
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A1.4.2

Explaining irrigation rights

A person holds an irrigation right against an IIO. It is a right to receive water in contrast to a water
access right (such as a WAE), irrigation rights are generally contractual rights.182 In most cases, the IIO
must approve any changes to an irrigation right (for example, to trade or otherwise change the volume
of water that a person may receive under their irrigation right).
181

Irrigation rights are only tradeable within an IIO’s network. Subject to an approval process, IIOs
generally allow irrigation rights to be traded internally permanently or temporarily, both to other
customers of the IIO and/or for use at other locations within the IIO’s network. The Basin Plan water
trading rules require IIOs to make their rules for trading irrigation rights (as well as other tradeable water
rights) available to irrigators and other customers.
To permanently trade a water entitlement under an irrigation right for use outside the IIO’s network, the
irrigation right must be ‘transformed’ into a WAE (box A1.2). IIO and Basin State trade approval fees
apply to transformation and trade.
Temporarily trading a water allocation to an irrigation right for use outside the IIO’s network (that is, for
an irrigation right holder to ‘sell’ the water allocation to a buyer outside the network) requires a two part
process (figure A1.3):

First, the irrigation right holder must request the IIO undertake the external trade on their behalf.
Second, the IIO trades water allocation from its account to the buyer’s account, then adjusts the
amount of water in the irrigation right holder’s allocation account to reflect the trade.

Trade approval fees for the water allocation trade between the IIO and the buyer are payable to Basin
State trade approval authorities. Also, the IIO may charge its own trade administration fee, payable by
the seller.
Figure A1.3: Trading an irrigation right to an external buyer

Basin State approval
authority
Trade application fee paid
to approval authority*

Operator trades water
allocation to buyer

Irrigation Infrastructure
Operator

Seller applies to
operator to trade
externally

Seller pays trade
application fee to
operator

Seller (IR holder)

Buyer

Buyer pays price
for water allocation
to seller

The seller (irrigation right holder) may directly pay trade application fees to the state approval authority,
but this payment is more likely to go through the IIO.
Temporary trade to an irrigation right holder from outside the IIO’s network follows the two‑part
process in reverse. That is, the seller (who holds the water allocation and is located outside the IIO’s
network) undertakes a water allocation trade to the IIO, who increases the amount of water available in
the buyer’s allocation account with the IIO.

181 A person can include a body corporate or other entity that is recognised at law as having ‘legal personhood’.
182 A WAE is held by the IIO rather than the irrigator.
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Transforming irrigation rights into water access entitlements
Temporary trade involving irrigation rights is more complex than trade of water allocations, and it
requires the IIO’s involvement and approval. Permanent trade of irrigation rights can occur only inside
an IIO’s irrigation network.
As an alternative, irrigators who hold irrigation rights can undertake a one-off ‘transformation’ to
convert their irrigation right into a WAE held in their own name. They can then sell or lease some
or all of their WAE or water allocation to water users outside the IIO’s network without seeking the
IIO’s approval. An irrigator can transform their irrigation right directly into a WAE held in the name
of another person (with whom they have agreed to trade). The irrigator can use the WAE as a form
of security when obtaining finance, and gains greater control over carryover decisions. Trade of
WAEs also facilitate scaling of irrigation activities up or down, or moving to a less intensive form of
irrigation activity.
In New South Wales, transformation is commonly given effect via a trade of ‘share component’ from the
IIO’s New South Wales water access licence to a licence nominated by the transforming customer. In
many cases, the nominated licence is not held by the transforming customer; rather, it is held by a third
party buyer. For this reason, in New South Wales, ‘transformation’ often involves trade to a third party.
Transformation results in costs and benefits for an irrigation right holder. As identified above,
transformation can give an irrigator more control and flexibility over their water rights, especially in
relation to external trade. Box A1.2 sets out a simple example of transformation.
Under the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules, IIOs cannot levy a different charge for an infrastructure
service for a customer that holds an irrigation right, than for a customer that does not (because, for
example, they transformed their irrigation right into a WAE). The exception is when the difference in
charges reflects the underlying differences in costs of providing the service.183 This rule helps ensure
customers that have transformed are not treated unfairly, and that the IIO charging arrangements do
not deter transformation. However, WAE and irrigation right (IR) holders do not necessarily always face
the same conditions.
Transformation entails both one-off and ongoing transaction costs for the WAE holder, such as time
taken to manage their own WAE rather than the IIO managing the entitlement on their behalf. Also, IIOs
generally require WAE holders to trade water allocations onto the IIO’s account or licence so the water
can be delivered inside the IIO’s network. This action incurs trade approval fees.
Further, if a water allocation is traded onto the operator’s WAE for delivery within the network, it may
also need to be traded back to the WAE holder’s own account, so it can be carried over. Since the
volume of the IIO’s own WAE is reduced during transformation, the IIO may not be able to provide
carryover for customers that hold their own WAEs without creating third party impacts for irrigation
right holders. Each individual must weigh these costs and benefits when considering transformation.

183 Rule 10, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
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Box A1.2: See transformation in practice
An IIO holds 3000 ML of WAE, and its customers hold an entitlement to this water in the form of
irrigation rights against the IIO. Irrigators A and B each hold 100 ML of irrigation right, while other
customers hold a combined total of 2800 ML of irrigation right.
Irrigator A wishes to transform all of their irrigation right volume without selling their water. To do so,
irrigator A transforms all of their irrigation right and is issued with a 100 ML WAE (figure A1.4).
Irrigator B wishes to transform all of their irrigation right and immediately sell it to another person.
To do so, irrigator B transforms all of their irrigation right, and the purchaser is issued with 100 ML
of WAE (figure A1.4). The WAE held by the IIO has been reduced by 100 ML from each respective
transformation, leaving the IIO with 2800 ML of WAE. The volume of IR held against the IIO has also
been reduced, from 3000 ML to 2800 ML.
Figure A1.4: Transformation process

IIO has 3000 ML of water access entitlement

Irrigator A has 100 ML of
irrigation right

Irrigator B has 100 ML of
irrigation right

Irrigator A transforms
100 ML of irrigation
right

Irrigator B transforms
100 ML of irrigation
right and immediately
sells the water access
entitlement

Irrigator A has 100 ML of
water access entitlement

Purchaser is issued with
100 ML of water access
entitlement

Other irrigators hold
2800 ML of irrigation
right

IIO retains 2800 ML of
water access entitlement
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Box A1.3: Learn about transformation costs
The Water Market Rules 2009 limit the transaction costs that an IIO can impose on the transforming
irrigator during the transformation process. They reduce barriers to transformation and, in turn,
barriers to participating in water markets.
Transformation processing times
Transformation processing times can have important implications for the water users involved.
While an application is being processed, an irrigator is generally not free to trade or engage in other
dealings with the irrigation right being transformed (although they may continue to have water
currently available under the irrigation right delivered). So, any delay in transformation may prevent
or delay anticipated trading activity. Further, if a customer wishes to trade the WAE resulting from
transformation, delays in processing can mean the market price for the WAE that results from the
trade may differ substantially once the transformation is completed, compared with the price at the
time of application.
Under the Water Market Rules, IIOs must process applications within 20 business days. However,
this period does not include the time it takes the IIO and the applicant to agree on the details of the
irrigation right (or water delivery right, where relevant), or to obtain the consent of those with an
interest in the irrigation right being transformed.
Each IIO has its own arrangements, but processing an application has two stages: processing by
the IIO, and then by the Basin State authority (which involves both approving the application and
registering it).
In South Australia, an IIO will forward an IIO-approved application to the Department of
Environment, Water and Natural Resources, which both approves and registers the application. By
contrast, separate government entities are involved in New South Wales: the Department of Primary
Industries approves the application and returns it to the IIO, which then submits the approved
application to NSW Land and Property Information for registration in the state water register.
Transformation processing fees
In New South Wales, transformation is completed (at the state accounting level) by either:

conducting a trade (or ’assignment’) of share component from the IIO’s WAE to another water
access licence, as nominated by the transforming customer, or

subdividing the IIO’s licence and transferring one of the new licences to the transforming irrigator.
Fees apply to complete each process.
Further, assigning the share component may involve creating a new ‘zero share’ water access
licence, where the transforming customer (or nominated third party) wishes to hold the entitlement
resulting from transformation in their own name, but does not already hold a New South Wales
licence. The application for a zero share licence is a separate process that involves paying fees for
the licence’s issue.
In South Australia, transformation occurs (at the state accounting level) by undertaking a ‘transfer
of a WAE’ from the IIO’s entitlement to that nominated by the transforming customer. However,
unlike in New South Wales, if an application to transfer a WAE is approved and the transferee does
not have a current licence, then a new licence will be issued automatically (i.e. it does not involve a
separate process and fee).
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Trade restrictions on irrigation rights imposed by irrigation infrastructure operators
Because irrigation rights are non-statutory rights held against an IIO, the IIO’s approval is required to
trade irrigation rights. Our monitoring of IIO trading policies indicates some IIOs place conditions or
restrictions on the ability to trade water allocated to irrigation rights (often referred to as annual or
‘temporary’ trade). Here are examples:

Some IIOs restrict temporary trade ‘out’ of their network in specific circumstances—for example,

in 2016 Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL) negotiated an arrangement with Snowy Hydro Ltd that
allowed for an ‘advance’ of participating users’ allocations in future years for use in the 2016–17
water year. To maximise the benefits from this arrangement accruing ‘inside’ MIL’s network, MIL
placed a condition on the ‘advanced’ water that it must be used with MIL’s network—that is, water
that ordinarily could be traded both within and externally to MIL’s network would, if accessed via the
advance, be restricted to being traded or used within MIL’s network (or forfeited, if carryover was
not available).

MIL and Murrumbidgee Irrigation prohibit internal ‘annual’ trades of water allocated to holders of

high security—towns’ irrigation rights, other than to other holders of the same class of irrigation
rights. Murray Irrigation also allows category 5 (stock and domestic) and category 6 (high
security—non-potable domestic) water allocations to be traded (internally only) solely for stock and
domestic purposes.

Until recently, Moira did not allow any ‘temporary trade’ out of its network. While Moira’s trading
policy has been revised to allow trade, conditions still apply.

Some operators (for example, Jemalong, West Corurgan, Moira) levy exit fees on the temporary
trade of water allocated under irrigation rights ‘out’ of an IIO’s network.

A1.4.3

Explaining water delivery rights

A WDR is a right to have water delivered by an IO (box A1.4).184 Conceptually, it can be specified in
relation to delivering water on‑river or off‑river. In practice, only off‑river delivery has been separately
specified. The right to on‑river water delivery generally remains implied in or ‘bundled’ with WAEs.
Where unbundling has occurred, WDRs can be held and traded separately to irrigation rights
and WAEs.
An irrigator can transform their irrigation right and, then or later, trade the resulting WAE (or water
allocations made to it) without terminating their WDR. An irrigator that trades their WAE and does not
terminate their WDR can still obtain water through purchase of water. That is, they can purchase water
allocated to irrigation rights in their irrigation network, or they can trade water allocation from outside
their irrigation network (using their retained WDR to have the water delivered).
More specifically, a WDR can be viewed as entitling the holder to a specified share of a network’s
delivery capacity (or a share of capacity within part of a network). It is normally denominated as a
right to have a particular volume of water delivered in a season or year. However, some IOs (such as
Goulburn-Murray Water and Lower Murray Water) specify shorter periods. As such, IOs generally
use WDRs as a way of determining who must pay for operating and maintaining the network. All
off‑river IOs that we monitor, for example, levy fixed charges per ML (or other unit) of WDR held by
each customer. That is, all else being equal, a person with a greater volume of WDR contributes more to
ongoing network maintenance than does a person with a lower volume of WDR.

184 Section 4, Water Act 2007.
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Box A1.4: ‘Water delivery right’ versus ‘right of access’
Water delivery rights (WDRs) provide a right of access to an IO’s water service infrastructure (or
the services relating to that right) as it relates to water delivery. However, a person’s right of access
may entail more than just the delivery of water: a person may also be entitled to drainage or storage
services, for example.
The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 refer to the more general ‘right of access’, to
acknowledge these additional aspects of customers’ rights and to ensure the water charge rules
cover instances when customers terminate an aspect of their right of access (other than a right to
have water delivered), such as a right to drainage.
Generally in this report, we refer to WDRs rather than to ‘right of access’, to avoid confusion.

Terminating water delivery rights
An irrigator may no longer require water to be delivered to their property (or not in such quantity), for
example, when they sell their WAE and convert to dryland farming. As such, they may wish to reduce
access to the IO’s infrastructure, and reduce their liability to pay the IO’s infrastructure charges. In these
circumstances, the customer generally has two options:

terminate their WDR and pay a termination fee to the IO if applicable, or
sell their WDR to another customer located in the area serviced by their IIO.
Ending the ongoing obligation to pay associated infrastructure charges negatively affects remaining
customers because the fixed costs of maintaining the network are spread over fewer customers. To
mitigate this, IOs can charge a ‘termination fee’ when a customer decreases or terminates their ‘right of
access’ (box A1.5).

Box A1.5: Learn about termination fees
Terminating (or surrendering) WDRs and ending the ongoing obligation to pay associated
infrastructure charges may negatively affect remaining customers. It may, for example, spread the
unavoidable fixed costs of maintaining the network over fewer customers. For this reason, IOs can
charge a ‘termination fee’ when a customer decreases or altogether extinguishes or ‘terminates’
their ‘right of access’ to the IO’s network. The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 regulate
how and when an operator may impose termination fees.185
The Rules seek to ensure the termination fee mitigates the impact on other irrigators that remain
within the network. However, they also recognise the interests of terminating irrigators, and the
broader market impacts of termination fees. Broadly, the Rules cap the total amount of termination
fee that can be charged, to ensure an appropriate balance between reducing barriers to trade and
protecting the legitimate interests of IIOs and remaining customers. The maximum amount of the
termination fee under the Rules is 10 times the Total Network Access Charge (TNAC). The TNAC
comprises the fixed off‑river infrastructure charges associated with a right of access to an irrigation
network.

185 The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 are currently limited to those water delivery rights held against infrastructure
operators that meet the definition of ‘irrigation infrastructure operator’.
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Trading water delivery rights
An irrigator may elect to trade, rather than terminate, their WDR. Such trades commonly occur in
association with trading an irrigation right from one irrigator to another within the same irrigation
network. Trades of WDR alone have historically been less common but are increasing as markets
mature (section 6.4.2).
The Basin Plan water trading rules, which commenced on 1 July 2014, prohibit an IIO from
unreasonably restricting the trade of WDRs. As a result, markets to trade WDRs are gradually
becoming well established.
A buyer of WDRs faces both costs and benefits. On the one hand, acquiring a WDR provides the
‘buyer’ with access to the IIO’s network and obliges the IIO to provide certain services to the right
holder. On the other hand, acquiring the WDR generally means that the ‘buyer’ is (at a minimum)
obliged to pay ongoing fixed charges as well as a termination fee if they terminate their WDR.
The ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’ negotiate the price for trading WDRs. When the buyer values holding the right
more than the associated costs, they offer a positive price for WDR trade. This scenario is likely when
the network (or the relevant part of the network) is being operated at or near full capacity. However, in
many areas where off‑river networks are not constrained, WDRs do not have a positive value, reflecting
the obligation to pay fixed infrastructure charges and the potential termination fee liability. Even though
the same ‘cost’ existed before unbundling, it was disguised by the much larger net benefit of the right
to water.
When the costs of holding WDRs exceed the benefits, a ‘negative price’ may emerge in WDR markets.
In effect, the ‘seller’ (current holder of the right) pays the ‘buyer’ to take on the right (and the ongoing
obligation to pay infrastructure charges) to avoid paying the termination fee. Under this scenario,
‘sellers’ in WDR markets should be willing to pay up to the value of the termination fee for another
person to take on their WDRs. Likewise, persons looking to acquire WDRs will do so via trade so long as
the benefits equal or exceed the costs.
The existence of willing buyers and sellers is not necessarily sufficient to ensure robust WDR markets
emerge. Indeed, IIOs have an incentive to discourage WDR trades, and instead benefit from termination
fee payments by terminating customers and from issuing ‘new’ WDRs. Actions by IIOs to unreasonably
restrict, or prevent, WDR trade are likely to cause detriment to the IIO’s customers. Since 1 July 2014,
the Basin Plan water trading rules have prohibited IIOs186 from placing unreasonable restrictions on
WDR trade.187
Even with the protections offered by the Basin Plan water trading rules, WDR trade may be constrained
by the extent to which the IIO informs its customers of potential trade opportunities, such as when:

an existing or prospective customer wishes to take on new or additional WDR, and
another customer wishes to reduce their WDR, and holds the type of WDR that the other customer
wishes to take on.

In this case, the customer that wishes to reduce their WDR holdings could sell their WDR to the other
customer at a negotiated price, which could be negative if the value of the termination fee avoided is
greater than the benefit for the ‘buyer’ taking on the WDR. Yet, customers may not be aware of when
these opportunities arise.
A 2015 survey conducted for the ACCC found an estimated 33 per cent of irrigators in the southern
MDB consider they do not have sufficient WDR for their needs, whereas 12 per cent consider they have
too much. These results suggest there are opportunities for WDR trading, to allow customers to adjust
their holdings to better suit their needs.188

186 The Basin Plan water trading rules are limited to those water delivery rights held against infrastructure operators that meet the
definition of ‘irrigation infrastructure operator’.
187 The Murray‑Darling Basin Authority enforces these rules.
188 Specific trade opportunities depend on the circumstances involved, and WDR trade may not be possible when channel capacities
limit increased deliveries.
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Transforming irrigation rights and maintaining water delivery within a network
imposes ongoing costs
IIOs still hold the great majority of WAEs in New South Wales and South Australia despite the potential
advantages of transformation for irrigators. Irrigators holding irrigation rights must transform them
when they wish to sell water permanently outside their IIO’s network. Irrigators that wish to continue to
have water delivered in their network, or to sell water to someone in the same network, generally do
not transform.
Irrigators could transform their irrigation rights and continue to have the water allocated to a
transformed WAE delivered inside the network, realising the benefit of being able to trade that water
without needing IIO approval each time. However, they face the following additional costs, compared
with holding an irrigation right:

There may be costs from trading a water allocation to an IO before water is delivered through an

off‑river IO’s network. State and IO trade approval fees are payable each time an allocation trade
is completed.

If the IO does not allow carryover of any water allocation traded onto its licence, the transformed

customer may incur costs to trade any unused allocation back onto their WAE for carryover. In some
cases, they may simply forfeit the unused water allocation.

A1.4.4

Explaining the characteristics, benefits and costs of tradeable
water rights

Unbundling separates the costs and benefits of the different components of historical water rights.
Table A1.1 summarises the characteristics of each main type of tradeable water right.
Table A1.1:

Tradeable water rights—characteristics and Basin State terminology189190191
Water access
entitlement
(WAE)

Benefits of holding the right

Holder is entitled to
take/hold a share of
the water resources
to which the WAE
relates
Holder has access to
carryover (may differ
according to type of
WAE held)

Water allocation
(WA)

Irrigation right
(IR)

Water delivery right
(WDR)

Holder is entitled to
use190, hold or trade
a specific volume of
allocated water

Holder is entitled to
receive water from an
IIO under the terms
specified in the IR

Holder is entitled
to access the IIO’s
network and receive
infrastructure services
under the terms
specified in the WDR

Holder can generally
trade the IR within
an IIO’s irrigation
network

Holder can have water
delivered up to the
volume of the WDR191

Holder has access to
on‑river infrastructure
services (e.g. storage
of water in dams or
on river, delivery of
water on‑river)189

189 Although IRs can exist in Victoria and Queensland, irrigators typically hold a statutory WAE directly, rather than an IR.
190 Since generally WDR are not specified in relation to on‑river infrastructure services, on‑river delivery rights are considered to be
‘implied into’ water access entitlements. Also, in some jurisdictions (notably in some Queensland systems), storage rights have been
unbundled from WAE and are called ‘capacity shares’.
191 A person may also be required to hold a particular location-related right such as a water use licence or works approval to use a water
allocation on land or to extract water under a water allocation via particular works.
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‘Costs’ of holding the right—
regulated water charges
applying to the right

Water access
entitlement
(WAE)

Water allocation
(WA)

Irrigation right
(IR)

Water delivery right
(WDR)

WPM charges levied
on the basis of WAE

WPM charges levied
on the basis of WA

Fixed on‑river
infrastructure charges

Variable on‑river
infrastructure charges

Variable off-river (IIO)
infrastructure charges
relating to water use

Fixed infrastructure
charges for the ongoing
maintenance of the
irrigation network

Variable off-river
infrastructure charges
(if water used inside
an IIO’s network)
Water access
entitlement
(WAE)

Fixed and variable
WPM/on‑river
infrastructure charges
(passed through by
an IIO)

Liability to pay
termination fees

Water allocation
(WA)

Irrigation right
(IR)

Water delivery right
(WDR)

Where right can be traded

Within and between
trading zones192,193

Within and between
regulated trading
zones

Within an IIO’s
irrigation network194

Within an IO’s
network195

Who is required to approve a
trade

Basin State approval
authority

Basin State approval
authority

IIO

IO

Statutory right?

✓

✓

✗

✗197

Can be transformed?

✗

✗

✗

✗

Can be terminated?

✗

✗

✗

✓

NSW terminology

Water access licence

Water allocation

Varies by operator:
often ‘water
entitlement’

Varies by operator:
often ‘delivery
entitlement’

Victorian terminology

Water share

Water allocation

n/a196

Water delivery share

South Australian terminology

Water access
entitlement

Water allocation

Varies by operator:
often ‘water
entitlement’

Varies by operator:
often ‘delivery
entitlement’

Queensland terminology

Water allocation

Seasonal water
assignment

n/a

Water supply contract

192 Delivery of a volume greater than the volume of WDR is often possible, subject to network capacity and the payment of (typically
higher) casual user charges.
193 Certain types of water access entitlement, such as stock and domestic rights or WAE granted for other special purposes, may not be
tradeable under state water management law.
194 In relation to trading a WAE or WA into an off‑river operator’s network, the operator’s consent is generally required to nominate their
works as the extraction point for a WAE or WA.
195 If a person wishes to trade an entitlement to water under an IR for use outside an IIO’s network, the IR must first be transformed into
a WAE. A ‘temporary’ trade of water allocation under an IR can be made outside of an IIO’s irrigation network with the IIO’s consent.
196 Some IIOs currently do not allow trade of WDR altogether, but the water trading rules require no unreasonable restriction on the
trade of WDR where trade is provided for.
197 WDRs in Victoria are ‘statutorily recognised’.
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A1.5

The ACCC has roles under the Water Act 2007

The Water Act gives the ACCC three main functions in the MDB198:

monitoring regulated water charges, transformation arrangements199 and compliance with the Water
Market Rules and water charge rules

enforcing the Water Market Rules and the water charge rules
advising the Minister on the Water Market Rules and the water charge rules, and the Murray‑Darling
Basin Authority (MDBA) on the water trading rules (which form part of the Basin Plan).

Our roles in these areas help to ensure water markets work to allocate scarce resources efficiently
between competing water users (and uses) and to place limits on how infrastructure operators are able
to exercise their market power over irrigators and other customers’.200 The nature of water infrastructure
means that competition is unlikely to develop between infrastructure operators. In the absence of
competition, prices, quality, service levels and innovation can diverge from competitive levels, which
can result in less efficient market outcomes.
We also work to improve understanding of our functions and the rural water sector more broadly. Our
published information, tailored guidance on compliance issues and other educational activities help
ensure regulated entities and their customers, as well as stakeholders more broadly, have a clear grasp
of the legislative framework and their resulting rights and responsibilities.
We carry out our functions in relation to the four sets of rules made under Part 4 of the Act, described
below. We also describe our broader roles relevant to the rural sector.

A1.5.1

Explaining the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010

The Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules (WCIR) set requirements relating to regulated charges payable
to infrastructure operators for on‑river infrastructure services and off‑river infrastructure services.201
The rules promote transparency in pricing across the MDB and prohibit certain discriminatory pricing
practices. For example, an infrastructure operator is prohibited from levying a regulated charge relating
to an infrastructure service it provides to the customer unless it has given the customer its current
schedule of charges at least 10 business days before the service is provided.202 They came into effect on
12 April 2011.
We reviewed the WCIR during 2015–16 (see box 1.2). Following our advice, the Minister repealed Part 5
of the WCIR, relating to the requirement to prepare network service plans, on 31 January 2017.203

A1.5.2

Explaining the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009

Irrigators within an irrigation infrastructure operator’s (IIO) network pay off‑river charges to maintain
their ‘right of access’ (or WDR). In this way they contribute to the costs of operating the irrigation
network. If an irrigator no longer wants some or all of their access they are generally required to
terminate and pay a ‘termination fee’ (see section 2.2.3).
The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 (WCTFR) regulate the maximum amount of the
termination fee payable. The WCTFR cap the termination fee at 10 times the IIO’s total (fixed) network
access charges actually paid (or payable) by the irrigator in the relevant year excluding GST.
The WCTFR also limit the circumstances in which an IIO can impose a termination fee. For example, an
irrigator can no longer be made to pay a termination fee simply because they have traded their water
access right or their WDR. The WCTFR came into full effect on 1 September 2009 and were reviewed
by the ACCC during 2015–16.

198 In certain circumstances, the ACCC can have a limited price-setting role under the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules; however,
currently Basin State regulators are accredited to carry out these functions in both Victoria and New South Wales.
199 See sections 1.2.4 and 2.2.2 of the Water Act 2007 for an explanation of transformation.
200 ACCC, Review of the Water Charge Rules Final Advice, September 2016, p. xv.
201 On-river services include activities such as water harvesting, management of storages and river operations. For more information,
see chapter 4. Off‑river services include activities such as providing delivery and drainage services through access to water service
infrastructure—including irrigation networks. For more information, see chapter 5.
202 Rule 7, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
203 The amendments are now in effect with the operative provisions commencing on 1 July 2017: http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/
markets, accessed April 2017.
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The WCTFR contribute to the efficient functioning of water markets by addressing barriers to trade
and by balancing incentives for efficient investment in irrigation and on-farm infrastructure, network
rationalisation and water trade.

A1.5.3

Explaining the Water Charge (Planning and Management
Information) Rules 2010

As part of the NWI, Basin States agreed to pursue cost recovery for their WPM activities. The
Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010 (WCPMIR) aim to improve the
transparency of WPM charges and cost recovery for WPM activities.
The WCPMIR require persons determining WPM charges to publish information about these charges
and the costs of associated activities. The WCPMIR seek to make information on WPM charges more
widely and consistently available across Basin States. The WCPMIR came into full effect on 1 July 2011
and were reviewed by the ACCC during 2015–16.

A1.5.4

Explaining the Water Market Rules 2009

The Water Market Rules 2009 (WMR) seek to ensure that an IIO’s administrative requirements for
processing transformations do not represent a barrier to trade. In New South Wales and South
Australia, many irrigators’ rights to water take the form of an irrigation right held against their IIO.204 The
IIO itself holds the WAE and the IIO’s consent is required for an irrigator to trade water available to them
under their irrigation right (see section 2.2.2). IIOs have an incentive to maximise the amount of water
delivered through their networks and, as such, may seek to restrict water trade out of their networks
(see case study 1 in chapter 7).
Transformation is the process by which an irrigator permanently transforms their right to water under
an irrigation right against an IIO into a WAE held by the irrigator (or anybody else other than the IIO).
Transformation can give the irrigator greater control over their right, particularly in relation to trade. The
WMR prohibit an IIO preventing or unreasonably delaying an irrigator from transforming an irrigation
right into a WAE. The WMR came into full effect on 1 January 2010.

A1.5.5

We advised changing the water charge rules

We delivered our final advice (including proposed rules) to the Minister in September 2016, proposing
a revised role for the water charge rules (box A1.6). Since the water charge rules were established over
six years ago, water markets, charging practices and regulatory arrangements in the MDB have evolved
and developed.
The Minister publicly released our advice on 14 November 2016, together with an interim response
accepting our rule advice 5-L to remove the requirement for operators to prepare network service
plans. The resulting amendments to the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules came into effect on
1 July 2017.
At the time of writing, the Minister is considering the remainder of our proposed rule advices
and recommendations.

204 ‘Irrigation right’ is defined in s. 4 of the Water Act as ‘a right that (a) a person has against an irrigation infrastructure operator to
receive water, and (b) is not a water access right or a water delivery right.’ See section 2.2.2 for more information.
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Box A1.6: Our review of the water charge rules
The water charge rules were introduced at a time of significant reform across the MDB. Since the
three sets of rules were introduced over six years ago, water markets, charging practices and
regulatory arrangements in the MDB have evolved and developed.
In 2014, the Independent Expert Panel reviewed the Water Act and made a number of
recommendations, including that the ACCC, in consultation with industry and Basin State
governments, review the water charge rules.205 In December 2014, the Minister requested we
undertake a review and advise on possible amendments.
We consulted widely, meeting with infrastructure operators, representative groups, Basin State
governments and other key stakeholders. We held public forums in major irrigation communities
across the MDB, where interested parties could obtain information about the review and comment
directly to ACCC staff, and commissioned several surveys about irrigators’ views.206 We also
published an Issues Paper in May 2015 (which elicited 27 submissions) and our Draft Advice on
the proposed amendments to the water charge rules (in November 2015) and which elicited
34 submissions. In our final advice, we advised a revised role for the water charge rules focusing on:

providing Basin-wide protections for customers—particularly via enhanced non‑discrimination
obligations and improved rules relating to distributions made by operators

improving pricing transparency for regulated water charges
repealing the requirement for Part 5 operators to produce network service plans
establishing a system under which direct charge approvals/determinations would revert to Basin
State regulators in most cases. However, the ACCC would retain the ability to conduct direct
charge approvals/determinations for key infrastructure operators, where this is not able to be
done by a single Basin State regulator.

205206

A1.5.6

We have other roles relevant to the rural sector

We also have a role in enforcing the fair trading and competition provisions under the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010, which contains the Australian Consumer Law and applies to businesses generally,
including those in the water industry. We have published guides on fair trading obligations for water
brokers and exchanges and on users’ rights when participating in water markets.207
Our Agriculture Enforcement and Engagement Unit, together with our Agricultural Commissioner,
identify competition and fair trading issues in agricultural markets and engage with a range of key
industry groups. Among other projects, we are conducting an inquiry into the dairy industry, we
completed a market study into the cattle and beef industry and we hosted a series of horticulture and
viticulture workshops throughout Australia.208

205 See recommendation 11 of the Report of the Independent Review of the Water Act 2007, http://www.environment.gov.au/water/
publications/water-act-review-govt-response, accessed April 2017.
206 These reports are published on the ACCC website. See: Ashton D (ABARES), Water trading and water charge rules—A survey
of irrigators in the Murray-Darling Basin, June 2015, https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/water/water-projects/
review-of-the-water-charge-rules-advice-development/issues-paper). Zuo A, Wheeler S and Loch A, Short survey of Southern
Murray‑Darling Basin irrigators’ views on the review of the water charge rules—final report, 13 May 2016, https://www.accc.gov.au/
regulated-infrastructure/water/water-projects/review-of-the-water-charge-rules-advice-development/draft-advice.
207 See https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/water/water-trading-brokers-exchanges, accessed April 2017.
208 For more information about the ACCC’s work on agricultural issues, see the relevant section of the ACCC website: http://www.accc.
gov.au/about-us/information-for/agriculture, accessed 17 April 2017.
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Appendix 2: How water
charging works in the
Murray‑Darling Basin
Key points
Different charges will apply to water users in different circumstances, depending on the type and
location of their water rights.

Water planning and management (WPM) activities are undertaken by, or on behalf of,

governments to plan for and manage water resource sustainability. Under the National Water
Initiative, governments committed to recovering the costs of WPM activities. WPM charges
are necessary to manage the impacts of past, current and future patterns of water extraction
sustainably. Basin States use different approaches to recover WPM costs.

Infrastructure operators (IOs) impose infrastructure charges for providing infrastructure

services. IOs providing on‑river infrastructure services charge fees to recover the costs of water
storage and delivery. The Murray‑Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) incurs much of the costs of
operating and maintaining on‑river water infrastructure in the River Murray. The MDBA relies on
contributions from Basin State and the Australian governments, which are made pursuant to the
Murray‑Darling Basin Agreement.

Most off‑river IOs in the Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB) deliver water for the primary purpose of

irrigation, and are also therefore considered ‘irrigation infrastructure operators’ (IIOs) under the
Water Act 2007. Off‑river IOs impose charges to recover the costs of operating and maintaining
their infrastructure, as well as maintaining their overheads. These charges included fixed
volumetric charges, variable volumetric charges, non-volumetric charges (for example, meter
outlet fees and drainage fees).

Off‑river IOs pass through in various ways the WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges that they
incur. The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 balance the interests of irrigators who
are exiting an irrigation district and irrigators who wish to remain by capping termination fees.

The ACCC is responsible for monitoring compliance with and for enforcing the Water Market Rules
2009, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010 and Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009
(collectively the Rules), which apply to regulated water charges imposed across the MDB.
This appendix provides background information on Murray‑Darling Basin (MDB) water charges and
arrangements included in this report:

Section A2.1 explains how charges vary depending on the type of water user and the rights
they hold.

Section A2.2 explains water planning and management charges.
Section A2.3 explains infrastructure charges.
Section A2.4 explains termination fees.
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A2.1

Water charges depend on the type of water right and
how water is used

Different charges will apply to water users in different circumstances, depending on the type and
location of their water rights, and how they use water. Key factors include:

whether the user is located within an off‑river infrastructure operator’s (IO) network, or is a ‘private
diverter’ who extracts water directly from a water resource under licence

the type of water planning and management (WPM) activities that occur in the user’s Basin State,
and how the Basin State recovers WPM costs

the types of right that the water user holds—for example, water access entitlements (WAEs),
irrigation rights (IRs) and/or water delivery rights (WDRs)

whether the user is located within a regulated system or an unregulated system.
Box A2.1 Regulated versus unregulated water resources
In a regulated river, flow is controlled via dams and weirs. In an unregulated river, flow is not
controlled via human-made structures. A river may be regulated in some parts or reaches but not
others. WAEs are specified for a particular regulated or unregulated river system—for example, a
Goulburn Water Share (a Victorian WAE) is an entitlement to a share of the water resources of the
Goulburn regulated system.
Figure A2.1 illustrates common types of water users, and table A2.1 summarises the types of tradeable
water right held by these customer types and the infrastructure charges that those customers typically
incur.209 It depicts two river valleys (dark blue and light blue). Both river valleys are regulated river
systems in some parts (thick lines), but not others (thin lines). The light blue river valley is regulated for
a stretch of the river below the dam (storage A) but reverts to an unregulated system before meeting
with the dark blue system. This change exists because water levels cannot reliably be controlled beyond
this point, given transmission losses and/or hydrological reasons. Six customer types are shown:
1. private diverter on a regulated river
2. private diverter on an unregulated tributary
3. private diverter on a regulated river
4. irrigation network customer, untransformed
5. irrigation network customer, transformed
6. urban water supplier.

209 Figure A2.1 does not show environmental water holders. An environmental water holder may hold the same type of rights and be
subject to the same charges imposed on other water users for those rights. They are generally less likely to have water delivered
through an off‑river irrigation network (so are similar to private diverters). However, they are increasingly negotiating innovative
arrangements to access or use off‑river irrigation networks to improve environmental outcomes.
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Figure A2.1: Customer types in the Murray‑Darling Basin
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Nearly all water users incur WPM charges, discussed in chapter 3. Table A2.1 shows the applicable
water charges for customer types.
Table A2.1:
Customer type

Customer types and applicable water charges
Types of right held
Right to water

1
Private diverter

WAE—for the
regulated system in the
light blue valley

Infrastructure charges typically payable
Right to delivery of
water

On‑river charges paid
by customer

Off‑river charges paid
by customer

Implied in WAE

Fixed volumetric
charge (per ML of WAE
held)

n/a

(not held separately,
not acknowledged
explicitly in legislation)

Variable volumetric
charge (per ML of
water allocation used)
Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)

2
Private diverter

WAE—for the
unregulated tributary
in the light blue valley

na (because it is an
unregulated system)

na (because no
infrastructure services
are received)

n/a
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Customer type

Types of right held
Right to water

3
Private diverter

WAE—for regulated
system in the dark blue
valley

Infrastructure charges typically payable
Right to delivery of
water

On‑river charges paid
by customer

Off‑river charges paid
by customer

Implied in WAE

Fixed volumetric
charge (per ML of WAE
held)

na

(not held separately,
not acknowledged
explicitly in legislation)

Variable volumetric
charge (per ML of
water allocation used)
Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)

4
Irrigation network
customer,
untransformed

WAE held by the
operator of the orange
irrigation network, for
the regulated system in
the dark blue valley
IR held by the
customer against the
operator

5
Irrigation network
customer, transformed

WAE for regulated
system in the dark blue
valley

For delivery on river
to the off-take point—
implied in WAE held by
the operator
For delivery from the
off-take point through
the network to the
customer—implied
in WDR against the
orange network
operator*

For delivery on-river
to the off-take point—
implied in WAE held by
customer
For delivery through
the irrigation network
to the customer—
implied in WDR against
the red network
operator*

6
Urban water supplier

WAE for the regulated
system in the light blue
valley

Implied in WAE
(not held separately,
not acknowledged
explicitly in legislation)

Fixed volumetric
charge (paid by orange
network operator, and
passed on to customer
based on volume of IR
held)
Variable volumetric
charge (paid by orange
network operator, and
passed on to customer
based on volume of
water used)

Fixed volumetric
charge (based on
volume of WDR held)
Variable volumetric
charge (based on
volume of water
delivered through
the orange irrigation
network)
Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)

Fixed volumetric
charge (per ML of WAE
held)

Fixed volumetric
charge (based on
volume of WDR held)

Variable volumetric
charge (typically
paid by red network
operator, and passed
on to the customer)

Variable volumetric
charge (based on
volume of water
delivered through the
red irrigation network)

Non-volumetric charge
(e.g. per account)

Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)

Fixed volumetric
charge (per ML of WAE
held)

na

Variable volumetric
charge (per ML of
water allocation used)
Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)

(but urban water
supplier will levy
charges on its own
customers, and these
charges are not
regulated by the Act)

* Customers 4 and 5 may also have a separate right to drainage, but drainage services are usually bundled with delivery.
These customers are also liable to pay a termination fee if they terminate their right of access (represented by their
WDR) to their respective irrigation networks.
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A2.2

Water planning and management charges are
designed to ensure our water resources are
sustainable

WPM activities are undertaken by, or on behalf of, governments to plan for and manage water resource
sustainability. They are important because they:

promote the long term sustainability of the resource, and maintain the health of natural ecosystems
by minimising the impacts of water extraction

are necessary to manage the impacts of past, current and future patterns of water extraction
relate directly to the hydrology of surface and groundwater systems
protect the integrity of the entitlement system and the security of users’ authorised access to
water.210

Persons responsible for determining WPM charges for activities in the MDB must publish details
of the activities to which these regulated charges relate.211 The charges reflect Basin States’ policy
commitments under the National Water Initiative (NWI) to recover WPM costs from water users.
Generally, annual WAE charges to recover WPM costs comprise a relatively small proportion of
customer bills compared with other charges payable to IOs (chapters 4 and 5).
The remainder of this section describes:

the policy commitments on WPM cost recovery (section A2.2.1)
how the Water Act 2007 regulates WPM charges, and the types of activity undertaken (section
A2.2.2)

the seven activity categories that the ACCC uses to monitor WPM activities across jurisdictions
(section A2.2.3)

how Basin States approach the cost recovery of WPM activities (section A2.2.4)
how volumetric WPM charges are levied (section A2.2.5)
two types of non-volumetric charge—broad based levies and transactions charges (section A2.2.6).

A2.2.1

Governments committed to recover the costs of water planning
and management

In 2004, Commonwealth and state governments committed under the NWI to implement water pricing
and institutional arrangements that achieve appropriate cost recovery for WPM activities.212
The NWI pricing principles (adopted in 2010) elaborate on how governments should implement these
commitments: they provide that WPM costs should be allocated between water users and government
using an ‘impactor pays’ approach.213 That is, the intention in the NWI is not for governments necessarily
to recover all WPM costs from water users. Further, where practicable, governments are to identify and
differentiate WPM costs by catchment and by water source.214

210 Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles: principles for cost recovery of water planning and
management activities, April 2010, p. 12.
211 Rule 5(2)(j), Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.
212 Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, April 2010, www.agriculture.gov.au/
SiteCollectionDocuments/water/national-water-initiative-pricing-principles.pdf, accessed April 2017.
213 ‘The impactor pays approach seeks to allocate costs to different individuals, groups of individuals or organisations in proportion to
the contribution that each individual, group of individuals or organisation makes to creating the costs, or the need for the costs to be
incurred’. See: Ibid, pp. 14−15.
214 Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, April 2010, pp. 14−15.
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A2.2.2

The Water Act 2007 regulates water planning and management
charges in the Murray‑Darling Basin

The Water Act regulates the WPM charges that Basin States levy within the MDB.215 Regulated
WPM charges:

are primarily related to the management of water resources
do not relate to urban water supply activities (although urban users may also pay certain
WPM charges)

are determined by a minister, water authority or independent economic regulator
are levied on different groups or classes of water user, depending on the charge.
The Water Act includes NWI policy commitments in Schedule 2, as the Basin water charging
objectives and principles. Made under Part 4 of the Act, the Water Charge (Planning and Management
Information) Rules 2010216 aim to improve the transparency of WPM charges and the cost recovery for
WPM activities. To do so, they require persons determining WPM charges to publish information on:

these charges
the costs of activities associated with them
the relationship between the activity costs and the calculation of the regulated charge.217
In this way, the Rules make information on WPM charges more widely and consistently available across
Basin States.
The Rules allow water users to understand the relationship between the WPM charges that they pay
and the recovery of WPM costs in Basin States. This information is useful for assessing the degree of
cost recovery that Basin States are achieving. However, issues remain with Basin States’ disclosure
because the Water Act and the Rules:

do not apply to charges in relation to urban water supply activities or non-Basin water resources
do not require information on activities for which no charge is imposed to be published.218

A2.2.3

We use seven activity categories to monitor water planning and
management charges

In monitoring WPM charges, we use seven WPM activity categories developed by the NWI Steering
Group on Water Charges:219
1. water reform, strategy and policy
2. water planning
3. water management
4. water monitoring and evaluation
5. information management and reporting
6. water administration and regulation
7. water industry regulation.

215
216
217
218

Section 91(1)(c), Water Act 2007.
The Water Act requires the Rules to contribute to achieving the Schedule 2 objectives and principles.
Rule 5(j)(iv), Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.
For these reasons, in our Final Advice on the Water Charge Rules, we ‘considered that the water charge rules are not an effective
policy tool to ensure the objectives of the NWI relating to planning and management cost recovery are met’. Because the rules were
not effective in providing transparency of cost recovery, we recommended the ‘requirement(s) [under the rules] to disclose the
nature and cost of water planning and management activities related to planning and management charges be repealed’. However,
we recommended the ‘remaining requirements in the [rules] to disclose information about planning and management charges
[be] retained’. We considered this information was useful because ‘it informs users of their quantum relative to other charges’ and
‘planning and management charges were usually unavoidable.’ See ACCC, Review of the Water Charge Rules: final advice, September
2016, pp. 301, 303.
219 National Water Initiative Steering Group on Water Charges, Cost recovery for water planning and management in Australia,
appendix B, February 2007.
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A2.2.4

Basin States use varying approaches to recover water planning
and management costs

The scope and range of WPM activities vary across Basin States. Further, each Basin State takes a
different approach to determining the charges imposed to recover water users’ share of the costs
associated with WPM activities. The differences cover:

the WPM activities for which Basin States seek to recover costs
the water users that are subject to a WPM charge
the proportion of associated WPM costs that the Basin State seeks to recover through charges.

A2.2.5

Charges are typically levied on water access rights or allocations
used

Water access right charges are imposed (generally each year) on water users based on the WAE (or
other water access right) that they hold and/or the water allocation used in particular years. These
charges are generally imposed either on the volume of water access rights held (that is, a fixed charge)
or the volume of water delivered (that is, a variable charge). But they may also be levied per water
access right held or per account (that is, a fixed non-volumetric charge).
Use of water access right WPM charges varies across Basin States. Table A2.2 shows the charge types
that each Basin State department and water authority imposes:

In New South Wales, WaterNSW collects WPM charges on behalf of the Department of Primary
Industries Water in addition to collecting its own fixed and variable water access right charges.
These charges are determined by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART).

In the South Australia Murray‑Darling Basin (SAMDB), the Department of Environment, Water and

Natural Resources (DEWNR) imposes a fixed volumetric water access right charge on entitlements
(‘unit shares’) held by water licence holders.220 This charge is called the Natural Resources
Management (NRM) Water Levy. Non-volumetric water access right charges are also imposed, and
include annual meter rental charges.

Queensland’s Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME) imposes charges for

the WPM activities undertaken by DNRME and SunWater. The charges are set individually for each
water management area. The DNRME’s charges are water harvesting fees: a variable volumetric
water access right charge for extracting water ‘from a river during authorised or announced high
flow periods (for example, flooding) that are specified in the applicable Resource Operations Plan’.221

In the ACT, the majority of revenue raised for WPM activities comes from the variable water

abstraction charge. The ACT Government sets this use charge on those licensed to take ACT
water.222

The Environmental Contribution collected from water supply authorities is the main charge relating

to WPM activities in Victoria.223, it is a multiple of each authority’s revenue. The Minister sets the levy
for a four year cycle. The third cycle or ‘tranche’ of the Environmental Contribution (from 2012–13 to
2015–16) raised $416.1 million ($2015–16). The fourth tranche (2016–17 to 2019–20) is expected to
raise $537.1 million to fund initiatives consistent with the purposes set out in legislation.224

220 The Minister imposes an NRM water levy in all NRM regions in South Australia, but the charge calculation may differ in regions. In the
South Australia Murray‑Darling Basin, the levy is calculated as a charge per unit shares (entitlements) in kilolitres held by water licence
holders at 1 July each year or, if higher, a minimum annual fee. See Government of South Australia, South Australian Government
Gazette, 23 June 2016, p. 2496.
221 Queensland Competition Authority, SunWater irrigation price review: 2012−17, Volume 1, May 2012, p. viii. See also: Water Regulation
2002 (Qld), Schedule 14.
222 ICON Water, ‘Water Abstraction Charge’, www.iconwater.com.au/My-Home/My-account/Pricing-and-your-Customer-Contract/
ACT-network-water-prices/Water-Abstraction-Charge.aspx, accessed April 2017.
223 The Environmental Contribution is set under a Ministerial Order-in-Council pursuant to the Water Industry Act 1994. The
Environmental Contributions Order 2012–16 sets the relevant revenue multiples. Department of Environment, Water, Land and
Planning, ‘Environmental Contributions’, www.depi.vic.gov.au/water/governing-water-resources/environmental-contribution,
accessed February 2017.
224 See Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, ‘Environmental Contribution’, www.depi.vic.gov.au/water/governingwater-resources/environmental-contribution, accessed February 2017.
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Table A2.2:

Types of water planning and management charges imposed on water access rights, by Basin
State agency225226

Basin State department/water authority

Fixed volumetric

Variable volumetric

Qld

Department of Natural
Resources, Mines and
Energy (DNRME)225

NSW

WaterNSW

ACT

Environment Planning and
Sustainable Development
Directorate (EPSDD)

ü

Department of
Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (DELWP)

ü

Fixed non‑volumetric

ü

Goulburn-Murray Water
(GMW)226

Vic

GWMWater
Lower Murray Water

ü
ü

Department of
Environment, Water
and Natural Resources
(DEWNR)

SA

Source:

ü
ü

ü

ü

ACCC from data provided and published by Basin State departments and water authorities.

A2.2.6

Non-volumetric water planning and management charges include
broad based levies and transaction charges

Non-volumetric WPM charges may be either:

broad based levies that apply directly or indirectly to water users to fund specific WPM activities, or
transaction charges, such as application fees for trading, transferring or varying water access rights,
or for lodging/registering a transaction with a water registry.

Explaining broad based levies
Broad based levies are general levies that are not linked to the holding and/or use of a water access
right. For this reason, they may not be transparently identifiable as a separate charge.
Only Victoria’s DELWP imposes a broad based levy—namely, the Environmental Contribution.227
Imposed on all water authorities (both urban and rural), the Environmental Contribution is set by the
Minister as a fixed percentage of the revenue raised from the allowed revenue of water authorities.
It is 5 per cent of revenue from urban water authorities and 2 per cent of revenue from rural water
authorities.228 Each water authority’s revenue cap for regulated infrastructure services may include an
amount equivalent to the revenue percentage for the Environmental Contribution. The charge is passed
through to water users through regulated charges.229

225 In December 2017, the Department of Natural Resources and Mines combined with the Department of Energy and Water Supply to
form the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME).
226 In 2016−17, GMW raised the entirety of its WPM charge revenue from transaction based charges.
227 See: Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, ‘Environmental Contribution’, www.depi.vic.gov.au/water/governingwater-resources/environmental-contribution, accessed February 2017.
228 These revenues exclude revenue from bulk water services, bulk sewerage services, metropolitan drainage and water services, and
certain other revenue sources. See: Victoria, Victorian Government Gazette, no. G26, 28 June 2012, pp. 1444−5.
229 The Essential Services Commission (Victoria) includes, in each water authority’s determination, an Environmental Contribution
amount. Water authorities must specify this contribution in their annual reports. The Environmental Contributions Order for 2012−13
to 2015−16 expired at 30 June 2016.
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Explaining transaction charges
Transaction charges are imposed when a water user undertakes a particular activity. They are often
associated with a water user’s application to undertake an activity230, and with the approval to
undertake that activity. For example, fees associated with trading WAEs WAs are transaction charges
because they are imposed only when a water user engages in that activity. (Chapter 6 discusses trade
application charges.)
Other transaction charges across Basin States relate to:

registry searches and document lodgement
water meter testing, use and operation
licence related activities
variations to WAEs and/or water allocations
assessments and inspections.

A2.3

Infrastructure operators impose infrastructure
charges for providing infrastructure services

IOs impose infrastructure charges for access to their water service infrastructure and for services
relating to that access. These infrastructure charges are regulated under the water charge rules, which
prohibit an IO from levying a regulated charge for an infrastructure service unless it gives the customer
its current schedule of charges at least 10 business days before providing the service.231

A2.3.1

Charges are imposed for on‑river infrastructure services

IOs providing on‑river infrastructure services impose charges to recover the costs of:

water harvesting and storage (including flood mitigation and asset management of dams, lakes,
weirs and other storage structures)

water transportation and delivery (including taking customers’ orders, determining and

implementing storage releases, monitoring water use and administering customers’ water accounts).

Charges for on‑river infrastructure services generally take the form of:

fixed volumetric infrastructure charges levied on the volume of WAE that the customer holds
variable volumetric infrastructure charges levied according to the amount of water allocation
delivered to a customer’s extraction point

non-volumetric charges levied per account or per meter/outlet (for example, account or meter fees).
Non-volumetric charges are not linked to the volume associated with a water right. For this reason, they
are often classified together with fixed volumetric charges. A customer may incur a non-volumetric
charge levied, for example:

per account (regardless of the volume of water right that they hold)
per outlet or meter
on the size of their landholdings
per transaction (for example, a trade application fee that is unrelated to the volume of water
being traded)

as a flat charge on all customers with a particular characteristic.
The use of fixed and variable charges varies per on‑river operator. However, apart from WaterNSW,
on‑river operators predominantly use fixed rather than variable charge structures, so that charges will
vary little with the volume of water delivered to customers.
Customers in South Australia do not pay on‑river infrastructure charges. Supply of water through
the Murray‑Darling system to South Australia is managed by the MDBA, which does not directly
levy charges but receives lump sum contributions from the South Australian and other Basin State
230 Such charges can still be calculated on a quantitative basis (for example, per ML). An example is a trade application charge levied
per ML of water traded.
231 Rule 7, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
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governments (see section 3.2.1). Water users pay the NRM levy to DEWNR—this levy has been included
in this report as a WPM charge and included in hypothetical bills for South Australia’s private diverters.
Chapter 4 discusses on‑river infrastructure charges levied in 2016–17.

A2.3.2

The Murray‑Darling Basin Authority does not directly recover its
costs for infrastructure services

Much of the costs of operating and maintaining on‑river water service infrastructure in the River Murray
system is incurred by the MDBA. While there is scope for the MDBA to impose charges to directly
recover its costs associated with the River Murray system, the MDBA does not currently impose such
charges. The MDBA relies on contributions from Basin State and Australian governments, which are
made pursuant to the MDB Agreement.
State governments use a range of difference approaches to recover their contributions to the MDBA
funding, and the extent to which costs are recovered from water users varies. Box A2.2 provides
information on MDBA contributions and cost recovery arrangements.

Box A2.2: Recovering Murray‑Darling Basin Authority contributions
The MDB Agreement does not set out any requirements on how states report on or recover
MDBA joint activities funding. These joint activities include infrastructure operation as well as WPM
activities. Governments fund their contributions in several ways, which affect the charges paid by
the IO customers. (Chapter 3 provides more information on MDBA funding.)
The Australian Government covers its contributions for joint activities and the agency costs of the
MDBA through consolidated revenue.
New South Wales recovers some of the contribution costs through a revenue requirement on
WaterNSW, which it recovers from its customers via infrastructure charges. New South Wales
also funds its contributions through WPM charges the Department of Primary Industries Water
levies on water users but collected by WaterNSW. Any remaining costs are funded from general
State revenue.
Victoria also recovers part of its MDBA contributions from water users. Victorian water users pay
some MDBA costs through their water charges. GMW included MDBA costs in its expenditure
forecasts for the 2013 and 2016 ESCV price determinations. Water authorities pay a percentage of
their revenue to the Victorian Government in the form of the Environmental Contribution, some of
which is used to fund the Victorian contribution to the MDBA.
The South Australian Government’s contribution to the MDBA appears to be funded from general
government revenue and at least a proportion of funds raised through the Natural Resource
Management (Division 2) water levy. Before 1 July 2015, the South Australian Government used the
Save the River Murray Levy (a WPM charge levied on South Australian water customers) to fund its
contribution to the MDBA.

A2.3.3

Charges are also imposed for off‑river infrastructure services

Most off‑river IOs in the MDB deliver water for the primary purpose of irrigation, and so are considered
IIOs under the Water Act.
Off‑river IOs232 generally extract water from a natural watercourse and deliver it to their customers
through their networks of channels and/or pipes. They impose charges to recover the costs of:

operating their infrastructure
maintaining and renewing their infrastructure
meeting overheads.
Off‑river infrastructure charges generally take the form of:

fixed volumetric charges levied on the volume of WDR that the customer holds

232 Most off‑river IOs in the MDB deliver water for the primary purpose of irrigation, so they are also considered ‘irrigation infrastructure
operators’ (IIOs) under the Act. But we refer to off‑river IOs generally in this report, unless a specific reference to ‘IIO’ is necessary.
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variable volumetric charges levied on the volume of water delivered to the customer (under a WAR
or IR) up to the volume of WDR held. Higher charges typically apply to volumes delivered over this
amount (often described as ‘casual use’ charges, see below)

non-volumetric charges, typically levied per account or per meter/outlet, or with reference to
landholdings or the number and size of outlets/service points connected to the IO’s network.

Off‑river IOs generally rely on volumetric charges to obtain their required revenue, although the
contribution from non-volumetric charges (such as account or service fees) has changed over time
for some operators. Relative reliance on fixed and variable volumetric charges may differ considerably
across IOs across the MDB and over time.
Most off‑river IOs charge their customers a fixed volumetric charge to recover at least some of the fixed
costs of providing infrastructure services, and a variable volumetric charge to recover variable costs.
When the ratio of fixed to variable charges does not broadly align with the ratio of fixed to variable
costs, an IO may rely on variable charges to fund fixed costs, or less commonly, the reverse.
Typically, fixed volumetric are based on the volume of WAE a customer holds, whereas variable
volumetric charges are based on the actual volume of water delivered to the customer.
Those IOs that provide only off‑river infrastructure services may also levy other charges on their
customers. Generally, these charges pass through or recover the cost of on‑river infrastructure charges
or WPM charges that the IO incurs on their customers’ behalf.
Typically, the charges levied by IOs apply to all customers within a particular class or receiving a
particular service, and these types of charges raise the most revenue for IOs. However, there are
several other types of charges that are less universally used (either applied only by a few IOs or only to
customers in particular circumstances), namely:

volume-tiered charges
causal use charges
non-volumetric charges
drainage charges.
Explaining volume-tiered charges
As noted above, off‑river IOs generally apply constant volumetric charges (at least for use up to
the volume of a customer’s WDR, after which casual use charges generally apply). However, three
off‑river IOs impose different volumetric charge amounts for different volume levels:

Western Murray Irrigation (WMI) imposes a fixed ‘access fee for delivery entitlement’ and a variable
charge for ‘water usage above access fee allowance’. Customers pay no variable charge for water
use up to a set allowance (which is a specified percentage of delivery entitlement), and pay the
variable usage charge only for use above this allowance.

Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL) employs a declining block tariff for variable charges, based on three
‘tiers’ of usage—below 5 ML, 6–100 ML and above 100 ML—with lower rates for water use in the
higher tiers.

Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited (MI) imposes a tiered charging arrangement for its fixed
infrastructure charges, based on three tiers of delivery entitlements—0–50 ML,
51–250 ML and above 250 ML—with lower rates for the higher tiers.

In some cases, a declining block tariff may reflect lower average costs of providing services to larger
customers (‘economies of scale’). However, if this is not the case, use of a declining block tariff would
introduce a degree of cross-subsidy where smaller customers, subject to a higher per ML charge,
cross-subsidise customers with larger holdings, subject to lower per ML charges. We do not collect
information about off‑river IOs’ costs. Therefore the extent to which tiered charges reflect cost
structures is unclear.
We discussed volume-tier arrangements in more detail in our 2014–15 water monitoring report.233

233 ACCC, Water Monitoring Report 2014−15, May 2016, pp. 76−80.
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Explaining casual use charges
Most off‑river IOs allow irrigators and other customers to have additional access to their infrastructure
through casual use arrangements, provided the network is not constrained. Charging arrangements for
casual water delivery vary across IOs, and the casual premiums account for factors such as crop type,
availability of water allocations (for example, allocations that can be sourced from water markets) and
the typical WDR held by customers.
Some IOs do not impose additional charges on irrigators for water delivered above their WDR volume.
They either impose their standard use charge on the extra water delivered (as in the Hay, Jemalong and
Marthaguy systems) or impose a separate casual use charge. The latter may be:

equal to the standard variable use charge plus a ‘fixed charge equivalent’ (as charged by the Central
Irrigation Trust and Lower Murray Water)234, or

a higher casual use charge for all water delivered above the irrigator’s WDR volume (as charged by
Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW), MIL, Western Murray Irrigation (WMI) Limited and Murrumbidgee
Irrigation) or a premium in addition to the standard use charge for each ML delivered above the
WDR volume (as in the West Corurgan, Coleambally, Narromine and Trangie–Nevertire systems).
These arrangements tend to act as an incentive for customers to hold WDRs (that is, to accept an
ongoing liability to contribute to the costs of the network).

Other things being equal, operators with more ‘generous’ casual use policies would be expected to have
a greater amount of casual use relative to those with stricter policies.

Explaining drainage charges
Drainage is the removal of surface or sub-surface water from a given area, which may occur naturally or
as a service provided by an IO. To charge for drainage services:

most IOs incorporate costs associated with drainage into other charges that fund water delivery
infrastructure

some off‑river IOs impose separate drainage charges on all customers or certain classes of customer.
GMW, Lower Murray Water, MIL and SunWater are the only IOs to impose additional charges for
drainage services on irrigators.

Box A2.3: ‘Bundled’ water charges offer simplicity but can impede customer
decision making
In limited circumstances, a customer may not hold their own water access right or irrigation right.
Rather, they may have a contract with an IO to supply them ‘on demand’ with both the water
and the infrastructure services necessary for storing, delivering and/or draining the water. This
arrangement primarily relates to stock and/or domestic customers and urban customers. Often, the
charges levied on these customers do not distinguish between charges for the water and charges
for the infrastructure services. In effect, the IO ‘bundles’ water provision with the infrastructure
services. For example, this kind of service is offered by the Central Irrigation Trust, MI and GMW.235
Although these bundled charging arrangements may be simpler, it is unclear what proportion of
the charge represents the cost of infrastructure services versus the cost of the water supplied. It is
difficult, therefore, for customers to evaluate whether the arrangement is preferable to alternatives
(such as users acquiring their own water access right or irrigation right, and separately paying the IO
for infrastructure services).

234 Under this approach, casual users face charges that are approximately equal to charges that customers pay for access and delivery
under a WDR.
235 Central Irrigation Trust’s Schedule of Charges offers ‘domestic supplies’ for 72 cents per KL. Murrumbidgee Irrigation offers a Home
Garden Licence. Goulburn-Murray Water charges $100 for a stock and domestic ‘service point.
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A2.3.4

Off‑river infrastructure operators also make other adjustments to
charges

Two other types of adjustments to water charges made by some IOs are distribution losses and
Irrigation Corporation and District Rebates.

Explaining distribution losses
Two off‑river IOs have an explicit factor to adjust charges upwards for distribution losses:

Jemalong has a separate conveyance fixed charge of $1.12 per delivery entitlement
Trangie–Nevertire shows an explicit adjustment on its schedule for the use charge, from the ‘at river’
charge by WaterNSW and the Department of Primary Industries Water to the ‘farm-gate price’ it
charges its own customers, allowing for 12 per cent losses.

Other operators also incur WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges in relation to water used for
distribution losses, but do not pass through those charges separately on their schedule of charges. In
these cases, these costs will be implicitly recovered through their other charges. Some operators state
their estimated losses on their schedule: for example, Narromine assumes average losses of 15 per cent
and adjusts charges upward to account for this. Due to the variability of distribution losses, the
percentage allowed for the adjustment will not necessarily reflect the actual losses in a given year.

Explaining Irrigation Corporation and District rebates
In New South Wales, WaterNSW provides an ‘Irrigation Corporation and District’ (ICD) rebate to eight
of its larger customers as an annual lump sum.236 None of these operators show the rebate explicitly
on their schedules, but they effectively offset it against other general costs, which results in lower
charges than would otherwise be possible. Two operators—Eagle Creek and Jemalong—show lower
government charge rates than the actual WaterNSW and Department of Primary Industries Water
charges, apparently due to savings from the ICD rebate, although the calculation of the reduction is
not shown.
The listed ‘government’ charge(s) may therefore differ from those actually incurred by the off‑river
IO. We consider that the way in which such rebates are used to adjust off‑river IO charges, and
the approach taken to recover charges on distribution losses, should be clearly explained on the
schedule of charges, and advocated for such requirements in our 2016 Final Advice to the Minister.237
Our amendments proposed to the water charge rules would require operators to observe greater
transparency in their schedules of charges (see A1.5.5).

A2.3.5

Off‑river infrastructure operators pass through WPM and on‑river
infrastructure charges

Off‑river IOs take various approaches to passing through the WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges
that they incur.238 These different approaches offer different degrees of transparency to customers:

In Victoria and Queensland, IOs are vertically integrated and provide both on‑river and off‑river

infrastructure services. They levy separate on‑river and off‑river infrastructure charges and/or apply
WPM charges directly on customers.

By contrast, off‑river IOs in New South Wales incur WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges, and

those in South Australia incur WPM charges, in relation to the WAEs that they hold and/or use. As
an example, an off‑river IO will incur charges for a WAE held to service customers’ irrigation rights,
including water used to cover distribution losses. Charges that off‑river IOs incur in relation to water

236 The ICD (Irrigation Corporation and District) rebate is based on the costs that WaterNSW avoids incurring because the ICDs buy
services in bulk and cover various costs for their own customers such as billing and metering that might have otherwise been the
responsibility of WaterNSW. It is provided to Murray Irrigation Limited, Western Murray, West Corurgan, Moira and Eagle Creek in the
Murray valley; Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited and Coleambally in the Murrumbidgee valley; and Jemalong in the Lachlan valley.
237 See ACCC, Review of the Water Charge Rules: Final Advice, September 2016, s. 5.13.
238 We discuss WPM charges in chapter 3 and on‑river infrastructure charges in chapter 4.
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used for distribution losses are generally ‘shared’ across all customers, rather than attributed to
particular customers.239
Off‑river IOs also incur on‑river and/or WPM charges when they take certain actions on behalf of
customers. For example, the off‑river IO will incur charges in relation to trade outside their network if it
trades water allocated under a customer’s irrigation right, or when it orders allocation purchased by a
customer for delivery within the IO’s network. These charges can be considered ‘directly attributable’ to
the relevant customer(s).

Approach 1—straight pass through
Some off‑river IOs, in particular, Central Irrigation Trust and Lower Murray Water240, identify the directlyattributable WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges they charge to customers, and the amount
matches the extra charges incurred by the operator.241 Hay and Narromine adopt this approach to a
limited extent, but only in respect of fixed charges.
Central Irrigation Trust and Lower Murray Water are examples of transparent and clear approaches
used by off‑river IOs. As the charges being passed through are clearly identifiable on the off‑river IO’s
schedule of charges, irrigators can easily understand the origin of their obligations to pay the charges.

Approach 2—an aggregated single fixed and/or variable ‘government charge’
In New South Wales, a common approach to pass-through charges is to combine the WPM charge
imposed by the Department of Primary Industries Water with WaterNSW’s on‑river infrastructure
charges into a single fixed and/or variable ‘government charge’. Coleambally and WMI list both a fixed
and a variable government charge on their schedule of charges. Moira lists a government variable
charge on its schedule but does not separate out the fixed charges. By contrast, West Corurgan lists a
government fixed charge on its schedule but not a variable charge.
These approaches offer limited transparency to customers. In some cases, the charges shown on the
schedule are exactly the same as the sum of the Department of Primary Industries Water WPM charge
and WaterNSW’s on‑river infrastructure charges—for example,

for both fixed and variable, in the case of Coleambally, Trangie–Nevertire and WMI
for variable only, for Jemalong
for fixed only, for MIL.
In other cases, the charge shown on the off‑river operator’s schedule is either higher or lower than the
sum of the Department of Primary Industries Water and WaterNSW charges—for example:

Fixed government charges specified by Eagle Creek and Jemalong were lower than the sum of
Department of Primary Industries Water and WaterNSW charges.

MI’s fixed and variable, MIL’s variable, and Narromine’s variable government charges were all higher
than the sum of the relevant Department of Primary Industries Water and WaterNSW charges.

These differences can be explained in two ways. The Department of Primary Industries Water and
WaterNSW charges may be:

higher to account for charges related to WAE used to cover distribution losses
lower, recognising the large customer ICD rebate provided by WaterNSW to certain off‑river IOs.
Approach 3—incorporation into general fixed and/or variable off‑river infrastructure
charges
Some off‑river IOs do not show WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges explicitly on their schedules;
instead they pass them on to their customers by incorporating them into their own off‑river
infrastructure charges. That is, they are treated like other costs and incorporated into the total cost base
on which the operator’s revenue requirements and, therefore, charges are based.

239 Distribution losses occur when water is lost (for example, through evaporation or seepage to groundwater) from a network during
the delivery of water to customers. Off‑river IOs may provide for these distribution losses by holding a separate WAE for this purpose
(sometimes referred to as a ‘conveyance licence’), by withholding a proportion of their customer’s irrigation right, or by some
combination of the two methods.
240 Goulburn-Murray Water and Lower Murray Water specify their on‑river charges for bulk water and entitlement storage only; WPM
‘charges’ (the Environmental Contribution) are incorporated into their own charges, see box 4.2.
241 Central Irrigation Trust and Renmark Irrigation Trust do not incur relevant on‑river infrastructure charges.
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Five off‑river IOs include variable WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges in their variable
infrastructure charge:

Buddah Lake
Hay
Marthaguy
West Corurgan
Tenandra.
Three off‑river IOs include fixed WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges in their fixed
infrastructure charge:

Buddah Lake
Moira
Tenandra.
This is the least transparent of all approaches for passing through WPM and on‑river infrastructure
charges. If the charges are not adjusted before being used in calculating termination fees, the operator
may breach the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 by including amounts relating to variable
charges in the calculation. However, the termination fees listed on the schedules of charges for Buddah
Lake, Moira and Tenandra all appear to exclude WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges.
Further, where customers have transformed their irrigation rights and retained their WDR, rolling
WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges into an off‑river IO’s own charges could lead to transformed
customers paying WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges twice—once when levied on the WAE
resulting from transformation, and again when built into off‑river infrastructure charges.

A2.3.6

Several factors influence the weighting of fixed versus variable
charges

IOs charge both fixed and variable charges for their off‑river infrastructure services. Several factors
affect the IO’s decision to charge fixed or variable charges in different proportions for their services.
These factors include:

‘reactive’ tariff setting: IOs may change their charging structure in response to seasonal conditions
or to customer views. It is easier for smaller off‑river IOs to change tariff structures from year
to year, because larger IOs have more formalised processes for setting and changing their
charging structures.

infrastructure upgrades: some off‑river IOs may adopt higher fixed charges to recover the costs

of infrastructure upgrades. However, when a system moves from being a gravity fed network to a
pressurised system, the IO may seek a higher variable charge to better reflect the higher variable
costs that it will face.

network rationalisation: in some networks, a lopsided proportion of fixed costs may be spent

servicing a relatively small number of customers. If these customers are removed from the network,
and the network can be made more efficient, then the proportion of fixed to total costs could
reduce. However, this outcome depends on several factors, such as the degree of cross-subsidisation
(where one group of customers is charged higher prices to subsidise lower prices for another group)
or the use of ‘postage stamp pricing’ (where all customers are charged the same regardless of
whether the costs associated with providing the services to different customers are different).

changing customer base: if an off‑river IO experiences a number of terminations, it has fewer

customers over which to spread the fixed costs needed to maintain the network (unless the network
can be rationalised as customers exit). In this case, fixed charges as a proportion of overall charges
for irrigators may increase. However, the use of termination fees (paid when customers exit) can
reduce the increased fixed costs for a number of years.

loss of subsidies: if a network has high underlying high fixed costs, Basin State governments might

have previously subsidised these fixed costs. If the subsidy is removed, the IO must recover a greater
amount of fixed costs through customer charges than they did previously.
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a move to cost-reflective tariff structure: historically in the MDB, many IOs recovered a significant

proportion of their primarily fixed costs through variable charges. If an IO elects to rebalance their
tariff structure towards charges that are more cost-reflective, then the proportion of off‑river bills
attributable to fixed charges is likely to increase.

customer preference: if customers do not hold high security entitlements (for example, they have

general security entitlements), then they are likely to prefer a tariff structure that gives more weight
to variable charges than to fixed charges. An IO’s weighting of customer preference against other
factors may change over time, resulting in changes to the fixed–variable ratio.

Chapter 5 discusses off‑river infrastructure charges levied in 2016–17.

Box A2.4: Infrastructure charges are different from the price of water
Through volumetric charges, infrastructure operators often use a customer’s volume of a WDR
held or water used as a proxy for the consumption of infrastructure services and, therefore, for the
customer’s liability for infrastructure charges. WPM charges may also be applied on a similar basis.
However, unlike urban water tariffs (which can relate to both the costs of providing the urban water
system and the value of the water), infrastructure charges are charges for infrastructure services
only (except in limited cases, as explained in box A2.2).
In part, charges in the rural MDB generally do not include a ‘resource rent’ or ‘scarcity value’ for the
water, because water scarcity is managed at a high level via aggregate volumetric restrictions on
consumptive water use, such as the Sustainable Diversion Limits in the Basin Plan.
The ability for allocated water to move to its highest valued or most productive use via water
markets gives water users an incentive to use water efficiently. If the net benefit from using water
for a specific use is less than the market price, then a person would be better off selling the water
rather than using it. By providing an opportunity to maximise the value of water, well functioning
water markets promote the efficient use of water resources. In this way, markets establish the
price or ‘value’ of water. However, ensuring markets function well—including educating water users
about opportunities to trade, deciding where and when Water Access Rights may be traded, and
minimising the transaction costs of participating in the market—is challenging.

A2.4

Termination charges provide for future costs

The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 balance the interests of irrigators who are exiting
an irrigation district with the interests of irrigators that wish to remain, by capping termination fees at
10 times the IIO’s total (fixed) network access charges actually paid (or payable) by the irrigator in the
relevant year. Further, an irrigator can no longer be made to pay a termination fee simply because they
traded their Water Access Right or WDR. This promotes the efficient use of and investment in irrigation
infrastructure and the efficient functioning of water markets.
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